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Executive Summary
In the summer of 2012, a national survey of over 1,000 formal and informal educators was conducted to assess who were
using NASA resources, what educators were looking for when using NASA resources, and what attracted them to NASA
workshops and other educational opportunities. This survey was conducted by the K-12 Working Group of the NASA
Science Mission Directorate (SMD) Education and Public Outreach (E/PO) Forums and distributed through NASA and
national education networks.
NASA SMD created the Forums – one each for each of the SMD science divisions: Earth Science, Astrophysics, Heliophysics
and Planetary Science – via cooperative agreements in 2009. SMD charged the Forums with organizing the efforts of the
SMD E/PO community members into a coordinated effort that would increase the overall coherence of SMD E/PO
programming, leading to more effective, sustainable, and efficient utilization of SMD science discoveries and learning
experiences.
The Forum K-12 Working Group is one of three cross-Forum, audience-based working groups that further support SMD
E/PO (the other two are for higher education and informal education). The working groups are charged with gathering
and disseminating information about their respective audiences. Their purpose is to assist SMD in making programmatic
decisions, support the work of the Forums, and help the SMD E/PO community make informed decisions in planning,
implementing, and evaluating their E/PO efforts.
This survey provides data not found elsewhere that will be used by the NASA SMD E/PO Forums to tailor their
programmatic efforts to best meet the professional development and resource needs of K-12 educators. The survey was
designed to elicit answers to three questions that will guide future programmatic development by the NASA SMD E/PO
forum members:
1. Who are the NASA resource users?
2. What NASA resources do educators find most valuable?
3. What are educators looking for in NASA-related professional development opportunities?
A synopsis of the outcomes are summarized below.
Who responded to the survey?
Responses were gathered from educators across 49 states, one territory and six countries. Respondents represented
teachers from urban, suburban, and rural school districts, as well as informal educators. The median response time was 16
minutes. Complete responses were received from 1,014 educators, with 164 additional educators answering one or more
qustions, for a total 86% completion rate (i.e., 86% who started the survey completed it).
What professional development requirements are reported by K-12 educators?
The combined majority of educators (56%) reported being required to take between 10 to more than 15 hours of
professional development annually. The professional development requirment did not specify that obtaining continuing
education credits was necessary to meet the requirement. Costs to attend professional development opportunities, both
regionally and nationally, were covered by grants for over a third (37%) of respondents, The rest indicated that either
their school district paid for/provided professional development, or that they paid for part or all of the costs of their
personal professional development themselves.
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How do educators currently meet their professional education needs or requirements?
During the 2011-12 school year, educators indicated that they were more likely to participate in a STEM-related teacher
professional development experience at a university or college (32%), at their school accompanied by teachers from their
department/discipline (29%), at a state educational conference (23%), or at a museum or science center (22%). Nearly half
(45%) reported that they had participated in an online STEM professional development experience, an increasingly
common way for teachers to obtain professional development.
What do educators want from professional development opportunities?
Duration:
Educators indicated that they would be most likely to attend a full day or half-day professional development opportunity
followed by a weeklong experience during the summer.
Content:
Educators ranked modeling hands-on activities (4.8/5) and learning science content (4.6/5) as the most important aspects
of a valuable/successful professional development experience. Educators were most likely to attend NASA professional
development when they had the opportunity to learn about ways to use NASA resources with students (9.1/10), discover
the cutting-edge science work being done by NASA (8.9/10), and access NASA’s imagery and science (8.9/10).
Format:
Educators prefer workshop experiences where a NASA scientist presents NASA data related to their research (74%), and
where they can interact with peers who teach at a similar grade level (71%),.
Recognition/Certification:
Roughly two-thirds of the educators value graduate credit, receiving a certificate of completion and/or continuing
education credits as a result of their professional development experience.
How do educators learn about NASA educational resources?
The majority of respondents (80%) report typically finding out about STEM professional development opportunities
through professional organizations like NSTA with about half as many finding out through teacher listserves and regional
training organizations. Educators report receiving NASA educational materials from professional development
opportunities including conferences, workshops and presentations. Educators are likely to share these resources with
others, including their students (96%) and colleagues (85%), effectively expanding the reach of these materials to a much
wider audience.
What does NASA provide that is of the greatest value to educators?
Educators indicated that NASA classroom materials are of great importance to them, specifically ranking NASA lessons and
activities, NASA videos and visualizations, NASA website-based information/activities, and authentic NASA data for use in
student research, between 4.4 and 4.5 on a Likert scale ranging from 1 (not useful) to 5 (very useful).
Acknowledgements
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In the summer of 2012, a national survey of over 1,000 formal and informal educators was conducted to assess who were
using NASA resources, what educators were looking for when using NASA resources, and what attracted them to NASA
workshops and other educational opportunities. This survey was conducted by the K-12 Working Group of the NASA
Science Mission Directorate (SMD) Education and Public Outreach (E/PO) Forums and distributed through NASA and
national education networks.
NASA SMD created the Forums – one each for each of the SMD science divisions: Earth Science, Astrophysics, Heliophysics
and Planetary Science – via cooperative agreements in 2009. SMD charged the Forums with organizing the efforts of the
SMD E/PO community members into a coordinated effort that would increase the overall coherence of SMD E/PO
programming, leading to more effective, sustainable, and efficient utilization of SMD science discoveries and learning
experiences.
The Forum K-12 Working Group is one of three cross-Forum, audience-based working groups that further support SMD
E/PO (the other two are for higher education and informal education). The working groups are charged with gathering
and disseminating information about their respective audiences. Their purpose is to assist SMD in making programmatic
decisions, support the work of the Forums, and help the SMD E/PO community make informed decisions in planning,
implementing, and evaluating their E/PO efforts.
This survey provides data not found elsewhere that will be used by the NASA SMD E/PO Forums to tailor their
programmatic efforts to best meet the professional development and resource needs of K-12 teachers. The survey was
designed to elicit answers to three questions that will guide future programmatic development and educational resource
creation by the NASA SMD E/PO forum members.
About the Survey
The needs assessment survey was intended to gather information to assist the larger NASA Science Mission Directorate
(SMD) education and public outreach (E/PO) community in their work with formal educators. It seeks to answer three
questions:
1. Who are the NASA resource users?
2. What NASA resources do educators find most valuable?
3. What are educators looking for in NASA-related professional development opportunities?
The survey was optional and it was complied with the Institute for Global Environmental Strategies' (IGES) Institutional
Review Board (IRB) – reviewed and determined to be exempt by American Institutes for Research under IGES's IRB,
EX00178 NASA Earth Science Education and Public Outreach Forum.
The survey included five categories of questions:
Teacher and School Demographics (Questions 1-8)
o Geographic area, school type, teaching experience, grades and subjects taught
o Number of students taught per year; economic need indicators (free or reduced lunch)
Survey on Teacher Professional Development
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Professional Development Needs (Questions 9-14)
o District or state professional development requirements
o Availability and sources of funding for teacher professional development
Teacher Experience with NASA Educational Resources (Questions 15-16)
 Perceived usefulness and dissemination practices
Teacher Preferences with Respect to Professional Development Programming (Questions 17-26)
 What respondents value in STEM professional development experiences.
 Where they go for STEM professional development.
 Optimal duration of professional development experiences.
 Components of a valuable/successful professional development experience
 Tangible benefits associated with NASA STEM professional development
Open-ended Comments related to effectiveness of and student response to NASA resources in the Classroom
(Questions 27-28).

The entire survey may be found on page 196.
1,178 respondents participated in the survey, with 1,014 completing the survey and 164 providing partial responses. The
median response time was 16 minutes.
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Methodology
The pilot survey was launched in the spring of 2012 at the National Science Teachers Association (NSTA) national
conference. The bit.ly link was shared via NASA presenters and via the booth.

Figure 1. Screenshot of survey distribution graphic.

The response to the pilot survey was small (<100) but provided an important opportunity to examine the initial responses
and refine the survey. The survey was then broadly distributed through NASA and national education networks in the
summer of 2012, providing a tenfold increase in response rate over the pilot (Fig. 2). The educational network employed
in distribution of the K-12 survey included NASA EPO programs and partners, as well as national and regional educational
organizations, as indicated in Table 1.
NASA Community Groups
SMD E/PO Community

Regional Groups
COSEE – Centers for Ocean Science
Education Excellence

National Partners
NSTA list serve

NASA Express Email List

Climate Literacy Network (list serve)

National Marine Educators Association
(Scuttlebutt email list )

NASA Explorer Schools
NASA Educator Resource Centers

The Center for Science Education at UC
Berkeley Space Sciences Laboratory
Maine Marine Educators Association

Global Systems Science (GSS) at Lawrence
Hall of Science (list serve)
E-teachers network- (Pat Rieff)

The GLOBE Program

North Dakota Teacher Learning Centers

ESSEA

Nasa Space Grants

University of Wyoming

National Park Service

SMD Educator Ambassadors

Pinhole

Astronomical Society of the Pacific
(Galileo Education Network)

NASA Aerospace Education Services
Program (AESP)

ESPIRIT – New York Earth Science
Teachers Network

NASA Educators Online Network (NEON)
Space Math @ NASA
S'COOL
My NASA Data

Energy from the Sun

Table 1. NASA EPO community groups, regional and national organizations participating in survey distribution.
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Figure 2. Web statistics page showing Increase in survey responses when the NASA partner and teacher networks were employed for dissemination of the survey.

Analysis
Data in this report is disaggregated by grade band in order to better understand differences in needs and expectations
exhibted by teacher populations teaching high school (defined as grades 9-12); middle school (grades 6-8), elementary
(grades 1-5) and pre-school/kindergarten programs (Pre-K). Aggregate values providing an overview of preK-12
responses for each question are also reported.
While the survey was developed for classroom teachers, upon analysis, the responses received reflect a wide range of
education categories including informal educators, vocational school instructors and higher education faculty. For the
purposes of this analysis only responses identified as PreK - High School were subsetted and used in this report.
As an example, lets look at the data obtained by the survey on the average number of students taught by each teacher
respondent. Statistical analyses of classroom size in the US usually report the teacher/student ratio, because this metric is
readily extractable from the National Center of Educational Statistics database (www. http://nces.ed.gov). However, it is
well known that teacher/student ratios include special education services and do not reflect classroom size accurately: the
US Department of Education estimates that the average class size is around 25 students (Sparks 2010)1. Thus, high school
teachers are commonly reported to average 250 students/ year (5 classes, averaging 25 students per class, for two
semesters). As an example of how our sample of teachers may not be representative of classroom teachers nationally,
respondents in this study identifying themselves as Pre-K teachers report an average of 3,259 students per teacher, and
elementary educators report an average of 607 students per teacher. These numbers clearly do not reference classroom
environments. On the otherhand, respondents identifying themselves as high school teachers report teaching an average
of 271 students a year, which is in the ballpark of the estimated national average of 250 students. Thus, we need to be
cautious when making conclusions from this survey as they might pertain to classroom teachers.
An additional complexity in this report is the unintentional use of non-discrete categories. For instance, if a teacher
teaches at both the elementary and middle school levels, both categories would be checked, with the result that the total
of repondents in each grade band totals more than the total number of individuals responding. In another example,
teachers are given the choice of characterizing their workplace as a public school, private school, or charter school. Most
charter schools are also public schools, so the analyst needs to evaluate whether these categories should be combined to
more accurately represent the response in the analysis.

1

Sparks, S.D., "Class Sizes Show Signs of Growing," Education Week, Nov. 24, 2010.
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Question 1: Where do you teach?
Responses were gathered from educators across 49 states, one territory and six countries. The only state not represented
was Rhode Island. States with active teacher networks participating in the survey (NY), as well as regional NASA centers
(VA , CA, TX,) were best represented in the sample, reflecting a bias resulting from the expedient sampling methodology
employed (Fig. 3).

All responses
All educator' teaching location by state
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22
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80

100

120

140

160

180

200

1,281 total responses
Figure 3. Geographical distribution of respondents by state (n=1088, 99%).
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Question 2: If you teach in a non-US address, please complete the following information
Respondents also included those from countries with a connection to The GLOBE Program (a NASA- and NSF-sponsored
international education program) including: Chile, Argentina, Peru, Canada, Romania, Thailand, Australia, Bhutan and
Croatia. Their responses were also included in the survey analysis.
Question 3: What school type you consider your school to be?
The vast majority of respondants (84%) of the respondents reported teaching in a public school. Because most charter
schools are also public schools, and charter schools were called out as a discrete category, the number of public school
teachers is actually higher than reported in the public school category.





A total of 600 high school educators responded (99% of respondents answered this question)
A total of 428 middle school educators responded ( 97% of respondents answered this question)
A total of 215 elementary educators responded (99 of respondents answered this question).
A total of 29 Preschool-Kindergarten (Pre-K educators) responded (94% of respondents answered this question.

All responses
School type
Public (1,065)

Private (169)

Charter (38)

3%
13%

84%

Figure 4. Distribution of total survey respondents by school type (n=1085; 99%).2

2

Each figure contains data descriptors in the following convention: n=total respondents answering the question, followed
by an expression of this quantity as a percentage of the total respondents within that class (eg. total teachers).
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Question 4: What grade level(s) do you teach?
A total of 1,297 educators (100%) responded to this question; 608 (52%) identified themselves as teaching in high school,
440 (38%) in middle school, 218 (19%) in elementary, and 31 (3%) as teaching in Pre-K. 3

All responses
What grade level(s) do you teach?
700
Number of Responses

600
500
400
300
200
100
0

Responses
Percent

High School

Middle School

Elementary

PreK

608

440

218

31

51.92%

37.57%

18.62%

2.65%

Figure 5. Distribution of total survey respondents by gradeband (n=1297; 100%).

3

Total respondents for each class are as follows: total respondents, n=1297; high school teachers, n=608; middle school
teachers, n=440; elementary school teachers, n=218; Preschool and Kindergarten teachers (Pre-K) n=31.
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Question 5: How many total students do you teach in a year?
US Department of Education estimates that the average class size is around 25 students (Sparks 2010)4. Thus, high school
teachers are commonly reported to average 250 students/ year (5 classes, averaging 25 students per class, for two
semesters). As an example of how our sample of teachers may not be representative of classroom teachers nationally,
respondents in this study identifying themselves as Pre-K teachers report an average of 3,259 students per teacher, and
elementary educators report an average of 607 students per teacher. These numbers clearly do not reference classroom
environments, and several educators noted in the comment section that they work in an informal environment, such as a
planetarium, museum, outdoor education center, or enrichment program. On the other hand, respondents identifying
themselves as high school teachers report teaching an average of 271 students a year, which is in the ballpark of the
estimated national average of 250 students. Thus, we need to be cautious when making conclusions from this survey as
they might pertain to classroom teachers.

The total number of students identified through this survey is 161,154.

Grade Band
Average number of students taught annually Total nuber of Respondents (n)
High school (9-12)
271
601 (99%)
Middle School (6-8)
370
429 98%)
Elementary (K-5)
607
216 (99%)
Pre-K
3,259
30 (97%)
*Teachers possibly identified themselves as also being involved in informal education settings, such as planetarium, museums and traveling
astronomy shows, explaining the significantly higher number of students reached.
Table 2. Average number of students taught annually by grade band as reported by respondents. Total number of respondents is listed in the right hand column.

4

Sparks, S.D., "Class Sizes Show Signs of Growing," Education Week, Nov. 24, 2010.
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Question 6: How many years have you taught and in what areas?
Summary
Most high school teacher respondents reported teaching physical science (451 respondents), Earth science (442), and
biology (404), followed by physics (391), chemistry (382), astronomy (377), environmental science (371).
High School

Figure 6. Number of years teaching by STEM discipline, total high school teacher respondents (n=608; 100%).
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Middle School

Figure 7. Number of years teaching by STEM discipline, total middle school teacher respondents (n=436; 99%).

Elementary

Figure 8. Number of years teaching by STEM discipline, total elementary school teacher respondents (n=214; 98%).
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Pre-K

Figure 9. Number of years teaching by STEM discipline, total Pre-K teacher respondents,(n=31; 100%).

Question 6 - Summary

Figure 10. Number and percentage of respondents and years of experience teaching, by gradeband( n=1289; 99%).
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All responses:
By Content Area Taught
6%

Physical Science
10%

Earth

12%
10%

Environmental Science
Astronomy

3%

Physics
9%

Chemistry

21%

Biology
Technology

14%
8%

7%

Engineering
Math

Figure 11. Percentage of respondents teaching in STEM content areas, all grades (n=1289; 99%).
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Question 7: Which of the following best describes your school setting?
Summary
Similar geographic distribution trends are seen across high school, middle school, and elementary school age groups,
which correlates to general population distribution,with the greatest percentage of respondents teaching in surburban
schools (>40% of all elementary, middle and high school teachers surveyed). Pre-K educators indicated a more even
distribution between geographic categories, which could be due to more pre-K options being available in settings other
than formal education centers. Across all age groups, very few to no respondents reported teaching in on-line and tribal
venues. Those choosing the “Other” category indicated informal/museum settings, academies, regional settings that span
urban, suburban and rural settings, pre-service teachers, and schools of towns of intermediate population that are nonsuburban settings.
High School

High School

Percent of responses

School Setting
50.0%
45.0%
40.0%
35.0%
30.0%
25.0%
20.0%
15.0%
10.0%
5.0%
0.0%

43.2%

28.2%

24.9%

4.8%

1.8%

0.7%

Home-school
(11)

Tribal (4)

0.2%
Rural (171)

Suburban (262)

Urban (151)

On-line only (1)

Other (29)

Figure 12. Characterization of high school setting of respondents. Note: Category "other" includes descriptors added by respondents, includes both geographic
clarifications (such as urban and rural), alternative education programs, and informal teaching venues outside the classroom, includiing museums, planetariums, parks,
and outdoor education programs (n=606; 99%).
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Middle School

Middle School
School Setting
50.0%

45.6%

Percent of responses

45.0%
40.0%
35.0%
28.2%

30.0%
21.9%

25.0%
20.0%
15.0%
10.0%
5.0%

6.6%
2.3%

0.7%

Home-school
(10)

Tribal (3)

0.2%

0.0%
Rural (96)

Suburban (200)

Urban (124)

On-line only (1)

Other (29)

Figure 13. Characterization of middle school setting of respondents. Note: Category "other" includes descriptors added by respondents, includes both geographic
clarifications (such as urban and rural), special needs programs, and informal teaching venues outside the classroom, includiing museums, planetariums, parks, and
outdoor education programs (n=439; 99%).

Elementary

Elementary
School Setting
45.0%

40.3%

Percent of responses

40.0%
35.0%

30.1%

30.0%
22.7%

25.0%
20.0%
15.0%
10.0%

5.0%

6.5%

4.6%
0.9%

0.0%

0.0%
Home-school
(10)

Tribal (2)

Rural (49)

Suburban (87)

Urban (65)

On-line only (0)

Other (14)

Figure 14. Characterization of elementary school setting of respondents. Note: Category "other" includes descriptors added by respondents, includes both geographic
clarifications (such as "small city"), and informal teaching venues outside the classroom, includiing museums, planetariums, parks, and outdoor education programs,
(n=216; 99%).
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Pre-K

Pre-K
School Setting
35.0%
29.0%

Percent of responses

30.0%

25.8%

25.0%

25.8%

22.6%

20.0%
15.0%

12.9%

10.0%
3.2%

5.0%

0.0%
0.0%
Home-school
(4)

Tribal (1)

Rural (7)

Suburban (124)

Urban (8)

On-line only (0)

Other (9)

Figure 15. Characterization of Pre-K school setting of respondents. Note: Category "other" includes descriptors added by respondents, includes both geographic
clarifications (such as "small city"), and informal teaching venues outside the classroom, includiing museums, planetariums, parks, and outdoor education programs.
(n=31; 100%).

Question 7- Summary

All responses

Percent of responses

School setting
50.0%
45.0%
40.0%
35.0%
30.0%
25.0%
20.0%
15.0%
10.0%
5.0%
0.0%

43.1%

26.9%

25.0%

6.3%
2.7%
Home-school
(35)

0.8%
Tribal (10)

0.2%
Rural (323)

Suburban (557)

Urban (348)

On-line only (2)

Other (82)

Figure 16. Characterization of geographic school settings by percent educator respondents teaching across all grade bands (n=1292; 99%).
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Question 8- Estimate the percentage of students at your school who receive free or reduced lunch.
Summary
A greater number of respondents that answered this question (mean = 36%) estimate that 50% or more of their students
receive free or reduced lunch.

Figure 17. Estimated percentage of school population of students that receive free or reduced lunch, by percentage of educator respondents and grade band (n=1244;
95%).
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Question 9: How many hours of professional development are you required to take annually?
Summary
A total of 23% of educators sampled in this survey indicated that they are not required to take any professional
development annually; 38% of educators responded that they are required to take more than 15 hours annually; 21% of
the responses indicate they are required to take 1-9 hours. Statistical evidence also supports a proportional correlation
between ages taught and amount of professional development required: those with high school teaching experience are
more likely to be required to attend more than 15 hours of professional development than respondents with elementary
experience, although only marginally (difference of 4%).
High School

High School
Hours of professional development required per year
50%
45%
Percent of responses

40%
35%
30%
25%
20%
15%
10%
5%
0%
None

1-3h

4-6h

7-9h

10-12h

13-15h

more than
15

Percent

22%

6%

9%

5%

11%

6%

41%

Number of Responses

129

37

50

28

66

35

236

Figure 18. Number of required hours of professional development per year as reported by high school educator respondents (n=581; 96%).
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Middle School

Middle School
Hours of professional development required per year
50%
45%
Percent of responses

40%
35%
30%
25%
20%
15%
10%
5%
0%

Percent
Number of Responses

None

1-3h

4-6h

7-9h

10-12h

13-15h

more than
15

20%

7%

8%

8%

13%

6%

38%

85

31

32

34

57

25

159

Figure 19. Number of required hours of professional development per year as reported middle school teacher respondents (n=423; 96%).

Elementary

Percent of responses

Elementary
Hours of professional development required per year
50%
45%
40%
35%
30%
25%
20%
15%
10%
5%
0%

Percent
Number of Responses

None

1-3h

4-6h

7-9h

10-12h

13-15h

more than
15

26%

8%

7%

7%

13%

6%

34%

54

16

14

15

26

12

71

Figure 20. Number of required hours of professional development per year as reported by elementary school educator respondents (n=208; 95%).
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Pre-K

Pre-K
Hours of professional development required per year

Percent of responses

50%
45%
40%
35%
30%
25%
20%
15%
10%
5%
0%

Percent
Number of Responses

None

1-3h

4-6h

7-9h

10-12h

13-15h

more
than 15

31%

7%

7%

17%

14%

3%

21%

9

2

2

5

4

1

6

Figure 21. Number of required hours of professional development per year as reported by Pre-K school educator respondents (n=29; 94%).

Question 9-Summary

Percent of responses

All responses
Hours of professional development required per year
50%
45%
40%
35%
30%
25%
20%
15%
10%
5%
0%
None

1-3h

4-6h

7-9h

10-12h

13-15h

more than
15

All Respondents

23%

7%

8%

6%

12%

6%

38%

Number of Responses

264

74

90

64

135

69

428

Figure 22. Number of required hours of professional development per year as reported by all teacher respondents to survey (n=1124; 96%).
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Question 10: How many credits (or CEUs)* of professional development are you required to take annually?
Continuing education units, or CEUs, are awarded by many education and training providers to demonstrate partcipation
in a non-credit professional development activity. CEUs are not standardized, but one CEU typically signifies
approximately 10 contact hours in a structured learning environment supervised by a an expert provider.
*See Definition of CEU (p. 198) for more information on continuing education credits, or CEUs.
High School

High School
Credits of professional development required per year
Percent of responses

70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
None

1-3h

4-6h

7-9h

10-12h

13-15h

more than
15

Percent

52%

17%

7%

2%

6%

2%

14%

Number of Responses

298

99

42

12

33

11

78

Figure 23. Number of Continuing Education Credits (CEUs) required annually of high school educator respondents (n=573; 94%).
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Middle School

Middle School
Credits of professional development required per year
70%

Percent of responses

60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
None

1-3h

4-6h

7-9h

10-12h

13-15h

more than
15

Percent

48%

16%

8%

3%

9%

3%

13%

Number of Responses

205

69

32

11

37

14

56

Figure 24. Number of Continuing Education Credits (CEUs) required annually of middle school educator respondents (n=424; 96%).

Elementary

Elementary
Credits of professional development required per year
70%
Percent of responses

60%
50%
40%

30%
20%
10%
0%

Percent

Number of Responses

None

1-3h

4-6h

7-9h

10-12h

13-15h

more than
15

49%

14%

12%

3%

7%

3%

10%

99

29

25

7

14

6

21

Figure 25. Number of Continuing Education Credits (CEUs) required annually of elementary school educator respondents (n=201; 92%).
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Pre-K

Pre-K
Credits of professional development required per year

Percent of responses

60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

Percent
Number of Responses

None

1-3h

4-6h

7-9h

10-12h

13-15h

more than
15

47%

13%

17%

0%

7%

3%

13%

14

4

5

0

2

1

4

Figure 26. Number of Continuing Education Credits (CEUs) required annually of Pre-K school educator respondents (n=30; 92.%).

Question 10 - Summary

All responses
Credits of professional development required per year
70%

Percent of responses

60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
None

1-3h

4-6h

7-9h

10-12h

13-15h

more than
15

Percent

52%

16%

8%

2%

6%

2%

13%

Number of Responses

582

177

87

25

72

26

144

Figure 27. Number of Continuing Education Credits (CEUs) required annually of educator respondents to this survey across all grade bands (n=1113; 95%).
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Question 11: How many hours of professional development do you typically take in a year?
Summary
A majority of educators (81%) report taking between 10 and 15 or more hours of professional development a year.
Question 11: Summary

All responses
Hours of professional development typically taken per year
70.0%

Percent of responses

60.0%
50.0%
40.0%
30.0%
20.0%
10.0%
0.0%

Percent
Number of Responses

None

1-3h

4-6h

7-9h

10-12h

13-15h

more than
15

1.8%

5.5%

6.5%

5.2%

7.8%

5.9%

67.3%

20

62

73

59

88

66

759

Figure 28. Number of hours of professional development typically taken by educator respondents to this survey across all grade bands (n=1127; 87%).
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Question 12: How many credits (or CEU's) of professional development do you typically take in a year?
Question 12: Summary

All responses
Number of credits (CEU) typically taken per year
30.0%

Percent of responses

25.0%
20.0%
15.0%
10.0%
5.0%
0.0%

Percent
Number of Responses

None

1-3h

4-6h

7-9h

10-12h

13-15h

more than
15

22.9%

22.3%

13.8%

4.7%

6.0%

4.1%

26.3%

254

247

153

52

67

45

292

Figure 29. Number of Continuing Education Credits (CEUs) of professional development typically taken by educator respondents to this survey across all grade bands
(n=1110; 86%).
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Question 13: In what ways do these sources fund your professional development at national conferences?
Summary
Grants are most often used to cover all costs for respondents to attend national conferences, as compared to only
covering a single component of costs. Respondents are more likely to have to personally cover costs for travel, lodging,
materials, supplies or credits. Schools are most likely to cover the costs for a substitute teacher or registration.
Question 13: Summary

Figure 30. Source of funds available to educators to attend national conferences across all grade bands (n=1223; 94% ).
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Question 14 - In what ways do these sources fund your professional development at local or regional workshops?
Summary
Respondents indicate statistically similar trends for covering costs for regional conferences as national conferences.
Question 14: Summary

Figure 31. Source of funds available to educators to attend local or regional workshops across all grade bands (n=1241; 96%).
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Question 15: NASA has many types of materials, products and resources. Rank each one in order of personal
importance.
Summary
The top resources teachers find most useful are videos/visualizations, web-based information/activities, and NASA data.
Thematic units and lessons were also of great importance to teachers. The least useful to teachers were bookmarks and
postcards, although responses were most evenly distributed in these categories.
While there are a few variances between age groups taught, there is not statistical significance in the numbers. There is
some indication that visual products are of slightly more importance to teachers of younger ages and social media of
slightly more importance to teachers of older students, but across the groups the amount of importance remains
proportional.
High School
Educators were asked to rank each one in order of personal importance, with 1 being not useful and 5 being very useful.
Percent of educators find the following NASA resources 'Very Useful' and 'Useful'.

Figure 32. Preferences of high school educators with respect to category of NASA educational materials (n=586; 9%).
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Middle School
Educators were asked to rank each one in order of personal importance, with 1 being not useful and 5 being very useful.
Percent of educators find the following NASA resources 'Very Useful' and 'Useful'.

Figure 33. Preferences of middle school educators with respect to category of NASA educational materials (n=420; 95%).

Elementary
Educators were asked to rank each one in order of personal importance, with 1 being not useful and 5 being very useful.
Percent of educators find the following NASA resources 'Very Useful' and 'Useful'.

Figure 34. Preferences of elementary school educators with respect to category of NASA educational materials (n=202; 93%).
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Pre-K
Educators were asked to rank each one in order of personal importance, with 1 being not useful and 5 being very useful.
Percent of educators find the following NASA resources 'Very Useful' and 'Useful'.

Figure 35. Preferences of Pre-K school teachers with respect to category of NASA educational materials (n=30; 97%).

Question 15: Summary
Educators were asked to rank each one in order of personal importance, with 1 being not useful and 5 being very useful.
Percent of educators find the following NASA resources 'Very Useful' and 'Useful'..

Figure 36. Preferences of teachers across all grade bands with respect to category of NASA educational materials (n=1238; 95%).
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Question 16: If you receive NASA educational materials through a professional development opportunity such as a
conference, workshop or presentation, with whom are you most likely to share those materials?

Summary
Materials are most likely to be shared with students, as well as school and district colleagues. Teachers of younger age
groups were also more likely to share with more types of audiences than teachers of older children, who seemed to focus
on students and colleagues in the same building.
High School
Educators could check all that applied.

High School
Groups with whom educators are most likely to share NASA educational materials
recieved through a professional development opportunity
100%
90%

Percent of responses

80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%

96%

89%

44%

23%

26%

Colleagues in
same district
(256)

Colleagues regional (137)

District
curriculum
director (155)

13%

31%

8%

27%

After-school
providers (45)

Parents (157)

0%
Students in your
Colleagues in
class (564)
same bldg (520)

Others - informal Others-meetings
(77)
(182)

Figure 37. Most likely disseminaton avenues of NASA educational materials by high school educator respondents (n=585; 96%).
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Middle School
Educators could check all that applied.

Middle School
Groups with whom educators are most likely to share NASA educational materials
recieved through a professional development opportunity
100%

Percent of responses

90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%

98%

90%

49%

25%

34%

17%

33%

12%

40%

0%
Students in your Colleagues in Colleagues in
class (410) same bldg (377) same district
(206)

Colleagues regional (103

District
Others - informal Others-meetings After-school
curriculum
(70)
(136)
providers (48)
director (141)

Parents (146)

Figure 38. Most likely disseminaton avenues of NASA educational materials by middle school educator respondents (n=417; 95%).

Elementary
Educators could check all that applied.

Elementary
Groups with whom educators are most likely to share NASA educational materials
recieved through a professional development opportunity
100%

Percent of responses

90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%

97%

88%

53%

24%

32%

Colleagues regional (49)

District
curriculum
director (65)

22%

31%

23%

52%

0%
Students in your Colleagues in Colleagues in
class (197) same bldg (179) same district
(109)

Others - informal Others-meetings After-school
(44)
(64)
providers (47)

Parents (106)

Figure 39. Most likely disseminaton avenues of NASA educational materials by elementary school educator respondents (n=204; 94%).
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Pre-K
Educators could check all that applied.

Pre-K
Groups with whom educators are most likely to share NASA educational materials
reeived through a professional development opportunity
100%
90%
Percent of responses

80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%

90%

76%

72%

45%

41%

Colleagues in
same district
(21)

Colleagues regional (13)

District
curriculum
director (12)

45%

45%

34%

41%

0%
Students in your Colleagues in
class (26)
same bldg (22)

Others Others-meetings After-school
informal (13) (13)
providers (10)

Parents (12)

Figure 40. Most likely disseminaton avenues of NASA educational materials by Pre-K school educator respondents (n=29; 94%).

Question 16 - Other
A complete list of responses may be found on pages 88.
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Question 16: Summary

All responses
Groups with whom educators are most likely to share NASA educational materials
received through a professional development opportunity
100%
90%

Percent responses

80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

Students
in your
class

Colleagues Colleagues
District
Colleagues
in same
in same
curriculum
- regional
bldg
district
director

Others informal

Othersmeetings

Afterschool
providers

Parents

HS

96%

89%

44%

23%

26%

13%

31%

8%

27%

MS

98%

90%

49%

25%

34%

17%

33%

12%

40%

EL

97%

88%

53%

24%

32%

22%

31%

23%

52%

Pre-K

90%

76%

72%

45%

41%

45%

45%

34%

41%

Figure 41. Most likely dissemination avenues of NASA educational materials by educator respondents across all grade bands. (n=1235, 95%)
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Question 17: During 2011-12, where did you participate in STEM teacher professional development experiences?
Summary
Across all age groups, respondents participate in STEM professional development most often in connection with
universities, museums and their schools. Middle school and elementary teachers tend to seek out professional
development in various venues more equally than high school teachers, who utilize university and school offerings more.
Teachers of younger ages are more likely to attend professional development in museums and science centers than
teachers of older students.
High School
Educators could check all that applied.

High School
Venues where educators were most likley to participate in STEM teacher
professional development experiences during 2011-12
50%
45%

Percent responses

40%
35%
30%
25%
20%
15%
10%
5%
0%
At your
school with
teachers at
your grade
level (139)
High School

27%

At your
At your
school site
At your
school site
with teachers
with teachers school district
in your
training
from multiple
department/
grade levels
facility (115)
discipline
(119)
(211)
42%

23%

23%

At your
state's
teachers'
conference
(138)

At a NASA
Center (94)

At a
university or
college (217)

At a museum
or science
center (115)

At a National
or State park
(25)

27%

19%

43%

23%

5%

Figure 42. Most likely venue of STEM teacher professional development for high school school educator respondents (n=508; 84%).
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Middle School
Educators could check all that applied.

Percent responses

Middle School
Venues where educators were most likley to participate in STEM teacher
professional development experiences during 2011-12
50%
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40%
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20%
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10%
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iscipline (112)
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30%

23%

21%

At your
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At a NASA
Center (86)
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university or
college (142)

At a museum
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center (119)

At a National
or State park
(31)

30%

23%

37%

31%

8%

Figure 43. Most likely venue of STEM teacher professional development for middle school school educator respondents (n=379; 86%).

Elementary

Educators could check all that applied.

Percent responses

Elementary
Venues where educators were most likley to participate in STEM teacher
professional development experiences during 2011-12
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level (38)
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facility (46)
discipline (33)
(43)
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25%
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conference
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At a National
or State park
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23%
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Figure 44. Most likely venue of STEM teacher professional development for elementary school school educator respondents (n=182; 83%).
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Pre-K
Educators could check all that applied.

Pre-K
Venues where educators were most likley to participate in STEM teacher
professional development experiences during 2011-12
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Figure 45. Most likely venue of STEM teacher professional development for Pre=K educator respondents (n=29; 93%).

Other
A complete list of responses may be found on pages 91.
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Question 17-Summary

All responses
Venues where educators were most likley to participate in STEM teacher
professional development experiences during 2011-12
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360)
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23%

21%

30%

23%
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31%
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Elementary

21%

18%
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27%
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21%

14%

21%

31%

38%
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59%

10%

High School

Middle School
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Pre-K

Figure 46. Most likely venue of STEM teacher professional development for educator respondents across all grade bands (n=1098; 87% of respondents answered this
question).
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Question 18. In 2011-12, did you participate in STEM teacher professional development through any of the following?
High School
High School
Sources of STEM teacher professional development in 2011-12
100%
90%
80%
70%

60%

60%
50%

44%

40%

32%

30%
17%

20%
10%

0%
Online (127)

At another federal agency
(NOAA, USGS, DOE, etc) (92)

At a community-based
organization (scouts, 4H,
boys/Girls Club) (48)

Other (174)

Figure 47. Sources of professional development for high school educators (n=290; 48%).

High School - Online
A complete list of responses provided by high school educators for “Online” is found on page 99 (n=127; 44.
High School - Other federal agency
A complete list of responses provided by high school educators for “Other federal agency” is found on page 101 (n=92;
32%).
High School - Community-based organizations
A complete list of responses provided by high school educators for “Community-based organizations” is found on page
102 (n=48; 17%).
High School - Other venues
A complete list of responses provided by high school educators for “Other venues” is found on page 103 (n=174; 60%).
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Middle School

Middle School
Sources of STEM teacher professional development in 2011-12
100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
68%

30%
20%

44%

36%

10%

15%

0%
Online (96)

At another federal agency
(NOAA, USGS, DOE, etc) (78)

At a community-based
organization (scouts, 4H,
boys/Girls Club) (32)

Other (147)

Figure 48. Sources of professional development for middle school educators (n=217; 49%).

Middle School - Online
A complete list of responses provided by middle school educators for “Online” is found on page 106 (n=96; 44%).
Middle School - Other federal agency
A complete list of responses provided by middle school educators for “Other federal agency” is found on page 108 (n=78;
40%).
Middle School - Community-based organizations
A complete list of responses provided by middle school educators for “Community-based organizations” is found on page
109 (n=32; 15%).
Middle School - Other venues
A complete list of responses provided by middle school educators for “Other venues” is found on page 109 (n=147; 67%).
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Elementary

Elementary
Sources of STEM teacher professional development in 2011-12
100%
90%
80%
70%
56%

60%
50%

44%

40%

33%

30%

21%

20%
10%
0%
Online (44)

At another federal agency
(NOAA, USGS, DOE, etc) (33)

At a community-based
organization (scouts, 4H,
boys/Girls Club) (21)

Other (56)

Figure 49. Sources of professional development for elementary school educators (n=100; 46%).

Elementary - Online
A complete list of responses provided by elementary educators for “Online” is found on page 113 (n=44; 44%).
Elementary - Other federal agency
A complete list of responses provided by elementary educators for “Other federal agency.” is found on page 114 (n=33;
33%).
Elementary - Community-based organizations
A complete list of responses provided by elementary educators for “Community-based organizations” is found on page
114 (n=21; 21%).
Elementary - Other venues
A complete list of responses provided by elementary educators for “Other venues” is found on page 115 (n=56; 56%).
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Pre-K

Pre-K
Sources of STEM teacher professional development in 2011-12
100%
90%
80%
70%
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40%
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30%
20%

47%
35%

10%

29%
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Online (8)

At another federal agency
(NOAA, USGS, DOE, etc) (6)

At a community-based
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boys/Girls Club) (5)

Other (13)

Figure 50. Sources of professional development for Pre-K educators (n=17; 55%).

Pre-K - Online
A complete list of responses provided by Pre-K educators for “Other” is found on page 116 (n=8; 47%).
Prre-K - Other federal agency
A complete list of responses provided Pre-K educators for “Other federal agency” is found on page 116 (n=6; 35%).

Pre-K - Community-based organizations
A complete list of responses provided by Pre-K educators for “Community-based organizations” is found on page 116
(n=5; 29%).
Pre-K- Other venues
A complete list of responses provided by Pre-K educators for “Other venues” is found on page 117 (n=13; 75%).
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Question 18: Summary

All responses
Sources of STEM teacher professional development in 2011-12
30%

28%

25%

21%

21%

20%
15%

11%

10%
5%
0%
Online (275)

At another federal agency
(NOAA, USGS, DOE, etc)
(209)

At a community-based
organization (scouts, 4H,
boys/Girls Club) (106)

Other (390)

Figure 51. Sources of professional development for educators across all grade bands (n=980; 76%).
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Question 19: NASA offers professional development opportunities of different durations. Which of the following would
you be most likely to attend?
Summary
Elementary teachers have a clear preference for shorter (1 hour-1 day) professional development sessions, whereas high
school and middle school teachers exhibit greater preference for longer professional development activities, from 1 day to
1 week during the summer.
High School
Educators could check all that applied. Responses are sorted.
High School
Duration of NASA professional development opportunities educators would most likely attend
50%
45%
Percent of responses

40%
35%
30%
25%
20%
15%
10%
5%
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1 day (530)

2-3
consecutive
or closelyspaced days
(518)

1/2 day
(504)

42%

40%

32%

32%

31%

24%

21%

11%

9%

30%

41%

36%

39%

23%

20%

32%

21%

15%

One week
during the
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(543)
Would attend
Probably would attend

Would attend

Longer than
Online
Several
Face-to-face
one week courses that weekends courses that
1 hour (506) during the
span a
during the
span a
summer
semester
school year
semester
(520)
(528)
(518)
(511)

Probably would attend

Figure 52. Preferred duration of professional development activities indicated by high school educator respondents (n=556; 91%).
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Middle School
Educators could check all that applied. Responses are sorted.
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39%
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36%

26%

23%

15%

13%
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38%

30%

35%

20%

32%

18%

28%
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Figure 53. Preferred duration of professional development activities indicated by middle school educator respondents (n=405; 92%).
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Elementary
Educators could check all that applied. Responses are sorted.

Elementary
Duration of NASA professional development opportunities educators would most
likely attend
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36%
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15%
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Figure 54. Preferred duration of professional development activities indicated by elementary school educator respondents (n=196; 90%).
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Pre-K
Educators could check all that applied. Responses are sorted.

Pre-K
Duration of NASA professional development opportunities educators would most
likely attend
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14%
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Figure 55. Preferred duration of professional development activities indicated by Pre-K school educator respondents (n=30; 97%).
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Question 19 - Summary

All responses
Duration of NASA professional development opportunities educators would most
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Figure 56. Preferred duration of professional development activities indicated by STEM educator respondents across all grade bands.
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Question 20: From what source do you typically find out about STEM professional development opportunities?
Summary
80% of the combined responses show that educators rely on their connections to professional organizations as a means of
learning about STEM Professional Development opportunities. The National Science Teachers Association (NSTA), listed
on the survey as an example, has a significant membership base; several states also have active science teacher
organizations/associations. Such organizations have websites, publications, social media outlets and frequent
conferences, all of which publicize PD opportunities and recruit teachers for participation. In each grade level group,
colleagues (43% of combined responses) are identified as a source of information on PD opportunities. Principals and
science coaches/mentors were identified less frequently as a source for information on STEM professional development
opportunities (17% and 16% of combined responses, respectively) PD opportunities.
High School

High School
Source from which educators typically learn about STEM professional development
opportunities
100%

Percent of responses

90%

83%

80%

70%
60%
46%

50%
40%
20%

32%

28%

30%
16%

16%

10%
0%
Principal (88)

School district (152)

Science coach/mentor (87) Teaching colleagues (250) Colleges/universities (175) Professional organizations
(NSTA, State Science
Teacher Associations) (450)

Figure 57. Sources of information about professional development activities indicated by high school educator respondents (n=545; 90%).
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Middle School

Middle School
Source from which educators typically learn about STEM professional development
opportunities
100%
90%

83%

Percent of responses

80%
70%
60%
50%

40%

40%

20%

27%

25%

30%

17%

15%

10%
0%
Principal (61)

School district (99)

Science coach/mentor (68) Teaching colleagues (160) Colleges/universities (106) Professional organizations
(NSTA, State Science
Teacher Associations) (329)

Figure 58. Sources of information about professional development activities indicated by middle school educator respondents (n=397; 90%).

Elementary

Elementary
Source from which educators typically learn about STEM professional development
opportunities
100%

90%
Percent of responses

80%
67%

70%
60%

50%

41%

40%

30%

32%
23%

22%
16%

20%
10%
0%
Principal (189)

School district (61)

Science coach/mentor (30) Teaching colleagues (77)

Colleges/universities (44) Professional organizations
(NSTA, State Science
Teacher Associations) (126)

Figure 59. Sources of information about professional development activities indicated by elementary school educator respondents (n=189; 87%).
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Pre-K

Percent of responses

Pre-K
Source from which educators typically learn about STEM professional development
opportunities

100%
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40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

86%

38%
10%
Principal (3)

31%

21%

14%

School district (4)

Science coach/mentor (6)

Teaching colleagues (11)

Colleges/universities (9)

Professional organizations
(NSTA, State Science
Teacher Associations) (25)

Figure 60. Sources of information about professional development activities indicated by Pre-K school educator respondents (n=29; 94%).

Question 20 - Summary

All responses
Source from which educators typically learn about STEM professional development
opportunities
100%
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80%

80%
70%
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43%

40%
20%

29%

27%

30%
17%

16%

10%
0%
Principal (193)

School district (316)

Science coach/mentor (191) Teaching colleagues (498)

Colleges/universities (334)

Professional organizations
(NSTA, State Science
Teacher Associations) (930)

Figure 61. Sources of information about professional development activities indicated by STEM teacher respondents across all grade bands (n=1160; 90%).
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Question 21: What other source do you typically use to find out about STEM professional development opportunities?
High School
A complete list of high school educators' open-ended responses is found on page 118.

Percent of responses

High School
Other source educators use to find out about STEM professional development
opportunities
100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

58%
48%
37%
20%

Regional training
organizations (158)

Teacher list servs (193)

Social media (67)

Other (121)

Figure 62. Other sources of information about professional development activities indicated by high school educator respondents (n=330; 54% ).
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Middle School

Percent of responses

A complete list of middle school educators' open-ended responses is found on page 128.

100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

Middle School
Other source educators use to find out about STEM professional development
opportunities

58%
46%
23%

Regional training
organizations (112)

Teacher list servs (141)

Social media (57)

30%

Other (73)

Figure 63. Other sources of information about professional development activities indicated by middle school educator respondents (n=244; 55%).

Elementary
A complete list of elementary educators' open-ended responses is found on page 136.

Elementary
Other source educators use to find out about STEM professional development
opportunities
100%

Percent of responses

90%
80%
70%
60%
50%

47%

43%

42%

40%
30%

21%

20%
10%

0%
Regional training
organizations (56)

Teacher list servs (51)

Social media (25)

Other (50)

Figure 64. Other sources of information about professional development activities indicated by elementary school educator respondents (n=119; 55%).
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Pre-K
A complete list of Pre-K educators' open-ended responses is found on page 140.

Pre-K
Other source educators use to find out about STEM professional development
opportunities
100%

Percent of responses

90%
80%
70%
60%

58%

53%

47%

50%
40%
30%

21%

20%
10%
0%
Regional training
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Teacher list servs (9)

Social media 94)

Other (11)

Figure 65. Other sources of information about professional development activities indicated by Pre-K school educator respondents (n=19; 61% ).

Question 21: Summary

Percent of responses

All responses
Other source educators use to find out about STEM professional development
opportunities
45%
40%
35%
30%
25%
20%
15%
10%
5%
0%

39.8%
35.3%
27.3%
16.0%

Regional training
organizations (336)

Teacher list servs (394)

Social media (243)

Other (255)

Figure 66. Other sources of information about professional development activities indicated by educatorr respondents across all grade bands (n=712; 55%).
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Question 22: Rank the components that are important to you for valuable/successful professional development
experiences.
High School
Educators could check all that applied. Responses are sorted.
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Figure 67. Importance of programmatic elements of effective professional development experiences as indicated by high school educator respondents (n=549; 90%).
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Middle School
Educators could check all that applied Responses are sorted.

Middle School
Components considered to be important for valuable or
successful professional development experiences
Sorted by responses
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Figure 68. Importance of programmatic elements of effective professional development experiences as indicated by middle school educator respondents (n=401; 91%).
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Elementary
Educators could check all that applied. Responses are sorted.

Elementary
Components considered to be important for valuable or
successful professional development experiences
Sorted by responses
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Figure 69. Importance of programmatic elements of effective professional development experiences as indicated by elementary school educator respondents (n=193;
89%).
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Pre-K
Educators could check all that applied. Responses are sorted.

Pre-K
Components considered to be important for valuable or
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Figure 70. Importance of programmatic elements of effective professional development experiences as indicated by Pre-K school educatorr respondents (n=29; 94%).
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Question 22: Summary
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Figure 71. Importance of programmatic elements of effective professional development experiences as indicated by educator respondents across all grade bands
(n=1172; 91%).
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Question 23: In order to maximize a NASA STEM professional development experience, would you prefer to attend
learning/training with the following?
Summary
Preferrence in attending trainings with teachers of same grade, a blend of formal and informal educators, and science
resource specialists received the top three percentage of responses respectively by those with high and middle school
teaching experience. Elementary teachers also indicated these preferences the most; however, a blend of informal and
formal educators was preferred almost as often as same grade teachers. Teachers with pre-K experience preferred
attending professional development with a blend of informal and formal educators more often, with science resoure
specialist attendees a close second. The third most indicated preference was interdiscipline/interstate attendees for this
group. The least percentages of respondants preferred attending NASA professional development with school and district
administrators across all groups.
High School
Educators could check all that applied. A complete list of High School educators' open-ended responses is found on page
141.

High School
Groups with which educators would prefer to attend learning/training in order to
maximize a NASA STEM professional development experience
100%
90%
78%

80%

Percent responses

70%
58%

60%
50%

52%

49%

43%

40%
30%
22%
20%
10%
0%

5%
Science teachers
from within your
school (265)

Teachers at your
same grade level
or grade level
cluster (424)

Teachers from
multiple grade
levels (118)

8%

4%

Science resource
School
District
Educators across
specialists (286) administrators (25) administrators (21) disciplines/states
(233)

A blend of formal
and informal
educators (314)

If other, please
specify (42)

Figure 72. Preferred co-participants in professional development activities, as indicated by high school educator respondents (n=545; 90%).
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Middle School
Educators could check all that applied. A complete list of Middle School educators' open-ended responses is found on
page 142.

Middle School
Groups with which educators would prefer to attend learning/training in order to
maximize a NASA STEM professional development experience
100%
90%
78%

80%

Percent responses

70%
61%
60%

55%

52%

50%

44%
36%

40%
30%
20%

8%

10%
0%

Science teachers Teachers at your
from within your same grade level or
school (208)
grade level cluster
(309)

Teachers from
multiple grade
levels (145)

8%

Science resource
School
District
Educators across
specialists (219) administrators (31) administrators (30) disciplines/states
(176)

5%
A blend of formal
and informal
educators (242)

If other, please
specify (18)

Figure 73. Preferred co-participants in professional development activities, as indicated by middle school educator respondents (n=398; 90%).
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Elementary
Educators could check all that applied. A complete list of Elementary educators' open-ended responses is found on page
142.

Elementary
Groups with which educators would prefer to attend learning/training in order to
maximize a NASA STEM professional development experience
100%
90%
80%

72%
68%

Percent responses

70%
60%
60%
50%
50%
40%

43%
38%

30%
20%
10%

7%

8%

School
administrators
(13)

District
administrators
(15)

7%

0%
Science teachers Teachers at your
from within your same grade level
school (72)
or grade level
cluster (139)

Teachers from
multiple grade
levels (83)

Science resource
specialists (116)

Educators across A blend of formal If other, please
disciplines/states and informal
specify (14)
(96)
educators (130)

Figure 74. Preferred co-participants in professional development activities, as indicated by elementary school educator respondents (n=192; 88%).
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Pre-K
Educators could check all that applied. A complete list of Pre-K educators' open-ended responses is found on page 142.

Pre-K
Groups with which educators would prefer to attend learning/training in order to
maximize a NASA STEM professional development experience
100%
90%

86%

80%

75%

Percent responses

70%
61%
60%

50%
39%

40%
30%

39%

25%

20%
7%

10%

7%

0%
0%
Science teachers Teachers at your
from within your same grade level
school (7)
or grade level
cluster (11)

Teachers from
multiple grade
levels (11)

Science resource
School
District
Educators across A blend of formal If other, please
specialists (21) administrators (0) administrators (2) disciplines/states and informal
specify (2)
(17)
educators (24)

Figure 75. Preferred co-participants in professional development activities, as indicated by Pre-K school educator respondents (n=28; 90%).
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Question 23: Summary

All responses
Groups with which educators would prefer to attend learning/training in order to
maximize a NASA STEM professional development experience; sorted.
80%

76%

70%

61%

Percent responses

60%

55%
47%

50%

45%

40%
31%
30%
20%
7%

10%

6%

6%
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Teachers at
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your same
formal and
grade level or
informal
grade level
educators (i.e.
cluster (K-5, 6museum
8, 9-12) (883) planetarium,
after-school
programs,
environmental
campuses, etc)
(710)

Science
resource
specialists
(642)

Science
Educators
Teachers from
teachers from
across
multiple grade
within your
disciplines
levels (K-12
school (552) and/or various
science
states and
teachers) (357)
locations (522)

Other (76)

School
District
administrators administrators
(69)
(68)

Figure 76. Preferred co-participants in professional development activities, as indicated by STEM educator respondents across all grade bands.
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Question 24: If a NASA scientist were present (either in person or via webcast) during a STEM professional
development workshop, which of the following presentation components would be most educationally valuable to
you?
Summary
The majority of respondents noted being very interested (97%) in interacting with a NASA scientist either in person or via
a webcast, 96% are very interested in discovering cutting edge scientific work done by NASA. Other areas showing
significant interest by high school educators include acquiring NASA resources (94%) and receiving content from NASA
scientists (94%). High school educators recognize the need to provide and challenge their students with cutting edge
scientific content and want to make a connection between the science and their students more real.
High School

Percent of responses

High School
Components considered to be the most educationally valuable in a professional
development workshop with a NASA scientist present
100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

74%

69%

68%
49%

47%

47%

Figure 77. Programmatic components considered to be most educationally valuable in a professional development workshop with a NASA scientist present, high school
educator respondents (n=542; 89%).
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Middle School
Educators could check all that applied.

Percent responses

Middle School
Components considered to be the most educationally valuable in a professional
development workshop with a NASA scientist present

100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

74%

70%

68%

67%
47%

Presentation/discussion of
NASA data related to
his/her job/research (294)

Question and answer
opportunity (280)

Handouts related to
Informal discussion on
his/her job/research
his/her NASA job/research
(activities, data, websites) (268)
(271)

41%

Discussion of his/her
Lecture on his/her NASA
professional background
job/research (162)
(education, job
experiences) and a general
discussion on NASA career
opportunities (188)

Figure 78. Programmatic components considered to be most educationally valuable in a professional development workshop with a NASA scientist present, middle
school educator respondents (n=398; 90%).

Elementary
Educators could check all that applied.

Percent of responses

Elementary
Components considered to be the most educationally valuable in a professional
development workshop with a NASA scientist present
100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

73%

71%

68%

68%
49%

38%

Question and answer
opportunity (140)

Handouts related to
Informal discussion on Presentation/discussion of Discussion of his/her
Lecture on his/her NASA
his/her job/research
his/her NASA job/research NASA data related to
professional background
job/research (72)
(activities, data, websites)
(131)
his/her job/research (141)
(education, job
(136)
experiences) and a general
discussion on NASA career
opportunities (95)

Figure 79. Programmatic components considered to be most educationally valuable in a professional development workshop with a NASA scientist present, elementary
school educator respondents (n=192 ; 80%).
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Pre-K
Educators could check all that applied.

Percent responses

Pre-K
Components considered to be the most educationally valuable in a professional
development workshop with a NASA scientist present
100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

76%

69%

69%

66%
45%
34%

Presentation/discussion Informal discussion on
of NASA data related to
his/her NASA
his/her job/research (22)
job/research (20)

Handouts related to
his/her job/research
(activities, data,
websites) (20)

Question and answer
opportunity (19)

Lecture on his/her NASA Discussion of his/her
job/research (13)
professional background
(education, job
experiences) and a
general discussion on
NASA career
opportunities (10)

Figure 80. Programmatic components considered to be most educationally valuable in a professional development workshop with a NASA scientist present, as
indicated by Pre-K educator respondents (n=29; 94%).

Question 24: Summary

All responses
Components considered to be the most educationally valuable in a professional
development workshop with a NASA scientist present
80%

73%

Percent responses

70%

69%

60%

69%

67%
48%

50%

43%

40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
Presentation/discussion of
NASA data related to
his/her job/research (857)

Question and answer
opportunity (809)

Handouts related to
Informal discussion on
Discussion of his/her
Lecture on his/her NASA
his/her job/research his/her NASA job/research professional background
job/research (504)
(activities, data, websites)
(784)
(education, job
(801)
experiences) and a general
discussion on NASA career
opportunities (559)

Figure 81. Programmatic components considered to be most educationally valuable in a professional development workshop with a NASA scientist present, as
indicated by STEM educator across all grade bands (n=1168; 91% ).
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Question 25: Which of the following tangible benefits are most useful to you at the completion of a professional
development experience?
High School
*Respondents were asked to rate the relative usefulness of each tangible benefit with 1 being not useful and 7 being very
useful. For the purposes of reporting, categories 1-3 were grouped as Not Useful (NU) and 5-7 were grouped as Very
Useful (VU).
High School responses

Relative usefulness of tangible benefits obtained from the completion of a
professional development experience
100%
90%

Percent of responses

80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
Graduate credit:
content (531)

Certificate of
Completion (537)

Continuing
Education Units CEU(530)

Graduate
credit:edu (513)

Letter of
participation (528)

Notice sent to
state DOE (525)

Press
announcement
(521)

Very Useful

72%

68%

61%

56%

53%

39%

31%

Neutral

13%

13%

19%

21%

22%

23%

25%

Not Useful

14%

19%

20%

23%

24%

37%

45%

Very Useful

Neutral

Not Useful

Figure 82. Relative usefulness of tangible benefits/certification obtained upon completion of a professional development experience as indicated by high school STEM
educators (n=547; 90%).
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Middle School
*Respondents were asked to rate the relative usefulness of each tangible benefit with 1 being not useful and 7 being very
useful. For the purposes of reporting, categories 1-3 were grouped as Not Useful (NU) and 5-7 were grouped as Very
Useful (VU).
Middle School responses
Which of the tangible benefits are most useful to you at the completion of a professional
development experience?
100%

Percent of responses

90%
80%
70%
60%
50%

40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
Certificate of
Completion (392)

Graduate credit:
content (387)

Continuing
Education Units CEU(389)

Graduate
credit:edu (384)

Letter of
participation
(391)

Notice sent to
state DOE (387)

Press
announcement
(385)

Very Useful

70%

66%

64%

61%

51%

41%

32%

Neutral

16%

22%

18%

23%

26%

24%

28%

Not Useful

14%

12%

17%

16%

23%

35%

40%

Very Useful

Neutral
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Figure 83. Relative usefulness of tangible benefits/certification obtained upon completion of a professional development experience as indicated by middle school
STEM educators (n=400; 91%).
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Elementary
*Respondents were asked to rate the relative usefulness of each tangible benefit with 1 being not useful and 7 being very
useful. For the purposes of reporting, categories 1-3 were grouped as Not Useful (NU) and 5-7 were grouped as Very
Useful (VU).

Elementary responses
Which of the tangible benefits are most useful to you at the completion of a professional
development experience?
100%
90%
Percent of responses

80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
Certificate of
Completion (190)

Graduate credit:
content (184)

Continuing
Education Units CEU(187)
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credit:edu (181)

Letter of
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(189)

Notice sent to
state DOE (186)

Press
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73%

66%

64%

62%
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39%

29%
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14%

17%

15%

20%

20%

26%

28%

Not Useful

13%

17%

21%

17%
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Figure 84. Relative usefulness of tangible benefits/certification obtained upon completion of a professional development experience as indicated by elementary school
educators (n=192; 88%).
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Pre-K
*Respondents were asked to rate the relative usefulness of each tangible benefit with 1 being not useful and 7 being very
useful. For the purposes of reporting, categories 1-3 were grouped as Not Useful (NU) and 5-7 were grouped as Very
Useful (VU).

Pre-K responses
Which of the tangible benefits are most useful to you at the completion of a professional
development experience?
100%
90%
Percent of responses

80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
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10%
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Education Units CEU(28)
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Completion( 28)
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Letter of
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71%
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71%
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14%

14%
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Not Useful

25%

21%
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18%

46%
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45%
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Figure 85. Relative usefulness of tangible benefits/certification obtained upon completion of a professional development experience as indicated by Pre-K educators
(n=29; 94%).
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Question 25: Summary
*Respondents were asked to rate the relative usefulness of each tangible benefit with 1 being not useful and 7 being very
useful. For the purposes of reporting, categories 1-3 were grouped as Not Useful (NU) and 5-7 were grouped as Very
Useful (VU).
All responses
Relative usefulness of tangible benefits obtained from the completion of a professional
development experience
100%
90%

Percent of responses
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70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
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Graduate credit:
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Notice sent to
state DOE (1127)

Press
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69%

68%

63%

59%

53%

40%
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20%

24%
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Figure 86. Relative usefulness of tangible benefits/certification obtained upon completion of a professional development experience as indicated by educators across all
grade bands (n=1168; 91%).
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Question 26: What would entice you to attend a NASA STEM professional development opportunity?
High School
Summary
Combined responses indicate that educators consider learning ways to use NASA resources (97%), discovering cutting
edge scientific work done by NASA (96%), accessing NASA's imagery and science (95%) and receiving content from NASA
scientist (94%) as very important. Educators are interested and will attend NASA STEM professional development in order
to achieve this.
*Respondents were asked to rate the relative importance of each element that would entice them to attend a NASA STEM
professional development opportunity with 1 being not important and 10 being very impoartant. For the purposes of
reporting, categories 1-4 were grouped as Not Important and 6-10 were grouped as Very Important.

High School
Relative importance of components that would entice educators to attend a NASA
STEM professional development opportunity; sorted.
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96%
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Neutral
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Figure 87. Relative importance of programmatic elements that would entice high school STEM educator respondents to attend a NASA STEM professional development
activity (n=547; 90%).
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Middle School
*Respondents were asked to rate the relative importance of each element that would entice them to attend a NASA STEM
professional development opportunity with 1 being not important and 10 being very impoartant. For the purposes of
reporting, categories 1-4 were grouped as Not Important and 6-10 were grouped as Very Important.

Middle School
Relative importance of components that would entice educators to attend a NASA
STEM professional development opportunity
100%
90%
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Figure 88. Relative importance of programmatic elements that would entice middle school STEM educator respondents to attend a NASA STEM professional
development activity (n=399; 91%).
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Elementary
*Respondents were asked to rate the relative importance of each element that would entice them to attend a NASA STEM
professional development opportunity with 1 being not important and 10 being very impoartant. For the purposes of
reporting, categories 1-4 were grouped as Not Important and 6-10 were grouped as Very Important.

Elementary
Relative importance of components that would entice educators to attend a NASA
STEM professional development opportunity; sorted.
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Figure 89. Relative importance of programmatic elements that would entice elementary school educator respondents to attend a NASA STEM professional
development activity (n=193; 89%).
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Pre-K
*Respondents were asked to rate the relative importance of each element that would entice them to attend a NASA STEM
professional development opportunity with 1 being not important and 10 being very impoartant. For the purposes of
reporting, categories 1-4 were grouped as Not Important and 6-10 were grouped as Very Important.

Pre-K
Relative importance of components that would entice educators to attend a NASA
STEM professional development opportunity; sorted.
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Figure 90. Relative importance of programmatic elements that would entice Pre-K teacher educators to attend a NASA STEM professional development activity (n=29;
94%).
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Question 26: Summary
*Respondents were asked to rate the relative importance of each element that would entice them to attend a NASA STEM
professional development opportunity with 1 being not important and 10 being very impoartant. For the purposes of
reporting, categories 1-4 were grouped as Not Important and 6-10 were grouped as Very Important.

All responses
Relative importance of components that would entice educators to attend a NASA
STEM professional development opportunity; sorted.
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Figure 91. Relative importance of programmatic elements that would entice teachers to attend a NASA STEM professional development activity, as indicated by
respondents across all gradebands (n=1168; 91%).
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Question 27: If you have previously used NASA resources with students, please share any student quotes or reactions
that resonated with you after using the materials and/or resources.
All response are found starting on page 142.
Question 28: We value the time you've taken to complete this survey and have one last question. Please list specific
NASA resources you have used, who was your audience and how did you use them (e.g. demonstration, door-prizes, as
lessons, etc.)
All responses are found starting on page 165.
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Appendix A - Open-ended comments from questions 16, 17, 18, 21, 23, 27 and 28
Appendix A includes:
Other comments from question 16: If you receive NASA educational materials through a professional development
opportunity such as a conference, workshop or presentation, with whom are you most likely to share those materials
'Other' comments from question 17: During 2011-12, where did you participate in STEM teacher professional
development experiences?
Open-ended comments from question 18: In 2011-12, did you participate in STEM teacher professional development
through any of the following?
 Online
 At another federal agency (NOAA, USGS, DOE, etc).
 At a community-based organization (Scouts, 4H, Boys/Girls Club)
 Other
Open-ended comments from question 21: What other sources do you use to find out about STEM professional
development opportunities?
• Regional training organizations
• Teacher list servs
• Social media (Twitter, blogs, etc.)
• Other
Open-ended comments from question 23: In order to maximize a NASA STEM professional development experience,
would you prefer to attend learning/training with:
 Science teachers from within your school
 Teachers at your same grade level or grade level cluster
 Teachers at your same grade level or grade level cluster
 Teachers from multiple grade levels
 Science resource specialists
 School administrators
 District administrators
 Educators across disciplines and/or various states and locations
 A blend of formal and informal educators (i.e. museum planetarium, after-school programs, environmental
campuses, etc)
 Other
Open-ended comments from question 27
• If you have previously used NASA resources with students, please share any student quotes or reactions that
resonated with you after using the materials and/or resources.
Open-ended comments from question 28:
• Please list specific NASA resources you have used, who was your audience and how did you use them (e.g.
demonstration, door-prizes, as lessons, etc).
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Question 16: Open-ended 'Other' comments: If you receive NASA educational materials through a professional
development opportunity such as a conference, workshop or presentation, with whom are you most likely to share those
materials?

High School: Other
1. campers at the summer camp I work for
2. UNT Regional Science Collaborative
3. to the general public, informal settings, youth organizations, all STEM opportunities possible
4. members of my pulsar search team
5. Region One Education Service Center
6. Region One Education Service Center
7. National Conferences
8. University faculty
9. in planetarium
10. other conferences
11. admin, BOE
12. MESTA
13. I am an instructional coach, so I would share with staff
14. I have worked with the home schooled children as well.
15. Other department chairs in my district
16. Local Exploratoriums
17. Friends and faculty from a local private university
18. summer camps
19. my STEM-based school club & Girl Scout troop
20. State Science Professional Development Specialists
21. library
22. science list serve through local museum
23. Former classmates who are in other countries .
24. where ever I could
25. FIRST robotics students
26. City officials
Middle School: Other
1. Pre service teachers
2. Environmental Club after school
3. library
4. private school
5. to the general public, informal settings, youth organizations, all STEM opportunities possible
6. members of my pulsar search team
7. in planetarium
8. Generally I share with any and everyone who is interested, with students first.
9. administration-principals
10. I am an instructional coach, so I would share with staff
11. teacher educators
12. community
13. other math science teachers in the same grade level
14. other homeschoolers
15. Conference participants during a workshop
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16. colleagues outside district would be those I am in contact with thru Facebook and are those I have met at NASA
conferences!
17. State Science Professional Development Specialists
18. My teacher friends on facebook and twitter
19. girl scout troop
20. where ever I could
21. City officials
Elementary: Other
1. Pre service teachers
2. to the general public, informal settings, youth organizations, all STEM opportunities possible
3. members of my pulsar search team
4. in planetarium
5. I am an instructional coach, so I would share with staff
6. community
7. Instructional Leaders, Collaborative partners
8. other homeschoolers
9. Conference participants during a workshop
10. Other teachers at my grade level
11. State Science Professional Development Specialists
12. presenting at conference
13. Management
14. City officials
Pre-K: Other
1. to the general public, informal settings, youth organizations, all STEM opportunities possible
2. members of my pulsar search team
3. I am an instructional coach, so I would share with staff
4. Management
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Question 17: Open-ended 'Other' comments: During 2011-12, where did you participate in STEM teacher professional
development experiences?

High School: Other
1. Online course
2. UC Berkeley Space Sci Lab
3. A conference held at or by another school district
4. Adler Planetarium
5. College Board AP Summer Institute
6. McDonald Observatory in Fort Davis, TX
7. Regional service center
8. NES Webinars at home
9. Education Service Center
10. At the regional educational service center
11. McDonald Observatory
12. online
13. Region One ESC
14. International Planetarium society Conference
15. UT Mcdonald Observatory
16. Through the Knowles Science Teaching Foundation
17. Region One ESC
18. Knowles Science Teaching Foundation
19. various hotels around the country
20. With a national fellowship program
21. at a university
22. NSTA
23. Noyce scholarship/National Science Foundation Grant at Region 20
24. McDonald Observatory
25. at citywide meeetings
26. Best Robotics competition workshops
27. I took the online mechanics course from the MIT RELATE group
28. Did not participate this year
29. on-line, National Weather Service
30. National Stem Convention
31. I did no stem training last year
32. Spitzer Science Center
33. webimars
34. Intermediate Unit 13 Lancaster-Lebanon
35. I did not have the opportunity to receive STEM PD
36. Washington, DC for Presidential Award for Math + Science Teaching
37. online
38. NSTA confernces
39. Science has little meaning to our current admin team
40. online graduate courses targeting science teachers
41. At County PD Day
42. NSTA conference
43. Unfortunately I did not get any STEM PD
44. on-line professional development
45. National Marine Educator Conference
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46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.

Columbia University: Lamont Doherty, U. Wisconsin, Web-based
National Conferences
McDonald Observatory, Ft Davis, TX
workshops off island.
NCTM Conference
professional conferences
LPI
NOAA Sponsored teacher conference
Part of a NASA project that met both at my school and around the state
College Board-NYSED STEM Workshops
USGS EROS
EROS Data Center
NESTA programs at NSTA, www.earth2class.org
BOCES center with teachers from other districts
NASA's Spacefest at the Intrepid in NYC
NSTA
We will be this year within school district (I think).
STEDTRAIN grant award event and school visits
none
State Education Level, Writing STEM Core Standards
NSTA Conference in Indianapolis
JPL, and CSTA, CAE workshop
Perimeter Institute-EinsteinPlus Worhshop, CERN-HST 2011 Programme
No professional development provided on STEM
Provided teacher professional development
At a neighboring school within the district with teachers in my discipline from 2 nearby schools (within the
district)
72. At a local school with other local teachers not in my district
73. I plan to attend a stem conference soon through Region 12.
74. none toward science teaching beyond my own online learning & medical CME
75. National Science Teachers Association conference
76. did not participate
77. I was laid-off and went back to college
78. NSTA national convention
79. ap conference at another high school
80. NJTEEA bootcamp
81. have not done this
82. Last year I did not participate at a nasa center, but the previous two years I worked with nasa staff at Langley, VA
83. Department of Defense Site
84. At other schools outside my district
85. online
86. WHRO
87. AGI Triad WS in Houston
88. Did not attend
89. Old Dominion University
90. conference- VSGC
91. Carderock Naval Strategic Warfare Center
92. Technical School
93. metro area physics teacher gathering
94. none
95. HiTec conference
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96. Oak Ridge National Lab
97. hotel conference center
98. independently
99. None in 2011-2012
100. NSTA conference
101. National Conference
102. State STEM initiative with tchr from multiple grade levels
103. FIRST Robotics, VEX Robotics, TSA Conference
104. College board. STEM PD
105. National Conference for STEM Educators
106. State Science PD Specialist Meetings/State Ed. Service Cooperative
107. teachers conference in NC.
108. Dyer Observatory, Nashville - Summer of Innovation
109. at my regional educational services agency
110. Summer Aerospace Teacher Workshop (university)
111. National Conference and online, region workshop
112. National STEM Conference in Atlantic City
113. online Graduate Education Courses
114. Virginia Children's Engineering Conference
115. online class PBS teacher line/NASA
116. National Conference
117. regional service center
118. at home via museum online course
119. Local career training center
120. If Earth Ambassador program counts, I did it online at the state park where I'm based
121. 1 week teacher's workshop X 2
122. at Vernier, Portland, OR
123. Regional Science Conference
124. NSTA
125. COSSEE West.
126. Online through Web Seminars NASA/NSTA
127. Lego STEM conference St. Louis MI
128. no where
129. Professional Development with teachers from multiple grade levels and subject areas
130. none
131. None
132. Summer fellowship at a corporate site
133. At a regional high school that was running workshops; at an AAPT conference.
134. Coastal Marine BioLabs, Ventura Harbor
135. AAPT Summer Meeting, PhysTEC Conference
136. Earth Science and Astronomy for the next Generation of Science Standards at RPI
137. none
138. STEM conference Washington DC
139. did not participate in 2011-2012
140. none
141. Yerkes Observatory, Williams Bay WI
Middle School - Other
1. National Science Conference for Science Teachers
2. online STEM coursework
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3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

SpaceCamp
A conference held at or by another school district
I was unaware of NASA STEM workshops in this area
regio collaborative workshops
Zoo
ISTE conference
STEM conference for girls in Nashville Tennese
NSTA
CAST
webinars
online
national conferences
region service center
Public Education Facility
Another school
science teacher tour
Local university SC2 NMSU, presenter at the nmsta conference, presenter at Las Cruces Museum of Natural
History
20. Noyce scholarship/National Science Foundation Grant at Region 20
21. When I requested a classroom visit for help with Stellarium NASA denied it
22. Best Robotics competition workshops
23. I had a STEM professional work in my classroom.
24. Workshop at our local Intermediate Unit
25. National Stem Convention
26. national conference
27. Have not attended or been provided STEM professional development
28. NSTA conference
29. I did no stem training last year
30. I found them n my own. My district doesn't really support stem at middle level.
31. NSTA STEM conference
32. NSTA conference
33. County Intermediate Unit
34. NSTA webinars
35. National Marine Educator Conference
36. summer institute at a residential school
37. National Conferences
38. nonw
39. NOAA Sponsored teacher conference
40. Middle School with multiple grade levels & at an out-of-state teachers' conference
41. Online at my planetarium
42. USGS EROS
43. EEAA conference held at McDowell Environmental Center, Nauvoo, AL Also attended a Legacy 3 day workshop
this summer on AL Flora and Fauna.
44. The National Science Teacher's Association Conference, Seattle, WA - I paid for that entirely.
45. state teachers' mini conference for region
46. Conference
47. Hampton Air and Space Center (classes held for teachers)
48. jpl
49. Siemens STEM Institute; Washington, DC
50. National and regional conferences
51. At a local school with other local teachers not in my district
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52. NSTA conferences, NJ Science Convention
53. Member of task force for atomic energy commission review curriculum in knoxville July 2011
54. at a corporate site
55. Baltimore Aquarium NOAA Workshop
56. Online
57. none toward science teaching beyond my own online learning & medical CME
58. ASP
59. no stem focus
60. did not attend any, but am interested
61. I was laid-off and went back to college
62. NSTA national convention
63. On line web-based - NSTA and NASA Explorer Schools
64. At NSTA and ASTC conferences
65. NJTEEA bootcamp
66. National Conference
67. webinars on-line
68. American Radio Relay League COnnecticut
69. AMERICAN RADIO RELAY LEAGUE
70. RAFT (Resource Area For Teachers)
71. I do many NASA webinars and recommend them to colleagues.
72. I am a member of WNY and workshop was offered in CentralNY
73. NSTA National Convention
74. observatory education outreach PLC
75. Local conference on STEAM (A = arts)
76. online
77. As much as I have pushed Stem, I have NOT been able to attend any STEM trainings.
78. None
79. NSTA conference
80. PITSCO in Kansas
81. National Conference
82. State Science PD Specialist Meetings/State Ed. Service Cooperative
83. NSTA's National STEM Conference in Atlantic City, NJ
84. mandatory school district training located at a local university
85. Sylvan Dale Guest Ranch as part of a course with NASA
86. none
87. Dyer Observatory, Nashville - Summer of Innovation
88. Local power company, SRP, offers many good workshops
89. N/A
90. NSTA Conferences; online
91. GLOBE
92. none
93. Summer Aerospace Teacher Workshop (university)
94. on line course
95. National STEM Conference in Atlantic City
96. ISTE conference
97. online class PBS teacher line/NASA
98. National Conference
99. If Earth Ambassador program counts, I did it online at the state park where I'm based
100. NSTA conference
101. NOAA Teacher at Sea
102. county
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103. Jason project local workshop and national
104. Shedd Aquarium, Chicago Botanical Gardens
105. Virginia Council of Teachers of MAthematics conference
106. NASA Explorer School
107. NSTA conference - Hartford
108. Cue conference/iste
109. no where
110. Montana Learning Center
111. NSTA Austin workshop, AMS Teacher Materials camp
112. Did not participate in any STEM
113. NEED workshop
114. NSTA National Conference
115. None
116. workshops and conferences
117. Online through the American Museum of Natural History (NYC)
118. another school with many districts
119. online webinars
120. I did not participate in 2011-12
121. STEM conference Washington DC
122. No
123. LiftOff, TSGC
124. College
Elementary: Other
1. SpaceCamp
2. Regional Education Center
3. Galveston Texas Regional Collaborative, Baylor College of Medicine Outreach Program
4. Regional Educational Service Center
5. ESC
6. online
7. NA
8. International Planetarium society Conference
9. NSTA Conference on Science Education; NOAA symposium
10. SMILE ^2 cohort
11. NASA PSU webinars, NASA ePDN, NASA Endeavor
12. NSTA webinars
13. National Marine Educator Conference
14. Naval Surface Warfare Center - Carderock
15. National Conferences
16. NOAA Sponsored teacher conference
17. Middle School with multiple grade levels & at an out-of-state teachers' conference
18. Online at my planetarium
19. EEAA conference held at McDowell Environmental Center, Nauvoo, AL Also attended a Legacy 3 day workshop
this summer on AL Flora and Fauna.
20. Was not able to make it this year. I am looking to some now.
21. astronomy conference
22. jpl
23. Homeschool conference
24. None
25. STEM CONFRENCE IN ATLANTIC CITY AND OTHER WORKSHOPS IN THE LOCALAREA
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26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.

at a corporate site
Baltimore Aquarium NOAA Workshop
NJTEEA conference and workshop offerings
none
GLOBE conferences in Boulder, CO and St. Paul, MN
via the County Ed Office at a hotel
Regional science teachers meeting
Project Astro San Mateo County Office OF Education Training
NSTA national convention
I did not participate
AGI
National Science Teachers Assoc Conference
Hotel and other school sites
RAFT (Resource Area For Teachers)
webinars
University of New Mexico
Neither. I am a Music Teacher.
National Conference
Riverside Drive, Manhattan NY
Regional Education Center
State Science PD Specialist Meetings/State Ed. Service Cooperative
n/a
did not
Haven't
none
N/A
NSTA Conferences; online
Summer Aerospace Teacher Workshop (university)
college course
STEM CONFRENCE IN ATLANTIC CITY AND OTHER WORKSHOPS IN THE LOCALAREA
I didn't participate in a STEm training.
If Earth Ambassador program counts, I did it online at the state park where I'm based
NSTA conference
school site with grant participants
none
Shedd Aquarium, Chicago Botanical Gardens
I did not participate
na
Cue conference/iste
Montana Learning Center
I did not have access to STEM professional development
This is my first year to resume teaching science.
I don't know what STEM is.
PIMSER Regional workshop
National GLOBE meeting
Air National Guard Base

Pre-K: Other
1. online
2. National Marine Educator Conference
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3. National Conferences
4. Online at my planetarium
5. NSTA national convention
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Question 18: In 2011-12, did you participate in STEM teacher professional development through any of the following?

High School

Online (who offered the training?)
1. University of Puerto Rico
2. NASA
3. Earth Ambassador program/NASA
4. Maine Math Science Alliance
5. VASTS
6. NASA
7. American Museum of Natural History
8. Ward's
9. NSTA webinar
10. HCDE
11. NASA
12. Virginia Commonwealth University
13. AFJROTC HQ
14. NASA; EAA; NOAA; DOE
15. Brandon Hargis, Caryn Long
16. NES
17. NSTA
18. NSTA
19. CERE'S SCOOL, NSTA
20. NSF Funded, NRAO, Greenbank, WV
21. NASA Endeavor Fellow program, NSTA, NES
22. NASA Explorer Schools
23. teachsmart.org, hhmi.org, starkstate.edu, asminternational.org, cvccworks.com, utnet,toledo.edu, etc.
24. Have been looking to fit into my schedule
25. State
26. cleanet.org
27. State and County
28. U. Maine, Aquarius, COSEE
29. Coursera
30. NSF/UofArizona
31. American Meteorological Society
32. NOAA/ Amer Met Soc, NASA (robotics)
33. CCSD - RPDP - NSTA
34. NSTA Learning Center
35. NASA explorer school
36. NASA through Georgia Tech
37. Pearson Mastering Astronomy
38. Georgia Tech/NASA
39. NSTA
40. MIT
41. National Weather Service
42. MITx course
43. American Meteorological Society
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44. VA DOE
45. Wayne RESA
46. NASA Explorer Schools
47. University of Virginia, James Madison University
48. NSTA
49. Suny Brockport Meteorology
50. NASA/GA Tech
51. NASA
52. Reef Environmental Education Foundation
53. online - nsta
54. Montana State
55. safeschools
56. NASA Georgia Tech
57. NSTA Web Seminars
58. COSEE, and NSF webinars
59. College of Exploration / Museum of Natural History
60. NES, NASA explorers school and Discovery Education
61. NSTE
62. Sonoma State University
63. COSSEE WEST
64. graduate school - through a project requiring research into new standards ect.
65. TeacherLine
66. CERC - Eyes on the Sky II
67. NASA in Hampton,Va
68. NASA Podcast
69. NSTA
70. NSTA
71. NES
72. Flinn scientific, inc
73. Occidental College
74. PBS Teacherline / NASA
75. NASA, Georgia Tech
76. NSTA
77. Google
78. SENSE IT
79. NASA
80. NC School of Math and Science
81. Carnegie-Mellon University
82. UW
83. Astronomy From the Ground Up
84. American Museum of Natural History
85. NASA Wayne Ressa
86. ESRI
87. TERC
88. Montana State University
89. ICEE, ESSEA
90. NSTA
91. NES, NSTA
92. School District
93. PIMSER
94. NASA, NSTA
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95. NSTA and NASA
96. Autodesk
97. National Science Teachers Association
98. Staff technical person
99. PBS, NASA
100.
NASA
At another federal agency (NOAA, USGS, DOE, etc).
1. NASA- Sonoma State University
2. AFJROTC HQ
3. nyu polytech
4. NOAA
5. VASTS
6. NASA, NOAA
7. USGS workshop
8. NRAO
9. NOAA Climate Stewards program
10. CIBT, Cornell U.; akron.edu/ISLS; utoledo.edu/GLOBE; etc.
11. EPA
12. NMSI
13. USGS
14. Geospatial Technology for Teachers, USGS
15. USGS
16. NOAA
17. U.S. Space & Rocket Center
18. NITARP/NASA
19. National Academy of Sciences
20. VSCG
21. NOAA
22. NOAA NWS, Silver Springs
23. nasa
24. NOAA, NASA
25. Georgia Institute of Technology
26. eCybermission
27. NOAA
28. Navy- Carderock
29. NCGE, NSTA
30. NSF
31. AMS
32. NSTA-NASA
33. DOE Princeton Plasma Physics Lab
34. noaa
35. NOAA;
36. NOAA
37. Lunar and Planetary Institute, TX
38. NASA Spacefest
39. National Geographic
40. NSTA
41. nasa nsta
42. NASA
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43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.
72.
73.
74.

NASA
USDOE MSP Grant
NASA, NOAA
DOE, NOAA
NASA Solar Ambassador program
Project Lead the Way and Partnership Institute for Math Science Education Reform
NASA workshop
NSF
Goddard Space Center
SEEC, Space Foundation, LASP @ CU-Boulder
NOAA
NOAA
NOAA
NITARP ... NASA Infrared Teacher Archive Research Program (through NASA's Jet Propulsion Lab and Caltech)
NEON, DLN
NOAA/UVA/TCC
Udvar-Hazy Center
NASA AESP
American Association of Physics Teachers
NOAA
NOAA
Applachian Regional Commission
DOE Science, NASA Space Grant Cons.
NOAO and Astronomical Society of the Pacific
DOE
NSF-ARCUS (PolarTREC)
College Board, GISS
GLOBE
GLOBE project
NOAA
JPL,
NOAA

At a community-based organization (Scouts, 4H, Boys/Girls Club)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

Georgia Independent Schools Association
Michigan State Great Lakes Exploration
Girl Scouts of America
Virginia Advanced Study Strategies (VASS)
Maui Economic Development Board
Dyer Observatory
Chesapeake Bay Foundation
SCIENCE/ED COORDINATORS, CAP, BSA, Housing Authority of El Paso
Scouts; 4H
Girl Scouts
Boy Scouts
Asociación de Maestros de Ciencia de Puerto Rico, IFN,
Aviation Academy
ROC, robot organizing committee
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15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.

Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University
Cooperative Extension Service
Molokai Earth Preservation Organization.
Girl Scout troops locally
Kopernik OSC
Lynnhaven River Now / CBF
Yerkes Observatory
NYSERDA
Homeschool Group
Commerce of Lexington
Arkansas Geological Survey: field work
IISME, PLTW, SJSU
Palmyra Cove Nature Center
UM Dearborn Student Environmental Association
Scenic Hudson, Inc., Teaching the Hudson Valley, Clearwater, Cary Institute
CLACE
Allison Ferguson Foundation

Other
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.

Teachers in Space workshop
Rensselaer Poly Tech
San Diego Zoo Conservation Research Center
Laying The Foundation
Michigan Science Teacher Association Conference
VA Air and Space Museum and Naticus
University of Virginia
NSTA National Conference
Materials Science classes through ASM at VA Beach VoTech Center
Utah Science Teachers Association Conference
STEDTRAIN grant award event and school visits
MSTA conference
College campus
University of South Alabama, Jubilee Best Robotics
Sally Ride Science Festival
NASA, Local Colleges and Space Museum
University of Colorado
Project Astro
CAP; EAA; AOPA
Adelphi University
VASTS, VA DOE
Another school in the state
Black Hills State University and South Dakota State University
Space grant consortium
University of Arizona and SRP
LPI
School site
G04St8 Physics ... regional group of physics teachers who meet every other month
Ohio Department of Education. Science Olympiad. Other school districts.
POGIL Workshop, Guilford College, N.C.
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31. HP
32. Climate change programs at Clarkson University & SUNY ESF
33. NSTA National and Area conference
34. FIRST Robotics, TSA Conference, VTEEA Conference
35. CHROME Club
36. District initiative
37. Virginia Commonwealth University, Math and Science Innovation Center
38. NESTA conference
39. CEA at mira vista collage
40. At Home, independent study
41. University
42. University
43. Penn State
44. University of Wyoming (SMTC)
45. US Space and Rocket Center
46. COSEE west
47. Various webinars sponsored by NASA
48. STANYS, Semi High Tech U, CIPT
49. James Madison University and VDOE assistance conference
50. STEM Conference at OLD DOMINION UNIV 15 AUG 2012
51. NJTEEA
52. NSTA convention
53. NASA Langley
54. College Board
55. NES
56. STAO conference
57. Sheridan College (WY), ARRL (CT)
58. University of Wyoming campus and Washington DC
59. RIT
60. Other colleges
61. NSTA
62. College Board
63. National Radio Astronomy Observatory, Green Bank, WV
64. Volcanoes National Park, Hawaii
65. Math Science Innovation Center
66. Lamont-Doherty earth2class: Earth Institute, Columbia at Lamont-Doherty
67. College Board AP Summer Institute
68. OCM BOCES for the NYSED-College Board STM Training
69. Idaho State University, JOIDES Resolution
70. Twitter Math Camp 2012 | St. Louis, MO
71. University of Hawaii Manoa, University Hawaii Maui
72. VAST Conference
73. AAPT -- workshops at national conference
74. SAUSD
75. county I work in - new curriculum training
76. On line with NASA Earth Ambassador
77. School district
78. SUNY Oneonta
79. The JASON Project
80. National Conference
81. NASA/WVU
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82. University of Binghamton
83. University of Texas at Austin
84. Exploratorium Teacher Institute, SFUSD program called SLANT
85. OSTA - Oklahoma Science Teachers Association; Exeter Astronomy Conference, CB APSI-AP Biology
86. University of Alaska Fairbanks
87. John Tyler Community College
88. University of Kentucky and Laurel County (KY) Board of Education, respectively
89. CRESST Academy, Virginia Commonwealth University
90. Partners In Science Conference
91. Space Camp for Educators
92. Old Dominion University
93. ODU STEM conference
94. John Carroll University
95. Texas State Technology Association in Austin, 2011.
96. NYSED/College Board STEM at BOCES
97. Planetarium field
98. Meadowlands Environmental Center
99. University of Texas (McDonald Observatory)
100. National Space Foundation
101. West Virginia State University
102. NSTA
103. NSTA
104. Math & Science Center
105. VASS, NCTM, NBPTS
106. Virginia Nuclear Energy
107. FIRST Robotics
108. dept. chair meeting with science also
109. SUNY New Paltz
110. Challenger Center
111. San Luis Obispo NASA/NOYCE JPL conference
112. UNI, ISU,NASA
113. University of Texas
114. Yerkes Observatory
115. Esri Education Conference
116. AMNH
117. PRIOR
118. VASTS
119. AGI, Teachers in Space, Space Exploration Educators Conference
120. ACS Southeast Regional Conference.
121. Virginia Association of Science Teachers
122. Mid-Atlantic Marine Educators Association
123. Conference at another high school
124. NSTA - Purdue University
125. College Board NYSED
126. McDonald Observatory. Murie Science & Learning Center (Denali National Park)
127. Penn State Pa Space Grant Workshop, CMU Activate Program
128. Education Service Center
129. State University
130. NSF
131. Kenan Fellows Program
132. DePaul University
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133. UVA
134. NSTA, PSTA
135. National Association of Biology Teachers
136. VPI&SU Dept. Engineering Education
137. Regional EdTech Conference
138. National Park
139. NSTA
140. Region One ESC
141. Intermediate Unit 13 Lancaster-Lebanon
142. Heliophysics with the Institute for Astronomy at UH Manoa
143. McDonald Observatory
144. University of Texas Astronomy Dept, AAS
145. Houston Museum of Science and Industry; McDonald Obseratory
146. UCAR Boulder (GLOBE)
147. American Museum of Natural History; Intrepid Sea, Air, Space Museum
148. Plant Materials Center of the Pacific, Sustainable Molokai
149. Astrobiology Teachers Academy through Astrobiology Center at RPI in Troy, NY
150. Carnegie Science Center
151. AGU
152. PA Space Science Consortium: Penn State- Abington; KCeeI- Keystone College
153. NSTA, PSTA, Wind for Schools, GLOBE, PA Space Grant Consortium
154. Bioscopes (NOAA and GLOBE)
155. University (Cornell institute for biology teachers), Rennselear Polytech Institue
156. High schools
157. University of Texas at Austin
158. NSTA
159. NASA/ASU
160. Chemistry Teachers Club
161. Chemistry Teachers Club
162. Perimeter Institute for Theoretical Physics, Ontario, Canada

Middle School

Online
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

NASA Endeavor Fellowship Programs
csu Sonoma
NASA, GaTech, MIT
COSEE
cleanet.org
Cornell Lab of Ornithology
NASA; EAA; NOAA; DOE
NASA ePDN
American Physiological Society
NES, NSTA
Webinars offered through NSTA, hosted by NASA
Anytime I read someting from the NSTA list serve, I investigated and read and such.
NSTA
NSTA and NASA Explorer Schools
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15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.

NASA
nsta
NES & NSTA
NASA, NSTA
university of puerto rico
NASA
NSTA
Michigan Sea Grant
NSTA
Smithsonian/TERC
Yes NASA Georgia Tech
COSEE West, JPL, CSTA, NSTA
EEAB/ Paige Graff
NSTA Learning Center
NES, NSTA
NASA
NASA in Hampton,Va
Equity Pipeline
Wayne County RESA
PBS Teacherline / NASA
Astonomy From the Ground Up
NASA Explorer Schools
American Meteorological Society
American Meteorological Society
NSTA
Maine Math and Science Alliance
NASA, NSTA
NES
NASA, NSTA
NASA ePDN
University of Texas at Arlington
SEIMENS
COSEE, and NSF webinars
Ga Tech ePDN
NSTA, NASA, Science Kit
TIE
Earth Ambassador program/NASA
Yes; American Museum of Natural History
NSTA
APL/JPL
Siemens, SCITEC (STATE OF ME group)
NOAA/ Baltimore Aquarium ED Dept
NSTA, NASA, SCIENCE KIT, FLINN SICENTIFIC
NOAA and NASA
Georgia Tech (epdn)
NASA Endeavor program
NASA ERC in Prescott, AZ, hosted by Stacy Deveaus. I presented AND participated as a guest. I was disappointed to
hear the ERC is no longer being funded.
62. NASA
63. American Meteorological Society,
64. NSTA
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65. NASA Aerospace Educators, NSTA, NEON, NASA Explorer Schools, NASA ePDN, ISTE, Paxton/Patterson Engineering
Lab Training, Sally Ride Climate Change Workshop,
66. NSTA and NASA
67. NASA
68. DEnver Museum of Nature and Science
69. NASA
70. NSTA
71. NASA's Earth Ambassador Program
72. many different sources
73. NASA/Ga Tech/NSTA/ERC
74. NASA, ADE
75. VA Tech University
76. Discover Ed Siemens STEM Academy, NSTA
77. Univ. of Arizona NASA
78. NC School of Math and Science
79. State Department Webinars
80. NES
81. NSTA, NASA
82. I think it was called STEM Academy
83. NSTA
84. NSTA
At another federal agency (NOAA, USGS, DOE, etc)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.

NOAA, DOE
JPL,
NOAA;
NOAA/USGS/DOE/EPA
region 4
NOAA
USGS
IODP
NOAA
US Space and Rocket Center, Huntsville, AL
NOAA
DOE, NASA
GLOBE
NOAA
U.S. Space & Rocket Center
NIST
NOAA
FERMI Lab
NOAA / "Why Do We Explore" Curriculum
NOAA
NJEA, NJSTA, NSTA
NOAA
AERO Institute in Palmdale, CA
NOAA
Adler Planetarium
NCGE, NSTA
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27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.

Smithsonian National Science Resource Center
First
Florida Power & Light
NOAA - GLOBE Training
ENTICE, Chicago
EPA
NASA
NASA, NOAA
NOAA, NASA
NASA
NASA, USGS
VA DGIF
CAP - Civil Air Patrol
USGS
NASA, NOAA
Idaho Space Grant Consortium
NOAA, National Park Service
College Board, GISS
eCybermission
NASA, NOAA
NOAA / NMS
SACNAS, NOAA

At a community-based organization (Scouts, 4H, Boys/Girls Club)
1. Local astronomy interest group
2. Muskegon Intermediate School District
3. I shared as much information as possible to numerous entities including Region 19 SCIENCE/ED COORDINATORS,
CAP,BSA,Housing Authority of El Paso
4. RAFT (san jose)
5. SciGirls, CAST
6. Cooperative Extension Service
7. Boys/girls club after school program
8. NYSERDA
9. Del tech: local community college student summer camp STEM theme
10. Arkansas Geological Survey: field work
11. Cabrillo Marine Aquarium
12. Arizona after school center
13. Von Braun Astronomical Society lectures by NASA members
14. Dyer Observatory
15. Generation Earth; FoLAR
16. Scouts; 4H
17. Homeschool Group
18. 4H
19. Muskegon Intermediate School District
20. CLACE
Other
1. Miami Dade County Public School
2. NASA, Local Colleges and Space Museum
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3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.

TCNJ. The college of no
DePaul University
Michigan Science Teacher Association Conference
NSTA, PSTA
NJTEEA
MESA GROUP AT USC
Project ASTRO
NSTA, PSTA, Wind for Schools, GLOBE, PA Space Grant Consortium
District Office
Colorado MESA with CIRES Education Outreach
Houston Museum of Science and Industry; McDonald Obseratory
ISTE conference
Adler Planetarium
Golden Apple Teachers training at the Museum of Science and Industry, Nature Museum, and Shedd Aquarium
UCLA, Northrop Grumann and Discovery Education
University STEM Development Courses, MSSE Graduate Degree DePaul University
CAP; EAA; AOPA
District provided Explorelearning.com training on Gizmos
school based
Exploratorium, ASP
University of Toledo, JPL,
TSTA
Integrated Middle School Science at CSU East Bay
Science conference
Jason Project
UT Austin, McMurry University, Hardin Simmons University, Texas Regional Collaborative, ESC Region 14,
Macdonald Observatory
29. HEA
30. NEATEC, RPI (Colleges and Universities)
31. Lincoln University
32. NAGT Eastern Section
33. NSTA
34. Del Tech Community College Georgetown DE
35. American Radio Relay League
36. National Park
37. Virginia Department of Education
38. Gulf of Maine Research Institute; Maine School for Science and Mathematics
39. Twitter Math Camp 2012 | St. Louis, MO
40. TSTA, university, mobile training (tour)
41. NES
42. Provider of such for Brownsville ISD
43. IMLEA, HASTI
44. College of Saint Rose
45. Science Technology and Engineering Leadership Program: Montgomery County Public Schools
46. NSTA conference hartford
47. NITARP, STEM Women in Technology
48. On line with NASA Earth Ambassador
49. AAMERICAN RADIO RELAY LEAGUE
50. State MSP-included Steve Culivan from Stennis; Sally Ride Science
51. Grant from local university
52. RISE Center at University of ME Orono
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53. American society of Materials
54. Rowan University , NH Challenger Center
55. C-DEBI, C-MORE, Papahanaumokuakea National Monument
56. district sponsored at an university
57. Ohio Department of Education. Science Olympiad. Other school districts.
58. University of Wyoming campus and Washington DC
59. Siemen's STEM Institute
60. University of Memphis
61. State Science Teacher Conference
62. Area high school
63. First LEGO League, The World is NOT Flat 3 year program with Springfield College
64. Utah Science Teachers Association Conference
65. Regional Science Training Center
66. At Home, independent study
67. Penn state: NASA space consortium
68. Austin texas
69. Fl-STEM
70. UC Davis, CSU Fresno
71. Penn State
72. VAST
73. Denver Zoo, LASP with CU, CU
74. Community college
75. District
76. BHS, SDSU
77. Local University
78. NSTA convention
79. university, conference
80. FCR-STEM Conference in Destin, Florida
81. NASTAR
82. Astrobiology Teachers Academy, RPI, Troy, NY
83. University of Texas at Austin
84. Sheridan College (WY), ARRL (CT)
85. TSGC
86. West Virginia State University
87. AMS Teacher Materials Camp, NSTA Next Gen Standards
88. NSTA
89. US space and rocket center, kennedy space center, Arizona science center, ARRL wireless institute at Parallax,
90. GRAND VALLEY STATE UNIVESITY
91. GLOBE training at Ohio U. through Al Cote, Ryan Fogt
92. Museum of Flight in Seattle
93. NEED Conference
94. NSTA
95. SC2 NMSU
96. TXESS Revolution
97. Honeywell Educators at Space Academy
98. Eastern Kentucky University
99. at our school with LEGO training
100. DataSeam and Morehead University, Hazard Space Center
101. UMass summer training session, Steven Institute of Tech
102. Sylvan Dale Guest Ranch, Loveland, CO
103. SUNY Oneonta
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104. Dartmouth GK-12, NSF GK12 Conference
105. School district
106. 2012 International Planetarium Society conference
107. School System based training
108. McDonald Observatory
109. Planetarium field
110. CAST
111. National Space Foundation
112. NASA ERC
113. NSTA
114. GLOBE Program
115. NASA
116. Project Lead the Way
117. Local school districts that we partner with
118. Princeton University
119. Red Cross
120. Notre Dame University
121. Univerisy of South Alabama, Jubilee Best Robotics
122. The University of Texas SOFIA EPO
123. Dallas Zoo
124. Education Fund Conference
125. University of Alaska-Fairbanks & Elizabeth City State University
126. Oralndo Science Ctr
127. Space Camp
128. Regional Traning center
129. James Madison University and VDOE assistance conference
130. University trainings
131. Connecticut Center For Advanced Technologies (CCAT_
132. University of Maine, Orono
133. NMEA annual conf
134. UMASS/Northeastern courses through BPS
135. NASA Mars project from ASU
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Elementary

Online
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.

NES, NSTA
NASA epdn
NASA and NSTA
State Department Webinars
NSTA
APL/JPL
PBS Teacherline
cleanet.org
Michigan Sea Grant
COSEE, and NSF webinars
center for astronomy education, space math, Kepler site, night sky network
NASA, NSTA
NASA & NSTA
NASA in Hampton, VA
NASA's Earth Ambassador Program
NOAA; NY Museum of Natural History
Earth Ambassador program/NASA
NSTA
NOAA/ Baltimore Aquarium ED Dept
gatech
nsta
NES & NSTA
NASA/Ga Tech/NSTA/ERC
Visit websites
NASA, NSTA
NSTA / SMILE^2 cohort
COSEE West, JPL, CSTA, NSTA
NYPOLY FLL AMPS
NASA, ADE
NASA
NASA PSU webinars, NASA Endeavor, NASA ePDN, PSU, Georgia Tech, and US Satellite
Astronomy From the Ground Up
NSTA through a webinar
NASA; EAA; NOAA; DOE
Georgia Tech
NSTA
MD Outdoor Ed Dept, NASA, Sally Ride Foundation
NOAA;
AGI
NRAO Very Large Array
NOAA
NOAA, GLOBE
NOAA
DOE
NOAA / "Why Do We Explore" Curriculum
NJEA, NJSTA, NSTA
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47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.

US Forest Service, GLOBE
ENTICE, Chicago
NOAA/USGS/DOE/EPA
GLOBE
NOAA;GLOBE
NASA, USGS
eCybermission
NOAA
GLOBE
Naval Surface Warfare Center
Jason Project
NOAA
EPA
NCGE, NSTA
NASA, NOAA
SACNAS, NOAA,

At another federal agency (NOAA, USGS, DOE, etc)
1. NSTA
2. MD Outdoor Ed Dept, NASA, Sally Ride Foundation
3. NOAA;
4. AGI
5. NRAO Very Large Array
6. NOAA
7. NOAA, GLOBE
8. NOAA
9. DOE
10. NOAA / "Why Do We Explore" Curriculum
11. NJEA, NJSTA, NSTA
12. US Forest Service, GLOBE
13. ENTICE, Chicago
14. NOAA/USGS/DOE/EPA
15. GLOBE
16. NOAA;GLOBE
17. NASA, USGS
18. eCybermission
19. NOAA
20. GLOBE
21. Naval Surface Warfare Center
22. Jason Project
23. NOAA
24. EPA
25. NCGE, NSTA
26. NASA, NOAA
27. SACNAS, NOAA,
At a community-based organization (Scouts, 4H, Boys/Girls Club)
1. I shared as much information as possible to numerous entities including Region 19 SCIENCE/ED COORDINATORS,
CAP,BSA,Housing Authority of El Paso
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2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Other
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.

NYSERDA
Hawaii Energy and Woman in Technology
Boys/girls club after school program
Arkansas Geological Survey: field work
Cooperative Extension Service
4-H
Scouts; 4H
Nebraska 4-H
Von Braun Astronomical Society lectures by NASA members
CLACE
Journey Museum
Homeschool Group
:Science Engineering Technology collaboration with University of California at Davis
Gaite, Chrome

HEA
Jpl
Cal State Northridge
after school events (family oriented)
Great Educational Experiences
NEED Conference
Oregon Museum of Science and Industry, Portland State University
Jason.org
Cosee West, JPL Nasa Pasadena and Pomona
CAP; EAA; AOPA
NASA Triad Leadership Houston, Texas
UNIVERSITY OF PITTSBURGH, REGIONAL SCIENCE TEACHERS OF PITTSSBURGH, CITIZENS POWER
2012 International Planetarium Society conference
Science and Discovery Center in Panama City, FL
NES
NSTA
College of Southern Nevada Planetarium
James Madison University and VDOE assistance conference
Connecticut Center For Advanced Technologies (CCAT_
Red Cross
FSU, Science and Discovery Center, Florida Aquarium
Planetarium field
West Virginia State University
PA REGIONAL SCIENCE TEACHERS CENTER; UNIV. OF PITT BIOMEDICAL RESEARVH
Salvadori Center
Contra Costa Office of Education
CUE, Ca Science Convention
Space Frontier Foundation
McDonald Obsevatory
NASA, Local Colleges and Space Museum
Chester County Intermediate Unit, Goddard Space Flight Center(GReenbelt,Md), Immaculata University
On line with NASA Earth Ambassador
San Mateo Office of Education
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34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.

Astronomy conference in Tucson
School System based training
Rowan University , NH Challenger Center
University STEM conference for science teachers
University STEM Development Courses, MSSE Graduate Degree DePaul University
NASA
State MSP-included Steve Culivan from Stennis; Sally Ride Science
University of Toledo, JPL,
COPUS
District In-Services
National Space Foundation
University of Memphis
Through the school district
NSTA convention
Great Educational Experiences
At Home, independent study
NSTA STEM Conference in Atlantic City May 2012

Pre-K

Online
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

NES, NSTA
cleanet.org
NASA's Earth Ambassador Program
APL/JPL
NASA, NSTA
Astronomy From the Ground Up
COSEE, and NSF webinars

At another federal agency (NOAA, USGS, DOE, etc)
1. NSTA
2. EPA
3. NCGE, NSTA
4. NJEA, NJSTA, NSTA
5. NOAA

At a community-based organization (Scouts, 4H, Boys/Girls Club)
1. I shared as much information as possible to numerous entities including Region 19 SCIENCE/ED COORDINATORS,
CAP,BSA,Housing Authority of El Paso
2. NYSERDA
3. Cooperative Extension Service
4. Boys/girls club after school program
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Other
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

NES
2012 International Planetarium Society conference
James Madison University and VDOE assistance conference
NSTA
Planetarium field
NSTA convention
On line with NASA Earth Ambassador
West Virginia State University
Rowan University , NH Challenger Center
after school events (family oriented)
Cal State Northridge
National Space Foundation
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Question 21: What other source do you typically use to find out about STEM professional development opportunities?

High School

Regional training organizations
1. Cornell Institute for Biology Teachers
2. Project Astro, BAESI, CSTA
3. BOCES
4. ODU TECHNOLOGY CENTER
5. University of Toledo and BGSU
6. NESTA, NMEA, COSEE, NSTA, ANJEE, AGU
7. NSTA, NCTM
8. I am Social Studies teacher
9. Mesta, Msta
10. DOE
11. NASA ERC
12. Educational Service Center 20
13. Region 4, HCDE
14. Pactin - pacific coast teacher innovation network
15. UCLA
16. Wayne RESA
17. Northwest Ohio Center for Excellence in STEM Education
18. NSTA; NASA
19. ROC
20. Region 13
21. SEEC conference
22. PIMSER
23. Wayne County RESA
24. EASTCONN
25. PLTW, NASA
26. NSTA ASTA
27. Texas Region 20 Education System
28. Region 7 ESC
29. PIMSER
30. Southern Nevada RPDP
31. VSTE
32. Janet dozenger
33. Pennsylvania Space Consortium
34. Dayton Regional STEM Center
35. Local universities, Science Museum, Local STEM consortium - Mathsci Innovation Center
36. Nsta
37. Virginia Department of Education
38. Region 12
39. OCM BOCES
40. STAR
41. STANYS
42. VAST
43. RPDP, CPD
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44. Center for Excellence in Education
45. Greenbush
46. SDSTA
47. Dauphin Island Sea Lab; Jubilee Best
48. Captital Region Teacher Center
49. Pikes Peak Area Leadership in Science
50. Maine Math Science Alliance
51. Math Science Innovation Center emails
52. emails from Earth Day Coalition
53. BOCES
54. G04St8 physics
55. Georgia RESA
56. CSTA. NSTA.
57. CAP - Southeast Region
58. Email
59. SONW Mayaguez University of PR
60. BOCES
61. CSTA, NSTA, COSEE West, NAGT, NESTA
62. Space Foundation
63. GV BOCES
64. wresa
65. VA DOE, VASTS, NASA
66. emails from: Earth and Space Education email Newsletters: McDonald Observatory email newsletter
67. Deep Earth Academy (School of Rock)
68. Ilinois State Physics Teachers Association
69. Harris County Dept of Ed., NASA, Lunar and Planetary Institute, Science Blogs
70. VTEEA, CTE Specialist, VDOE
71. RUM, AGMuS, ISMuL, AMCPR, NSTA
72. VTEEA
73. Greater Richmond Math Science Innovation Center
74. on-line resources
75. STAO
76. Region 9 science collaborative
77. VASC
78. McREL
79. Virginia Instructors of Physics (VIP)
80. GRCTM, Richmond City Schools (Math Science Innovation Center)
81. VAST, NSTA, ACS
82. Meadowlands Environmental Center
83. Education Service Center
84. CLACE
85. Twitter
86. Dept. Head
87. Virginia Technology and Engineering Education Association
88. Space Foundation
89. PA Science Teachers Association, NSTA
90. Mary Kadooka w/ Institute for Astronomy UH Manoa
91. Region VIII, Texas
92. Wayne RESA
93. Laying the Foundation, NCTM
94. NJTEEA
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95. VAST - Virginia Science Teachers Association
96. FCR- FSU
97. Region 1 Educational Service Center
98. STANYS
99. Virginia Children's Engineering group
100. Mestrac, BOCES
101. Math Science Innovation Center
102. SRP University of Arizona and my own Searching on the Web!
103. AAPT
104. American Chemical Society
105. College Board, DOE, CUNY
106. Diocese of Virginia
107. VTEEA
108. VISTA; VSELA
109. Wayne RESA
110. PSU CSATS and Space Grant Consortium
111. McDonald Observatory
112. NSTA
113. Region One ESC
114. Nasa explorer schools
115. ASCD, NSTA, Society for Science & the Public
116. Wayne County RESA
117. GLOBE
118. UTEP,REGION 19
119. WIS Women in Science (Wyoming)
120. PRIOR
121. National Energy Education Development NEED
122. NCTM
123. CUE
124. CU-Boulder
125. Region 13
126. VAST
127. STANYS
128. Siemens Website
129. VTEA
130. VASTS
131. National Earth Science Teachers Association, NSTA
132. Noyce Scholarship Program
133. Wyoming Space Grant
134. SECO, NSTA, CRABS, etc.
135. State Educational Service Cooperatives, University Stem Centers
136. Australian Education Union
137. NASA center
138. McDonald Observatory, PBS
139. Region One ESC
140. district emails
141. Laying the Foundation
142. Wayne RESA
143. Virginia Air & Space Center
144. Shelby County ECS. Dayton Regional STEM Center
145. Beaver County STEM
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146. ASP, AAU, CAE, CAPER,
147. Region 20
148. Hamline U: MNSTEP, TIMES; ASU Modeling
149. RGV Science Association of Texas
150. Teachers 4 Social Justice (San Francisco)
151. FAST (Florida Association of Science Teachers), NSTA
152. TTU, Millard Oakley STEM Center
Teacher list servs. Please name any you find especially useful
1. NSTA, NSTA
2. APOD, NASA sun-earth day, dome-L,
3. Wayne resa
4. Esprit
5. abq teacher serve
6. Department of Education within our state science site
7. NSTA, Triangle Coalition, NASA
8. Exploratorium's listserv (pinhole)
9. UT McDonald Observatory
10. NSTA
11. I am a Social Studies teacher
12. ASTA
13. Connecticut Science Connection (Science Matters), AP Biology Community
14. mailings from area nonprofits
15. Earth Science SUNY Oneonta
16. ESPRIT & BIOFORUM (Oneonta)
17. NSTA - Many bio, chem, general - Learning communities
18. AP Physics EDG
19. NSTA, NEON, NESTA
20. SCAAPT (Physics teachers listserve)
21. e-blast from WCRESA
22. LPI, NASA, OK. State Dept of Ed. science list-serve
23. NSTA, NES, AAPT, NESTA
24. ESPIRIT
25. NSTA Teachers List serv
26. NSTA
27. Michigan Earth Science Teachers Association, Natl Earth Science Teachers Association, NITARP, ASP
28. National Science Teacher's Association. NASA Educator News. Science Education Council of Ohio. National and
Ohio Earth Science Teacher's Association. Building a Presence
29. HaSTA
30. Collegeboard
31. ap chemistry
32. NASA,
33. ESPRIT through Oneonta, NY
34. Oneonta listservs: Bioforum, Esprit, Chembond
35. Astrolrnr; NES; Astroed; NASA Education Express
36. Modeling Physics, Biology, TEA
37. NSTA
38. Kentucky K-12 Science
39. MMSA listserv, NSTA Earth Science listserv, Scuttlebutts
40. NSTA
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41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.

NSTA environmental ed, NCGE, WVSTA,
ESPRIT
Scuttlebutt
NSTA
etrc@yahoogroups.com
PACT program/Galveston County
ky science teachers list serv
Michigan Science Teacher Association
National Technology and Engineering Education Association
esprit@listserv.oneonta.edu; NSTA newsletters, NEON
AP chemistry list serve
maine science list serve
astrolearner
oneonta chem/bio listservs; NSTA
OKLA. State Science Education Coordinator (this has changed 3x this year but in the past this person has been
useful); ASSET
56. ky science teachers; nsta
57. science listserv
58. NSTA
59. DOE and NSTA
60. ESPRIT
61. New York earth science teachers listserv
62. Space Grant
63. NSTA- general science
64. Astronomy Education on Google Groups, Teaching Astronomy on Facebook
65. KSTA, NSTA, AAPT, KAPT
66. Dave Bydlowski's eblasts
67. ACS
68. International Technology and Engineering Educators Association
69. NSTA Listserves
70. Scuttlebutt
71. NSTA, NASA,
72. Physics Teacher Listserv/ AP Calculus listserv/ Astronomy Education listserv
73. NASA Education Listserv & Dr Mary Kay Hemenway
74. NSTA
75. CSEN, SciCO, NSTA listervs
76. VASTS (Virginia Aerospace Science and Technology Scholars)
77. NSTA and South Dakota DOE
78. University of Arizona
79. AP Environmental; Earth Science
80. NSTA
81. NSTA
82. Mary Kay Hemenway
83. Colorado association of chemistry teachers
84. Subject-based list serves through NSTA (e.g., biology, chemistry, physics)
85. Pinhole, through the Exploratorium, San Francisco
86. TAPL NJAAPT SEPSAAPT PIRA PER
87. WSTA, NASA space grant list
88. Esprit Earth science list serv
89. Massachusetts Science Teachers Association
90. eGFI
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91. apphysicslistserve
92. NASA Education
93. VASS
94. AP
95. AP Physics listserv
96. AP Biology College Board listserv
97. scuttlebutt through NOAO
98. NSTA lists, ESPRIT, NASA
99. Oregon teacher list sev
100. NSTA,WCF,NASA.EDU,AOPA,YOUNG EAGLES, CAP,SALLY RIDE SCIENCE
101. NEON
102. NASA Education News
103. ITEEA, VDOE
104. APAST
105. WCRESA, Mich Earth Sci Assoc, Mich Sci Teachers Assoc.
106. science list serve in Maine
107. AP physics
108. AP Physics, NSTA (physics, chemistry, physical science, pedagogy), Physlrn
109. NSTA and NESTA
110. NASA Educ Express, Utah Bd of Ed Science Coord, NSF
111. ESOP list serve
112. Virginia Instructors of Physics (VIP)
113. VSELA List Serve is awesome!
114. edtech
115. ESPRIT at SUNY/Oneonta
116. NMEA Scuttlebutt, NSTA
117. NSTA Earth, Oneonta AP Environmental Science, JPL Education
118. NMIMT list serv, NASA solar ambassador director
119. AMTA Modeling Listserve, College Board AP Physics Listserve
120. Advanced Placement College Board
121. NASA Education Express
122. DOE Science, NASA, SDSTA,
123. ISTA, NSTA,NESTA, AGI
124. SD DOE Science and Math lists
125. ScuttleButt
126. NSTA
127. AP Chemistry, AP Physics, Exploratorium
128. Virginia Tech Ed List Serv
129. Astronomy from the Ground Up
130. Dept. Head
131. Virginia Instructors of Physics, VAST,
132. AAPT, ACS, NSTA, ACSD
133. SD DOE
134. nsta, asta
135. NSTA list serves
136. Dome-L
137. Oceanlist, vtacntyjasonproject
138. Nitarp
139. ESPRIT
140. ESERT,
141. NSTA, AP Community, Science Olympiad
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142. ESPRIT, NESTA
143. NSTA, PSTA, PA Space Grant Consortium, NESTA
144. NSTA
145. UT McDonald Observatory Education & Outreach Office
146. modeling list serve
147. modeling.org, cvccworks.org, jpl.nasa.gov, abiakron.org, globe.gov, wgbj.org, smarttech.com, rotometals.com,
asminternational.org,etc.
148. SUNY Oneonta Earth Science
149. NSTA, NASA
150. WV Science Teachers Listserv
151. NSTA, Colleg Board, Oneota ones:Bioforum, Chembond, etc.
152. NSTA, AP
153. NSTA
154. CAPER, CAE
155. Earth Science Teachers Listserv through SUNY Oneonta
156. exploratorium at San Francisco
157. NSTA, PA Space Grant Consortium
158. AP Board
159. WV Dept of Educstion Science list serve
160. ESPRIT
161. Modeling list serv
162. NSTA eblasts
163. AAPT, UT-McDonald
164. NA
165. espirit
166. AP Chemistry
167. ESprit from SUNY Oneonta
168. BASI
169. ESPRIT
170. Michigan Earth Science Teachers Association
171. NSTA List serve; NASA list serve
172. NSTA physics and physical science forums
173. DOME-L, MUSEUM List-serve
174. NSTA, MESTA, MSTA
175. DR. BASHAM : VA DOE
176. SD DOE Teacher List serv
177. National Science Teachers Association
178. ESPRIT through SUNY Oneonta
179. Science Matters
180. UT Austin / McDonald Observatory
181. Mesta, nsta, windows on the universe,
182. NSTA, VAST, NASA
183. middleschoolscience yahoogroup
184. Neon
185. NSTA
186. Dlese
187. Earth Science Listserve
188. scuttlebutt, NMEA
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Social media (Twitter, blogs – name any you find useful)?
1. Google+
2. NASA Facebook page, Astronomical Society of the Pacific, individual scientist pages
3. Neil DeGrasse Tyson, Jeff Goldstein
4. twitter, facebook
5. Facebook HEA
6. Twitter (NASA, NOAA)
7. TSA Facebook
8. Facebook with teachers I have met over the years in other programs
9. Any of the NASA ones
10. Twitter
11. Tumblr, Twitter, Facebook, Flickr
12. Twitter
13. #globalphys
14. Facebook
15. Facebook
16. Facebook
17. NES, NEON,USGS,WCF,SEA,NASA,CAP,YOUNG EAGLES,ED.GOV,NCTM
18. Facebook, Twitter
19. Facebook
20. Facebook-NSTA
21. Twitter/linkedin. astrolearner
22. Facebook; NASA NEON
23. LinkedIn
24. Twitter, Facebook
25. NASA, NOAA Centro Meteorologivo, CienciaPR, Asociación de Maestros de Ciencia de Puerto Rico, Amigos de las
Ciencias Matemáticas y Tecnologia,
26. ISTE facebook page
27. YouTube, some on Facebook, NASA RSS Feeds and NASA Podcasts
28. Facebook and Twiiter
29. NASA facebook feed, LPI facebook feed
30. WV Science teachers Association
31. Twitter... multiple sources
32. Facebook NASA and JPL posts
33. Facebook
34. Twitter, Facebook
35. Twitter and Blogs
36. facebook, linkedin
37. VSELA
38. Twitter
39. Twitter #scichat #physicsed
40. I am a Social Studies teacher
41. Twitter and Facebook
42. I do follow several STEM affiliated groups such as Change the Equation
43. Facebook
44. Some blogs form Eductopia or on NSTA
45. NASA, Spacewardbound, Network of Educator Astronaut Teachers
46. Project Lead the Way-KY
47. twitter
48. edmodo
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49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.

Twitter
wish I knew of them
Twitter @NASA @spaceref
Blogs
Facebook
Twitter
Mars Rover - Curiosity, Spaceward Bound - on Facebook
Linked In, Facebook
Twitter
Facebook
NESTA on Facebook

Other
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.

forwarded email announcements
Universities and Coleges online courses
from NASA Langley
google search
Web Searches
e-mailed directly to me
univesity of pr,, planetarium and space consortium
Online: NMSI and MIT OCW
Colleagues
Direct STANYS e-mail, Direct NJSTA e-mail
Search out via the internet.
Google
PA Space Grant; Various listserv (Some NASA)
I just google it.
Attending conferences, reading journals
Local workforce development events
Internet searches
KSTF
Outreach info from Maui Economic Development Board
I am a Social Studies teacher
Word of mouth and shared email lists
email contact from NASA, Space Foundation, Astronomical Society of the Pacific, others
Occasional email
through my teaching fellowship (Knowles Science Teaching Foundation)
e-mails from my professional network
emails from aquarium of the pacific
USGS online newsletter.
ISTE
Email forwards from colleagues
NEAT eRoom, American Astronomical Society
Internet search
subscribed to NSTA, NEON, NESTA
email from various sources
Swee Hart e-mails
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35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.

AAPT, ACS, ACSD
google searches
word of mouth
internet
College Board -AP
Looking for grants online
e-mail lists
postal mail and email from the organizations
national colleagues
Instructor, University
Colleagues
e-mail, RSS Feeds
at workshops we share
Science Teacher magazine
Space Exploration Educators Conference (SEEC)
science mentor
Old Dominion University
email notices from various government professional orgs
Websites, journals and magazines, NSTA site
knowles science teaching foundation
newsletters - NASA, Astro & STEM websites
Facebook groups
I'm not even sure how I get included. Probably things I've signed up for at conferences, USA science and
engineering festival
58. NASA ERC Fairmont
59. NSTA pubs
60. Museums
61. Local University
62. NASA Educ Express updates, NSF email, NSTA science updates
63. email from surrounding Science Directors
64. NASA
65. Edutopia magazine
66. Dr. Joe Lazor (formerly of UTSA YOUTEACH Program)
67. Email notifications from various past meetings
68. regional postings/email
69. Searching using Google
70. email from organizations
71. emails
72. MESTA
73. emails from colleagues
74. Occasionally clippings from Philadelphia Inquirer (a friend on the train finds them and passes them on to me)
75. University emails
76. nasa site
77. Using a search engine to find teacher workshops within a reasonable traveling distance
78. NASA Ed. Express updates, AGU, AAAS, NSTA, NOAA.
79. emails
80. Weekly or monthly e-mail newsletters from various sources
81. AP CollegeBoard
82. MDAPT, WCRESA (ISD)
83. NSTA newsletters
84. Earth2Class
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85. Science Teachers Association of Texas
86. home school association email
87. Emails from district supervisor
88. web searches
89. Conferences
90. Maine Science Teachers Association
91. e-mail from UTAustin
92. online
93. NSTA
94. Web search
95. search online
96. google search
97. personal research: STEM Focused, DOE, ED.GOV, any and all info regarding USA STEM Facilitation.
98. NASA, local universoties
99. flyers - e-mail
100. homeschool listserves
101. Staff from McDonald Observatory
102. NASA; various Aerospace organizations
103. Professonal organization
104. NA
105. web postings at various sites, newsletters
106. county meetings
107. Email
108. personal research
109. email from freinds
110. University of Wyoming SMTC
111. Magazine articles
112. NASA's PD website, ASM newsletters and website, internet searches
113. NEON
114. VDOE
115. Planetarium organizations
116. I usually Goggle for science teacher workshops.

Middle School

Regional training organizations
1. NSTA
2. Dayton Regional STEM Center
3. Region 4
4. Captital Region Teacher Center
5. Georgia ERC
6. Various museums and observatories
7. NEON, NSTA, JSC Teaching from Space
8. ESC Regiona 14
9. Region 20
10. NASA ERC (no longer funded as of this week)
11. Region One, Educational Service Center
12. Florida Association of Science Teachers
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13. Region 10
14. NSTA
15. Region IV Education Service Center
16. Texas Math & Science Collaborative
17. NASA
18. McDonald Observatory
19. UTEP,REGION 19
20. Region 13
21. region 8 service center
22. Texas Regional Collaborative, UTPA
23. TExas Region 10
24. Girl Start - Austin Texas by email
25. Texas Region I Learning Center
26. CIRES
27. MAST
28. Region 13
29. NJSTA New Jersey Science Teachers Asso. newsletter
30. Texas Regional Collaboratives
31. Region 13
32. Dauphin Island Sea Lab; Jubilee Best
33. Boston Public School
34. Intermediate Unit 13
35. Individual Science Institutions
36. NSta
37. GLOBE
38. NSTA
39. aims association of independent maryland school
40. NESTA, NMEA, COSEE, NSTA, ANJEE, AGU
41. Southeastern Planetarium Association
42. NAR, TARC
43. Friends of Gifted (FoG), EEAA, Legacy
44. NSTA
45. online I receive emails from your sponsor
46. Wayne RESA
47. TTAC (William & Mary; ODU)
48. NASA center
49. Shelby County ECS. Dayton Regional STEM Center
50. ASU
51. Space Academy for Educators 2009 member
52. COSSEE WEST
53. ASP, Exploratorium, Laurence Hall of Science
54. California Academy of Science
55. MSP project
56. Michigan Science Teachers Association
57. Region One ESC
58. SONW Mayaguez University of PR
59. Texas Education Agency
60. WSTA, NSTA, ESD 189, OSPI
61. COSEE West
62. NJTEEA
63. Massachusetts Dept. of Elementary and Secondary ED.
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64. NASA ERC
65. BOCES
66. Washington University, Missouri Botanical Garden, St. Louis Zoo
67. Stars at Yerkes
68. Project Lead the Way
69. Virginia Space Grant, VA Air and Space Museum
70. ARkansas Science Teachers List Serve
71. National Energy Education Development NEED
72. Pitsco
73. State Educational Service Cooperatives, University Stem Centers
74. David Bydlowski
75. Mesta, Msta
76. advance KY
77. NSTA
78. NSTA, ASTA, Northern Arizona University
79. Wayne County RESA Key Science Teacher Meetings
80. NSTA
81. Wayne RESA
82. CAP - Southeast Region
83. Twitter
84. NSTA, ISTE
85. Diocese of Virginia
86. DPI NC
87. Alaska Science Consortium
88. GLOBE Program
89. NEON
90. Csta
91. Cue
92. OPI
93. CSTA, NSTA
94. Kentucky Department of Education, NSTA, KSTA
95. VAST
96. CSTA. NSTA.
97. Fl Assoc Sci Tchrs
98. SMART consortium
99. University of Nebraska Omaha
100. VASC
101. CLACE
102. College Board, DOE, CUNY
103. NSTA
104. STANYS
105. University of Wyoming
106. WIS Women in Science (Wyoming)
107. NSTA, STANYS
108. Wyoming Space Grant
109. SECME

Teacher list servs. Please name any you find especially useful
1. NOAA Climate Stewards
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2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

NASA NEON
NSTA, LPI, Exploratorium, NES
eteachers (rice), NASA Teacher Express
NSTA
HASTI, NSTA
National Science Teacher's Association. NASA Educator News. Science Education Council of Ohio. National and
Ohio Earth Science Teacher's Association. Building a Presence
8. NSTA
9. Any e-mails I get from outside or at conferences
10. NSTA listserves
11. STEM mailing list out of UMass
12. HEA Times (Heliophysics Educator Ambassadors), NASA Educators, McDonald Observatory
13. Texas Space Grant, Solar System Educators; JPL/NASA
14. NASA Education
15. NASA Education Express, NEON
16. NSTA,WCF,NASA.EDU,AOPA,YOUNG EAGLES, CAP,SALLY RIDE SCIENCE
17. scuttlebutt
18. NASA Neon, TOLC
19. marykay@astro.as.utexas.edu, Seimens
20. uhcl.edu regularly emails opportunities through Sr. Secty
21. csen
22. Dome-L
23. NSTA
24. Texas Education Agency
25. APAST Listserv
26. NSTA physics and physical science forums
27. New Mexico Tech list serv (George Becker), SC2 NMSU list serv, New Mexico STEM Network listserv, McDonald
Observatory (Dr. Hemingway).
28. eGFI
29. NSTA - all
30. NSTA, MAST (Mass. Assoc. of Science Teachers)
31. NSTA Listservs
32. NSTA
33. NSTA
34. NSTA general science
35. NSTA
36. NOAA, NSTA, SC2, NESTA, NMEA
37. Middle school science list serv
38. NSTA
39. Pennsylvania Space Grant Consortium, Science Matters in PA
40. Middle School Science Listserv
41. Scuttlebutt
42. NSTA
43. NSTA
44. NSTA, NASA
45. NSTA, PSTA, PA Space Grant Consortium, NESTA
46. TSTA. NSTA. TEAMS GSA NESTA
47. NSTA
48. scuttlebutt, NMEA
49. MMSA listserve
50. Scuttlebutt
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51. Maine Science Teacher list serve (MMSA)
52. DOE- Science, Maine Science Teachers
53. Oceanlist, Coseewest site
54. NASA's Musuem Alliance, Dome-L
55. SD DOE Science and Math lists
56. maine list serv
57. LACOE (Los Angeles County Office of Education)
58. ESPRIT
59. ESPRIT
60. MESTA, NSTA, NESTA
61. NASA Education listserv
62. NSTA, AP Community, Science Olympiad
63. NASA Education, VMI STEM outreach,
64. ESPRIT, Middle School Science Teachers
65. mmsa
66. NASA Educational Site
67. WV science teachers listserv; NASA IV&V listserv
68. abq teacher serve
69. GSFC
70. MESTA, MSTA, NSTA
71. OCEAN LIST
72. NSTA
73. NSTA, NES, AAPT, NESTA
74. Oregon Science Teachers Assc, NSTA
75. LA Science Matters E-blasts
76. NASA,
77. Michigan Earth Science Teachers
78. NASA/JPL
79. MESTA,MSTA
80. NSTA environmental ed, NCGE, WVSTA,
81. NSTA NES
82. NASA Education Express, NEON
83. Northwest Girls Collaborative Project, STEM connector
84. Oceanlist
85. TAPL NJAAPT SEPSAAPT PIRA PER
86. Accomplished Teacher by Smartbrief
87. Earth Science List Serve
88. NES, NEON, NSTA, ISTE, NASA Education Express, STEMNET,
89. NSTA/NASA Explorer School/NASA Earth Ambassador
90. Michigan Education monthly email
91. ESPRIT@LISTSERVE.ONEONTA.EDU
92. NSTA
93. Esprit
94. NEON, IL Science Teachers Assn
95. NSTA, MESTA, NESTA
96. NSTA, NASA
97. pinhole
98. Pinhole, through the Exploratorium, San Francisco
99. NASA Earth and Space Science Education
100. NSTA, PA Space Grant Consortium
101. ASTA
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102. Wayne County RESA Science and Math
103. Nasa explorer school listserve, NASA NEON,
104. NSTA; ASU
105. Michigan Science Teacher Association
106. science listserv
107. Interact
108. NSTA
109. nsta
110. VASS
111. List serve
112. ESOP list serve
113. NSTA, NASA
114. Astronomy from the Ground Up
115. NEON
116. SEPUP Training
117. Nsta, nhsta
118. NSTA
119. COSEE West, JPL
120. NSTA, Wisconsin Science
121. NSTA
122. KY listserv
123. KYGAT
124. NSTA
125. NASA Education
126. Njsta njgt
127. NASA Express, NSTA Express
128. NASA's own list servs.
129. edweb.net
130. NSTA, Penn State Space Consortium
131. NASA Mailing list
132. BaP
133. ESPIRIT
134. Windows to the Universe, Tx National Girls Col.
135. NEON
136. NEON

Social media (Twitter, blogs – name any you find useful)
1. Facebook
2. NASA
3. Camilla SDO, all NASA twitters
4. Facebook
5. Twitter - NASA accounts and other educators; Facebook - other educators
6. Facebook
7. actually, NASA on Facebook is confusing to me
8. facebook
9. NES, NEON,USGS,WCF,SEA,NASA,CAP,YOUNG EAGLES,ED.GOV,NCTM
10. NSTA tweets
11. LinkedIn
12. SDO is best social media!
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13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.

Other
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

NJSTA facebook page
twitter
ISTE facebook page
Facebook
Twitter
Twitter and Facebook
Facebook
Facebook: NSta
Blogs - NPR
regular emails
facebook
Twitter
twitter, facebook, Edmodo
YouTube, some on Facebook, NASA RSS Feeds and NASA Podcasts
NASA EXplorer Schools
Facebook - but not useful to me
Facebook
NEON/Nasa Explorer Facebook
Facebook
NASA Facebook
Spacecamp, JET Propulsion Lab
facebook
internet research
All things nasa on twitter and facebook. Nasa explorer schools
Facebook; NASA NEON
Facebook
Alaska Science Teacher Facebook
Twitter
Facebook
NSTA
Discovert science
FaceBook
Facebook, Twitter
NASA on Twitter
Facebook
Blogs
twitter
facebook .twitter and blogs

NSTA
Word of Mouth
friends I've made at other workshops
NSTA publications
PA Space Grant; Various listserv (Some NASA)
NASA site
Blogs of other educators
Google
Email network
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10. Various emails
11. Emails
12. google searches
13. NSTA
14. search engine
15. word of mouth
16. personal research: STEM Focused, DOE, ED.GOV, any and all info regarding USA STEM Facilitation.
17. scientists
18. Internet searches
19. Planetarium organizations
20. e-mailed directly to me
21. email from source
22. emails
23. nasa
24. Dr. Joe Lazor (formerly of UTSA YOUTEACH Program)
25. NSF search
26. e-mail lists
27. Professional printed media, like Science Scope and NCTM journals
28. Chester County Intermediate Unit
29. email
30. NASA Ed. Express updates, AGU, AAAS, NSTA, NOAA
31. Edmodo
32. e-mail, RSS Feeds
33. emails
34. word of mouth, NSTA website
35. Science Matters Network; CT Science Supervisors Assn.
36. homeschool blogs
37. NASA Express
38. Professional magazines like Science Scope, NSTA newspaper
39. BEst - monthly emails from Earth and Space Science network!!
40. NEWSLETTERS FROM EARTH AND SPACE SCIENCE FOLKS
41. email from college science professor
42. Professional Development Coordinator
43. online
44. Other Project Lead the Way teachers
45. email from surrounding Science Directors
46. flyers - e-mail
47. web postings at various sites, newsletters
48. NASA explorer schools
49. other teachers on facebook and twitter
50. NASA; various Aerospace organizations
51. The Leonardo (museum)
52. Searching on the internet
53. general internet search
54. NHSTA
55. flyers from friends
56. Internet looking for CPDU offerings for free in my area
57. Distric and school wide email
58. Other professionals
59. Internet searches
60. NSTA flyer
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61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.

searching the internet
by taking classes
home school association email
Discovery Ed Siemens STEM, Apple
NASA email to educators
online
NASA, local universoties
Science Curriculum Coordinator
science and math teaching journals
TSGC

Elementary

Regional training organizations. Please name
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.

Region 4 Educational Center
Galveston TRC, Baylor College of Medicine
Region 6 Educational Service Center, Texas Regional Collaborative
ESC 11
Región 10
Region 5 Service Center
UTEP,REGION 19
Region 10
ASP, AAU, CAE, CAPER,
NJSTA New Jersey Science Teachers Asso. newsletter
Washington STEM, LASER, Facing the Future
Local Educational Service District
Oregon Museum of Science and Industry, Columbia Slough School, East Multnomah County Soil and Water
Conservation Department,
HASTI Hoosier Association of Science Teachers
NSTA
NESTA, NMEA, COSEE, NSTA, ANJEE, AGU
Southeastern Planetarium Association
Friends of Gifted (FoG), EEAA, Legacy
Wayne RESA
NASA center
Science Education Institute of the Southwest
Ohio Energy Project
MSP project
State Science Convention
NASA ERC
IISME, Exploratorium, Academy of Science, Crissy Field
Lawrence Hall of Science, Chabot Space Center, NASA AMES
SEIS
Nebraska 4-H
Gaite, Chrome, Jefferson Labs
GSTA & NSTA
National Energy Education Development NEED
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33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.

Putnam/Northern Westchester BOCES
State Educational Service Cooperatives, University Stem Centers
Wayne County RESA
Wayne County RESA Key Science Teacher Meetings
NSTA
CAP - Southeast Region
PITTSBURGH SCIENCE TEACHERS REGIONAL CENTER
Alaska Science Consortium
Chester County Intermediate Unit
Cue
JPL Nasa, Cosee West
OPI
CSTA, NSTA
VAST
CSTA. NSTA.
VASC
CLACE
KDE and PIMSER
NSTA
VASC
NSTA, STANYS
Discovery online
Wyoming Space Grant

Teacher list servs. Please name
1. eteachers (rice), NASA Teacher Express
2. NSTA
3. Any e-mails I get from outside or at conferences
4. TEA Science
5. NSTA
6. NSTA,WCF,NASA.EDU,AOPA,YOUNG EAGLES, CAP,SALLY RIDE SCIENCE
7. McDonald Observatory, LPI
8. Dome-L
9. CAPER, CAE
10. APAST Listserv
11. NSTA
12. any NSTA list servs; NESTA; Strategies.org;
13. NSTA listserve for general science education
14. NSTA
15. FMSEA
16. NSTA, Linked IN, NMEA Scuttlebutt, NASA alerts
17. NSTA
18. scuttlebutt, NMEA
19. NSTA
20. Scuttlebutt
21. Esprit, Middle school science
22. NASA's Musuem Alliance, Dome-L
23. MESTA, NSTA, NESTA
24. Homeschool yahoo groups, meetup.com
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25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.

Several
NASA Education, VMI STEM outreach,
NASA
GSFC
NJTEEA constant contact
varous NASA organizations
LA Science Matters E-blasts
NSTA environmental ed, NCGE, WVSTA,
NASA educator express, NSTA express
NSTA/NASA Explorer School/NASA Earth Ambassador
too many to list, CUE, for example and CRS
NSTA list serv
ASTA
NSTA; ASU
NASA Education
GATE Teacher Talk
NSTA
Astronomy from the Ground Up
colleagues
COSEE West, JPL
NASA, Patriots Tech Training Center, NSBE
University of Kentucky list serv
NSTA
NASA Education
numerous science ones
Windows to the Universe, Tx National Girls Col

Social Media. (Twitter, blogs - name any you find useful)
1. Camilla SDO, all NASA twitters
2. Facebook
3. NES, NEON,USGS,WCF,SEA,NASA,CAP,YOUNG EAGLES,ED.GOV,NCTM
4. NJSTA facebook page
5. no
6. Facebook
7. regular emails
8. facebook
9. e-mail from some organizations (DOE)
10. Facebook
11. Twitter
12. NEON/Nasa Explorer Facebook
13. @FIRSTtweets
14. youtube
15. NSTA, ASCD
16. Twitter, Facebook
17. Facebook; NASA NEON
18. Twitter and Facebook
19. Alaska Science Teacher Facebook
20. Twitter
21. internet
22. Discovert science
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23. FaceBook
24. NASA facebook & twitter page, Science.com facebook page,
25. Blogs

Other
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.

friends I've made at other workshops
NSTA publications
Email
word of mouth
personal research: STEM Focused, DOE, ED.GOV, any and all info regarding USA STEM Facilitation.
Planetarium organizations
e-mailed directly to me
Science and Technology Conferences
emails
information from colleagues
network with other teachers outside of my small district
Bay District Schools STEM person of contact
NASA Ed. Express updates, AGU, AAAS, NSTA, NOAA.
Ota Lutz at JPL, NASA newsletter
Va Air and Space Center
magazines
Science Matters Network; CT Science Supervisors Assn.
homeschool blogs
GLOBE training events and website
Project Astro Newsletters/ mailing list
Math and Science Journal and books
state department
Jpl trainings for educators
Conferences
email from surrounding Science Directors
School website
Website search
flyers - e-mail
web postings at various sites, newsletters
NASA; various Aerospace organizations
The Leonardo (museum)
School district
online searches
CCSD Hotline
flyers from friends
Teacher Forums
Internet looking for CPDU offerings for free in my area
Other professionals
Aquarium of the Pacific
mailings
home school association email
google search
mailings and fliers
News Media
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45. NASA, local universoties
46. Principal, word if mouth - other teachers
47. NASA educational website

Pre-K

Regional training organizations. Please name
1. UTEP,REGION 19
2. NJSTA New Jersey Science Teachers Asso. newsletter
3. NESTA, NMEA, COSEE, NSTA, ANJEE, AGU
4. Southeastern Planetarium Association
5. National Energy Education Development NEED
6. Wayne County RESA Key Science Teacher Meetings
7. CSTA. NSTA.
8. VASC
9. Wyoming Space Grant

Teacher list servs. Please name any you find especially useful
1. NSTA,WCF,NASA.EDU,AOPA,YOUNG EAGLES, CAP,SALLY RIDE SCIENCE
2. Dome-L
3. APAST Listserv
4. scuttlebutt, NMEA
5. Scuttlebutt
6. NASA's Musuem Alliance, Dome-L
7. NSTA environmental ed, NCGE, WVSTA,
8. NASA Education

Social Media (Twitter, blogs – name any you find useful)
1.
2.
3.
4.

Other
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

NES, NEON,USGS,WCF,SEA,NASA,CAP,YOUNG EAGLES,ED.GOV,NCTM
NJSTA facebook page
no
@FIRSTtweets

word of mouth
personal research: STEM Focused, DOE, ED.GOV, any and all info regarding USA STEM Facilitation.
Planetarium organizations
e-mailed directly to me
emails
Math and Science Journal and books
email from surrounding Science Directors
flyers - e-mail
Aquarium of the Pacific
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Question 23: In order to maximize a NASA STEM professional development experience, would you prefer to attend
learning/training with?

High School
1. scientists themselves
2. Scientists!
3. Researchers in the technical area
4. we live on Kauai in Hawaii, its a small rural island, I get the most out of workshops when we meet with teachers
from our grade levels across the state.
5. all hybrid satellite conferences, face to face any and all as much as possible
6. scientists currently working in the field
7. all of the above
8. Educators in the same discipline, i.e. Chemistry teachers, Physics teachers
9. NASA Scientist
10. Content specific teachers: Physics begats Physics.
11. University scientists (or other professionals in STEM)
12. working scientists
13. Teachers from *same discipline*
14. NASA Scientists
15. astronomy education and planetarium arts and sciences
16. College profs who teach introductory physics
17. New England regional PD teachers
18. No time to travel, nor do we generally get approved leave
19. 9-12 teachers from around the country
20. scientist from the field
21. Teachers from same content area from other districts - I am the only Earth Science Teacher at my school
22. professionals in the field.
23. No preference. I can adapt to nearly any environment.
24. Scientists in the field
25. I would like to meet with other math teachers to see how they are integrating STEM
26. other homeschool teachers
27. Math Teachers at High-School level (Geometry - Alg II - Trig)
28. any and all
29. Math teachers
30. nasa researchers. I hold a Ph.D and am very interested in research
31. Technology Teachers within the school district
32. NASA or other such scientists!
33. math teachers/ math resource specialists working with science teachers/specialists on cross-curricular ideas
34. Career Specialists/scientists
35. other district science teachers
36. any of the ones checked would work - administrators only if there is a requirement for financial backing of the
program that requires inspiring administrators to buy in
37. no preference, depends on experience
38. math teachers
39. mathematics / calculus
40. Highly motivated students who want to learn more in a subject area.
41. parents and professionals from Latino community
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42. Other science educators from other schools
Middle School
1. all hybrid satellite conferences, face to face any and all as much as possible
2. I like MS, HS and science resource specialist groupings because I can learn alot from these groups about what and
how to teach my students
3. Graduate students from STEM disciplines
4. astronomy education and planetarium arts and sciences
5. Formal educators; professionals - actual scientists
6. And any combination that works! Like at NEWEST in 1994!
7. I'd take almost anything at this rate. Delaware talks a good game, but my district doesn't follow through.it's hard
to fund stem.
8. No preference. I can adapt to nearly any environment.
9. parents or interested community members
10. Scientists themselves
11. In diversity is stability. Teachers sometimes need to hear perspectives from outside their little niche!
12. Special Ed teachers, learning specialists
13. Parents and/or students to help build importance of STEM.
14. it's always great to have a variety of backgrounds in the training group; sometimes mixing grade levels is not as
advantageous
15. Career Specialists/scientists
16. Any and all interested in our science programs, especially parents
17. parents and professionals from Latino community
18. I am the only middle school science teacher
Elementary
1. all hybrid satellite conferences, face to face any and all as much as possible
2. astronomy education and planetarium arts and sciences
3. NASA Education specialists, NASA scientists and engineers
4. No preference. I can adapt to nearly any environment.
5. Scientists themselves
6. Homeschooling parents
7. volunteer scientists
8. I am a Music Teacher. This needs to be relevant to my curriculum.
9. Career Specialists/scientists
10. Same grade level teachers in our district
11. GATE Specialists from CCSD
12. Any and all interested in our science programs, especially parents
13. parents and professionals from Latino community
14. I am the only middle school science teacher
Pre-K
1. all hybrid satellite conferences, face to face any and all as much as possible
2. Scientists themselves
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Question 27: If you have previously used NASA resources with students, please share any student quotes or reactions that
resonated with you after using the materials and/or resources.

High School
229 educators (37.66%) responded to this question and 379 (62.34%) skipped it.
1. Yummy! (making a tasty galaxy)
2. "This is so cool, that what we are doing is close to what real scientists do." "Participating in research using NASA
data has shown me I can do hard things." "The experience is like what we might get in graduate school and helps
us focus our efforts for a goal."
3. Have not used NASA resources yet.
4. Hubble images never fail to get oohs and aahs and very cools from my students
5. Worked with Themis/GEONS...students enjoyed colledted real data for analysis
6. "Summer school was a blast" (NASA Summer of Innovation)
7. Wow.
8. 'Beautiful', 'That is so cool'
9. Way COOL
10. The Saturn litho with earth in the background always elicits a wonderful reaction. Students are amazed at the
beauty of saturn and at how small earth appears. Students also love the meatball stickers. Somehow the
meatball stickers give them a sense of participation in the space program . I have sen students place them on
their books, bags ans even on to the back of their wheelchairs. Smaller materials such as bookmarks ans
lenticular postcards work best with students.
11. "you really work with NASA scientists?" "These cards are really cool" "I love learning about real science"
12. This was fun!
13. My students love to use the NASA materials. My Astronomy classes participated in the Mars Exploration Student
Data Teams project using CRISM, MOLA and HIRISE data. Two students declared that they wanted to go into
planetary geology and mapping following the project.
14. I attended Adler Planetarium (NASA) "Heliophysics Educational Ambassador" program and it was among my top
professional development opportunities. In particular, I implemented some GEMS activities and especially used
IBEX mission resources and activities. The IBEX video Search For the Edge was wonderful. Students learned a lot
and appreciated having real data and research results.
15. I have students who have chosen career paths due to the exposure to NASA astrobiology material. Students have
asked to take a second year of the course, even though it didn't exist. "It's so much fun, it doesn't feel like work."
16. They enjoy using real data and resources.
17. Students liked knowing the data and techniques used were those of actual current scientists.
18. Students were amazed at the time it takes to form cogent conclusions from testing collected samples of
extraterrestrial materials.
19. I teach Astronomy and my walls are covered with NASA posters and lithos which I use as I teach and students use
in completing some assignments. Students love them, "Beautiful!". Also, I use the Moon rock samples and
meteorite samples from JSC and the students are truly amazed by holding the samples disks in their hands.
"Wow!"
20. I have numerous posters that I refer to during astronomy lessons during Earth and Space class. The most popular
poster is one with the star life cycle. Students are amazed by the beauty of the poster as well as the amount of
information to be gleaned. Last year one of my students said "Mrs. Nader, this picture is so cool! How can I get to
see that in person? " This student is a graduate and attending college as a geology major!
21. In general, students were very excited to do something that was from NASA. Hands-on activities are their
favorite, by far and all NASA lessons are extremely hands-on. They receive the coveted "This isn't boring!" rating.
They frequently ask when we're going to do the next NASA thing.
22. Kids love the holograms!
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23. Don't remember specific comments, but the hands-on activities absolutely essential!! I can teach content well,
but the content does not sink in for the students unless they have something to do. I have greatly enjoyed the
McDonald Observatory workshops, and I've used the materials constantly in class.
24. Have used NASA activities with 8th graders that were well liked by students, especially those relating to Newton's
laws. Activities were easy to use and had simplified directions even for ESL learners.
25. "ARE YOU COMING BACK?"
26. Exciting to see the future!
27. Tour of electromagnetic spectrum - students were watching with interest
28. Using NASA resources with students in the planetarium and astronomy classes and seeing graduates of my school
enter and be accepted into NASA is awesome!
29. Several of my students have received copies of the evolution of a star poster that traces the life of a star from
dust cloud to death. The students were uniformly pleased to receive them.
30. This is cool. Do you have any more stickers?
31. Excellent rich materials and plans - backbone of presentations, lessons, student projects.
32. Cosmic Times issues were used to discuss history of Big Bang model ; high school students were amazed of the
changes in science in the last 100 years. Students absolute love the Foam Rockets that we build in Physics; one
told me he had never built 'a Nerf rocket' before.
33. Several years ago when I taught middle school, I borrowed the lunar samples. The kids were blown away by it.
34. Amazed at what is available and the science content
35. "I didn't realize NASA was involved in SO many different projects all the time." "I didn't realize that nonastronomers and non-physics types could be useful as astronauts"
36. Students appreciate hands on activities related to science content. They love to hear any knowledge regarding
the Earth and outside our planet.
37. "Scaling the Universe" activity: Kids can touch and see scales. "All of a sudden, a Billion ain't so big."
38. Kids are astounded that we can take simple materials and measure/calculate the circumference of the Earth &
diameter of the sun. "I never knew..." and "I never realized..." are common student phrases when we are
involved in investigations.
39. Students have liked activities that simulate space exploration. They like "feeling like scientists"
40. Students were always stunned by the breadth of research that has been done and by how much remains
unexplored. It was eye-opening for students to discover how out-of-date online resources can be about areas of
cutting edge research. Searching for information about the Hadean atmosphere, for example, got them
depictions of hell-like environments. When they added search terms like cerium, lanthanum and titanium, they
got results supported by science that was months old.
41. "Do you, like, know scientists from all over the world?" "Did you see the news, NASA..."
42. they appreciated the authentic nature of doing research, and interacting with real scientists
43. Our students love space science. Unfortunately in TX Bio, Chem, Physics are the main focus. I sometimes do a
couple of days of space science just because they have a million questions and should have an opportunity to ask
them. I use the NASA websites and love the images. I would also like to incorporate data (real time).
44. During lessons on Newton's Laws of motion, astronomy, and other topics, I have used video of nasa.gov. The
students enjoyed the realness knowing that the videos were coming from a credible source.
45. students love them and find great interest. awesome, great, lots of questions.
46. Using and understanding how to analyze real data that no one else has looked at is awesome! [Kepler Data
through NITARP] Some of those online resources [regarding HR diagrams at the Chandra website] were very
helpful.
47. the students really enjoy your interactive web sites - even if it is just an online quiz.
48. The students enjoyed using the Lunar Samples for a lab and discussion
49. MyNASAData: This is quite helpful for driving inquiry. Mission Science: Electromagnetic Spectrum: this is a
wonderfully redesigned site. JPL information, stories, images, and climate change site is extremely useful. I
haven't really used Eyes on the Earth and Eyes on the Solar System 3D, but I intend to. Spaceweather and NASA
Science News and Science casts also are timely and used frequently.
50. The work was fun! I learned alot
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51. I have used some of the posters in class which really caught the students attention and had them asking
questions. I've also been taking advantage of the ePDN provided by NASA and GA Tech and will use what I learn
there with students.
52. "That was fun can we do more stuff like that!" or "I have more questions about......". One of the most common
theme is can we do another activity like that or can we investigate that topic more.
53. During the summer of innovation the students quoted "I thought about what I learned all night!" "This was so
much fun I wanted to last all summer long, I learned so much!"
54. Relevant and innovative materials
55. My students have LOVED every NASA resource I've ever used with them. As a result of using NASA resources, I've
had students commit to further math study, I've had one student win a national NASA essay contest, & another
student be a runner-up in the same contest. Parents ask when I'm doing the next NASA-related activity!
56. Shock that using NASA, asking NASA for information/help is so accessible.
57. We used them in the course of labs, so they were focusing on the data, not on how they felt about it.
58. I have used a high powered paper rocket, for a design - redesign project that students enjoyed very much. It also
helped reinforce Newton's Laws. My favorite quote - "The one that flew the farthest was ugly, but it did the job. "
I wIll replace with one of straw/puff rockets. Not sure what the issue is with the rocket launcher, but now I am
trying to get a water rocket launcher instead.
59. Little in this survey deal with costs. Teachers need money to help pay for the costs of attending these very
important opportunities you offer. Government has drastically reduced our school's budget at the state and
federal level.
60. I generally modify resources based on my students and time. In general, my students enjoy using the materials. I
use images, animations, and videos a lot in teaching astronomy content. In classes where I don't teach astronomy
content, students are curious about the images. For example, I had an image of the Cat's Eye Nebula on my
desktop. Many students asked what it was, which allowed me to incorporate astronomy topics. I also have some
stickers from Chandra that students love.
61. Most of the resources were supplemental to lessons. The course work gave me tremendous ability to answer
questions, and deepen their understanding. Plus, talking with profs, and scientists gives "stories" to share
62. NASA activities are some of my favorite activities.
63. CD's were helpful and glossy photos were eye-catching. Supplemented classroom discussion.
64. I like the stickers. Get us more stickers.
65. Sun-Earth-Day stuff was very helpful for the Venus Transit. I've also found stuff online, but it was difficult to
find/wade through and then tailor to my classroom.
66. Students remember and retain content used from NASA resources, more than other sources.
67. Wow, that's really cool.
68. I don't recall any specific comments, but students are always engaged when I use NASA materials since they
know they are from "NASA."
69. I use NASA images when teaching about black holes. The students say the concept becomes more real to them
when they see the images.
70. Students love the map of the entire earth at night showing the lights of civilization from space. Some even ask
how they got a totally clear night ; ) Others ask how it was dark all at once for the picture ; ) But seriously, I've
had that poster on my desk for years and many students have asked and discussed it.
71. liked toys in space videos
72. WE had an astronaut visit our Women in Science classes. That was an incredible treat that left very lasting
impressions and motivation for our students. One of our teachers was a two year teacher who went to NASA.
Our school was a NASA school for that time period. Again our admin team thought less of the honor and
opportunity than was reasonable. Despite them- the science teachers appreciated all the interaction.
73. We held a Summer of Innovation camp at our school this summer. The kids did not want the camp to end.
74. APOD - Students enjoy discussing pictures in class
75. I used some of the Physiology resources, and students were very interested about effects of microgravity/space
exposure on the body. They also had a good time growing space-exposed tomato seeds (from SEEDS II). They
were genuinely curious how
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76. Students are always impressed with photography. For example: pictures of the sun, "Wow", "No way", "Really?
The sun really looks like that?" Robotics: "I want to build one", "That looks really fun!" "Can we do that? If we
could I would have so much more fun in class."
77. Just saying "NASA" grabs the attention of my supervisor and students. NASA materials are respected; I never get
resistance from supervisors when I use NASA curricula.
78. Generally, students like using "real data", working within the NASA websites, and learning about how NASA
science works. Some kids complain that My NASA Data lessons are too hard but that is OK because hard work is
good!!
79. I have used a few. I think that some students are very interested in something from NASA and others don't have
the same passion for space as we used to see.
80. they enjoyed getting resources that came directly from NASA, more realistic for them
81. Students love the DVDs, the gadgets & the demonstrations I've picked up from NASA. Every time I show my
classes that a cell phone can detect a remote control signal, they are mesmerized.
82. I once took a select group of only 4 students to Marshall Space Flight Center for a tour. On the way home, one of
them said "this was better than prom!"
83. Students are always intrigued when they know they are looking at the same data/images as "real scientists" &
they seem to take everything we do more seriously
84. The kids really enjoy anything that is hands-on. It helps to have lessons ready to go (or that need minimal
tweaking to fit the class).
85. They enjoyed the hands-on activities.
86. My students use NASA Explorer School material, Project material ranging from MLL to Dawn to Voyager. The
students are well beyond the typical "shocked and awed" by NASA material, they are already proactively using
NASA online material. What "resonated" with me was how they just took to it like fish out of water without extra
work on my part.
87. I use the NASA website in class daily to show video clips and students enjoy learning all the things NASA does
besides the space shuttle.
88. The students simply enjoy being exposed to real life science and scientists
89. Students are amazed at the imagery and materials that NASA has. Space is a non-tangible item to most students
so models, visuals and videos are valuable.
90. My students have used online data about planets and other solar system objects to create "Planet Tourism"
presentations. Many are not very tech-savvy, so access much be obvious and easy to navigate. I don't anticipate
many of my students becoming scientists, but I would like them to be scientificallty literate. So don't forget to
support that vast potential audience.
91. Being a science chairperson, I usually pass along information regarding your resources to my teachers. I pass on
any and everything I see in the listservs and that I read about in science magazines.
92. "That is so cool!"
93. The film on infrared was of particular interest for them. It challenged their understandings and so we asked the
local fire department to bring in their camera to see if we could re-create what they had seen. It was an amazing
experience.
94. I used to have state science funds that would allow us to attend South Dakota State Universities program's that
encouraged female students to be interested in science. They brought female astronauts to SDSU and the
comments from students I believe encouraged them to into a science careers. The program still exists but we do
not have funds to pay for their attending. Since 2005, my school does not allow science teachers to have field
trips. They say we impact the attendance too much.
95. none yet
96. We had a former astronaut visit our K-8 school when I was teaching in northern NH. The students were really
excited and did well with follow-up activities after the scientist left.
97. Source materials for posters not available online in vector-print form.
98. I routinely use NASA resources in my Astronomy and Space Science course. Along with lessons from the
Astronomical Society of the Pacific, NASA's lessons are the best I have ever experienced in engaging students and
facilitating understanding and application of my course.
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99. Student's are engaged in a real world experience that is taking place now. They're comments: "This is amazing! I
could really get into this as a degree Ms. O.! Is there any summer programs?" That's my biggest wish is for my
rural students to have the opprotunity to attend a summer program or even a weekend program. It could be the
factor that inspires them to see a degree in Science. I have 4 students now that I've taught enrolled in areospace
engineering, astronomy etc.
100. Students loved using real numbers and illustrations and were fascinated with the photos from space.
101. Students enjoy using data they know comes from NASA.
102. My students really love NASA resources!
103. I use the Electromagnetic Spectrum DVD in Physical Science and kids have really enjoyed that.
104. Orion vehicle was used with my students to assemble together last year. Also build paper airplanes,etc.
105. Wow! I love space stuff! I want to be an astronaut! Are these the real people? I am doing stuff like the real
astronauts and scientists at NASA!
106. I have always found students are interested in posters that depict NASA missions.
107. My students often use the online resources and are engrossed by the material and information that they are
using to understand our solar system and earth.
108. STUDENTS STARTED PAYING ATTENTION TO CLOUD PATTERNS AFTER COLLECTING GLOBE WEATHER DATA FOR A
QUARTER
109. I have a Polycom Videoconferencing Unit from a Tree-Of-Heaven workshop at Glenville State College in WV.
When I use this technology the kids are surprised to see someone talking to them from the TV.
110. I have used some of the astronomy lessons in class. Also have done the shuttle kit with the kids. They really enjoy
it!
111. nasa ASTROBIOLOGY summer: awesome, lots of learning, want to learn more
112. " This is the best lesson EVER!"
113. they had fun and enjoyed them, mostly
114. I have used information & photos from NASA online sources to educate my children at home. It helps to bring
current science into the realm of their thinking & serve as a stimulus to learning.
115. WOW! They really know what they are talking about!
116. They love all of the NASA units I've used! They have seen the real applications of NASA's programs and get
excited about the future of the program as well as where they might fit.
117. They appreciated seeing actual data and sometimes how "messy" it is compared to the typical examples from
academic sources that almost always seem to come out evenly and tidily.
118. Attended the Nat Science teachers Assoc convention many years ago in Dallas,Texas. Was able to borrow a Moon
rock sample for one week after taking the seminar at the convention. NASA materials & posters available at most
NESTA conferences.
119. I will be this year. My daughter who is 6 years old is amazed by the pictures.
120. my son(homeschooling student) went to the PARI homeschool camp in N.C. He felt the material was valuable in
his understanding of atmospheric measurements and space study. Being at the observatory and having NASA
scientists present in their areas of expertise was a bonus.
121. Students are always very impressed with the NASA sites, such as earthobservatory, that make visible and easily
understable conditions on the planet. They have been very impressed with ClimateReel. Comments are often,
"wow, really?" "Seriously, is that true?" "How do they know this?". Of course, when we look at space, they are
very intrigued by images, video, missions and just how much information is at their fingertips.
122. I attend a NASA workshop in Houston years ago and I still use the videos esp. the one about Newtons Laws that
the space shuttle crew demonstrated in space. My students love them and they are so helpful in understanding
Newton's laws and space travel.
123. They were glad of the chance to build something and test it for themselves.
124. Inspiring students to examine NASA opportunities. Discovering the range of occupations employed at NASA
facilities. Discovering how "local" NASA is.
125. "I was able now to understand how this relates to what I am doing in class." Students seems to really like using
the NASA resources to explore more information outside of the classroom resources.
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126. Earth images are routinely used in my classes. Students really appreciate these "real", not "textbook" images.
Especially successful are paired or time sequenced images such as urbanization at 20 year intervals, lake size
before/after drought, and populations. The wealth of environmental images of biomes, climate, land usage etc.
are hugely useful
127. They thought that it was really cool.
128. The students love doing the summer innovation activities - specifically those with fight, food, and rockets.
129. In early days.. we could judt go to a resource center and i could get poster and videos that the kids would love
130. STudents are amazed by the imagery and colors
131. NASA has always been a hit in my classroom. Using images sent back from space, internet activities and
experiences, video clips, and even NASA trading cards have always been enjoyed by my students. One student's
fater had back surgery, and he came in excited about the fact that they used NASA materials to replace his disks.
The name NASA stands for Naturally Awsome Stuff America!!!
132. Awesome
133. Students were interested in the content and wanted to know more. They have questions they wanted to ask nasa
scientists
134. "I feel like I'm doing science...not just book stuff." "I never knew I could create and launch a roket. This would be
a cool career."
135. Students love contributing to real science: Students as scientists!
136. I have participated in a NASA African Dust workshop in Puerto Rico. I shared the materials I learned with my
students. They were awed by the far reaching aspect of the dust and what could happen as a result of the dust
falling on the Chesapeake Bay and coral reefs. I would like to have better and current information on this topic.
137. Similated Astronaut Launch
138. My students love the NASA picture of the day. It usually encourages discussion and curiosity.
139. I have used the math activity resources available on the NSAS websites. Also I worked at NASA GSFC for about 25
years and use that background in conjuction with the web resources
140. Students have always enjoyed the NASA image of the day via web and are blown away with what is beyond
Earth.
141. Students enjoyed meeting scientists. Mtg scientists made science real and human
142. The students seem to like the format of the videos. Professional and concise.
143. The NASA Mars resources were well received by a group of pre-engineering students I was teaching. The hands
on activities took them out of their normal book learning and made connections with them that they understood.
144. This will be my first year incorporating NASA resources with my students.
145. Many times I share the updates you send through the e-mail. This leads to discussions about what happened or
what was believed in the past and what can be expected in the future. Sometimes they question the information,
which leads them to search for information to verify. Since I don't usually teach astronomy or space, but still
make the students aware of the info because they may not get it anyplace else.
146. High interest for students
147. I have a space shuttle tile, but there's not much to do with it. kids are impressed, but I'm not allowed to show it
to my foreign nationals...
148. School starts in two days. I will share the NASA resources with them and see what happens.
149. used data and design briefs, students liked the problem/project based learning
150. Students occasionally lack understanding of basics for a topic & do not know how to answer some of the
questions. An answer key might be helpful for teachers who aren't sure either.
151. First year as a Director of Science. Need general information for basic understanding of Science.
152. I have used the planetary geology lessons. While the subject matter is great, the difficulty in reproducing them
(photocopying) is a problem, as the images do not copy well. It would be nice to see updated versions of some of
these in a format that is more accessible to teachers and students.
153. From the resources I have used I think they are great. Teachers need to adapt them to their students, and this is
easy to do with the NASA materials. I've been able to very easy pick and choose and make them something to use
in my classroom.
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154. The graphic pictures and posters always bring NASA alive to my students. We have had students who had
Grandparents who did amazing work for NASA and it was awesome for them to share their experiences with our
students.
155. I am about to share it this year
156. Was part of the protein Crystallization project in 2002-2003....started a pilot program for at risk elementary
students throutgh it as well as with my high school students....was on local news broadcast and NPR. Have
participated in workshops with Dr. Cassandra Runyon at College of Charleston numersous times. Have
participated in great moonbuggy race 2 times...have written a curriculum for our high school to use moonbuggy
as an advanced physics class. Students LOVE THE AFOREMENTIONED!
157. Students found the materials useful in developing reports, presentations and science fair displays
158. I have used the NASA website with student in an applied physics course as part of an astronomy unit in designing
a lunar living program. The students like having actual NASA information to work with and I felt like I didn't have
to worry about the accuracy and reliability of the information.
159. The students love the videos that NASA provides.
160. I have participated in the Mars Student Imaging Project and at a dinner at the culmination of our project I over
heard one of the students taking to the others at the table and saying that she " wished science could be like this
all the time" meaning that it was hands on real world activities
161. When my students hear "NASA" they pay closer attention. The name has a great deal of influence
162. I use the hubble telescope images of deep space. The students are amazed at the findings.
163. they especially like Lava Layering Lab
164. I love the NASA resources, but the associated surveys are extremely time consuming. I am considering whether
or not to use NASA Explorer Schools due the the burden of time consuming, monthly surveys.
165. We had better enrollemnet and involvement in our home school program because we used NASA content and
curriculum "Stars come in different colors" "We loved learning together as a family" "we were the experts" "my
favorite part was the exploding sun" "I wonder what would happen if we changed the length of the straw on the
balloon rocket?"
166. My students have used the NASA website to conduct research to develop a solar/wind hydrogen electric kite.
They have also used the site for work to develop drone rocket planes.
167. They loved access to data on Orbiting Carbon Observatory 2
168. I received several of NASA's posters and my students like that I am able to bring color pictures to the classroom. I
also have used several of the websites such as photojournal.
169. We used the website to gather information for projects and videos to show students. Students were excited to
see the true imagery on the site, rather than a picture on a textbook page.
170. My 8th grade students have liked using NASA materials. They liked the handouts, especially bookmarks, anything
they could have for their own.
171. I ususally work on some NASA/Baylor project every summer. Students are inspired when I share the lab work I
have done.
172. My students used a rocket unit last year that really helped them see how the engineering method worked
173. Many students realize career options, never considered before lesson
174. My students usually enjoy doing NASA activities and watching NASA videos, but I don't recall any specific quotes.
175. always of great value .... "Don't re-invent the airplane! ... Orville & Wilbur already did that! Use what you can in a
way that works for you!" --- what I say in my Aerospace activities.
176. My student like so much all the NASA activities that I do. The most like activities are rocket shuttle. They like the
oportunuties with INSPIRE (to bad that his blocket).
177. Kids really like using real data and doing some sort of authentic analysis.
178. Students love Earth Observatory; the videos of launches, and often say they had no idea about these resources,
career opportunities and some even start investigating on their own to share with the class or me.
179. I've yet to use any :-(
180. I was at two workshops this summer... stay tuned
181. Its all in how the material is presented to the students. I get both kinds of reactions.
182. "Now I get it"
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183. I participated in the Heliophysics Educator Ambassador training. It was tremendously valuable. The students
loved what I was able to do with them after the training.
184. This is so cool!
185. In the last few years I've been using NASA posters as part of a "Spacey Scavenger Hunt" for area fifth graders. I
hadn't been sure how to make use of the posters until I developed this activity. Kids work in teams to look at the
posters to find answers to questions in the scavenger hunt. It's always gratifying to me to see the kids totally
engaged in looking at the posters and knowing they're absorbing information about NASA missions without
realizing it.
186. They seem to be impressed with the different satellite models and mission each was on and our place in the
universe.
187. Excellent stuff
188. From a student involved with a research project and looking at spectral data: "If I knew what I was looking for
this would be much easier." I think this is a great quote and more students should have this experience rather
than the cookbook experience of most science labs.
189. The rocketry unit is always a real hit.
190. Students enjoyed using real-time data and imagery. It made learning science meaningful and relevant.
191. Haven't had the opportunity to use a lot of NASA resources because space is a very small part of my curriculum
192. Scott Braun skyped with my students last year on HS3 and the first comment,from a student, after we finished
was, "Wow! I spoke to someone who works for NASA!!!!!
193. used parts of a lesson i picked up at a session on el nino and it helped the students understand it better.
194. One of my students realized the adtion of adsoption onto a charcoal surface and how it cleans water from
organic materials through the hands on experience of designing a water filtration device.
195. "high power paper rockets are sweet" "If you do not find the center of balance your rocket will flop!"
196. A couple of years ago I was privileged enough to participate in an aerospace/space camp program that the
Cleveland, Ohio facility brought to Great Falls, Montana. There was 1 student who did not want to learn math
and science...after the camp the student had a 180 degree turn in his attitude. He became very excited to learn
about math and science...he was able to see these subjects put to practical use. That student went from earning
D's and F's to earning A's and B's in math and science.
197. I love all the NASA stuff I have. Visiting J.P.L. (4 times) is always a pleasure.
198. amazed, students treasure the images/ posters/ bookmarks........
199. Students love the imagery provided in resources and sit staring at them for long periods of time.
200. Students love NASA materials.
201. Global Warming Data plus video clips from website - Focus on data assisted in discussion of data-based decision
making
202. The "wow tht's cool" comment is frequently heard when viewing photos and videos
203. Is that real.
204. The materials do not easily fit into the content I need to cover as mandated by the state (I teach high school
physics and biology). I typically use the NASA activities when I have extra time. The activities are great for project
based learning - or a middle school unit where you have a week to spend - but not for a 40 min period. I have a
very hard time fitting them into my year.
205. I've used posters in the classroom and the students enjoyed looking at the graphics & materials. I've used the
NASA Rocket Manual and made several of the hands on devices. The students are very excited with the air
powered rockets and applications of astronomy and physics.
206. Students were more engaged with NASA related activities than with typical textbook activities.
207. "This was neat! I'm glad I came!"
208. TOOK SURVEY ON IPHONE can't copy link to resume later!!! Frustrated. I don't have time to finish these last 2
questions.
209. Space weather video and seven minute of terror. LOVED IT. My school also has a shuttle tile. The kids are blown a
away with the fack that we have some thing that has gone into space in school
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210. Students were shocked by what they learned in the Human Body Space Adaptations seminar. They were not
aware aof the huge changes that affect our organs and bones when we are in space. They also were amazed by
the small amount of food that astronauts consume in space.
211. Nanotechnology and topographic mapping.
212. "These rocks really came from our Moon?"
213. Students enjoy getting the pictures. They think they are cool.
214. I have not had such opportunity.
215. After visiting JPL and meeting Education Outreach Specialist, our school joined GAVART and our students have
used the radio telescope at Goldstone. We have also had visits and presentations from an Outreach Specialist
who shared not only with my classes but the parents and community. The students have participated in real
research and simulations that I would never had known about if not through contacts I made. The kids were
excited, engaged, and came to appreciate the value of team work.
216. I have used the publication about microbes grown in space and compared the patogenicity of Earth grown vs
space grown
Middle School
215 educators (48.86%) responded to the Open ended response and 225 (51.14% skipped it.
Middle School
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

6.

7.

8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

Students like video stream and DVDs also models that act/react
When I use NASA materials with students they get really excited about space and science.
Many students are interested in being able to access live data, and do some citizen science. They also like to view
videos
My students LOVE using the NASA lessons and seeing the posters and lithographs I have shown them. Many
students beg to be in my class so they can use the materials. Students have told me that they now want to
pursue STEM fields because of their experience with the material.
GEMS and training/materials from my HEA ambassador have been particularly helpful. I would not be teaching
heliophysics without them. My students have LOVED learning about this cutting edge topic, especially current
NASA missions.
DVD's and hands on acitivities. Student reactions: Awe inspired glares, silence and amazement. They were
overwhelmed and expressed sincere interest to learn more. They were astound by the websites, focused, on
task, alert and attentive. Overall, students were eager, excite and willing to participate in activities. Students
stated that they enjoyed to resources and expressed an interest to learn more. "Science is my favorite class and
the resources were GREAT, Cool, Awesome, fantastic breathtaking
Real world problems solving and presentation of real world data is IMPERATIVE!!!!!!!!!!!!!! My kids respond with
incredible excitement when they realize ths situation is not arbitrary. And, as an aside, Apollo 13 is the BEST
movie ever to show to middle school kids. None of them were alive and dont even begin to understand the
intense teamwork involved
Students (middle school) really enjoyed the lessons presented to them from the lesson plans provided at the
training. They commented that some of the activities were "cool" and were a "new way of looking at magnetism
"Summer school was a blast" (NASA Summer of Innovation)
Wow.
The pictures that can be obtained through the NASA websites the students love to see what space actually looks
like without atmospheric distortions
They loved finding and doing micro-space dust from their own homes.
Visuals on posters are very useful in helping students understand concepts. Resource lessons are always very
hands on and give the students something on which to hang their understanding
The Saturn litho with earth in the background always elicits a wonderful reaction. Students are amazed at the
beauty of Saturn and at how small earth appears. Students also love the meatball stickers. Somehow the
meatball stickers give them a sense of participation in the space program . I have sen students place them on
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their books, bags and even on to the back of their wheelchairs. Smaller materials such as bookmarks and
lenticular postcards work best with students.
15. "you really work with NASA scientists?" "These cards are really cool" "I love learning about real science"
16. Last year we did water bottle rockets with all of our sixth grade students. Watching student reactions as they
built their rockets and then launched them was amazing. There were squeals of delight. We also did an EDL
activity, and my students noted that they felt like engineers. They really enjoyed the problem solving aspect of
the opportunity.
17. This is awesome!!!!
18. The general feeling is that they really appreciate using real data, doing real science instead of the made up stuff
(that is never messy or problematic) from the textbook.
19. "I've wanted to be an engineer for a while now, but now I know I want to work for NASA as an engineer!"
20. Compressed Air Rocket Launcher activity from the NASA Rocket Educators Guide literally had my students, and
other teacher jumping up and down and beaming with joy.
21. My students were amazed at the colors of the planets and how easy it was to read the information.
22. yes I have, I have attended Space Educators conference twice and have collected material at C.A.S.T. on several
different occasions
23. Students appreciate something in their hand related to what our activities have been. Usual reaction is wide grins
and COOL! WOW. They are not exactly voluminous in their talking. Just walking off with grins is significant.
24. My students love the NASA Neo site. We use it for learning about climate change and their research
25. At various state conferences, I have received enough information about each component of the Solar System to
have full Science Fair board displays all around the room. The kids love that because that can be one of their
sources for research.
26. i have used lithographs of planets during solar system hallway model. would be great if we could see planets @
realtime via internet
27. My students enjoyed the NASA and Hubble websites
28. I used the solar data this year and really appreciated the chance to use data in an excel file.
29. Previously used a variety of resources such as climate model, space food (nutrition), and force and motion.
Students were excited to use tools new to them that helped to explore the content in a more meaningful way.
30. Students contemplated on the science concepts and got motivated in doing science projects.
31. Don't remember specific comments, but the hands-on activities absolutely essential!! I can teach content well,
but the content does not sink in for the students unless they have something to do. I have greatly enjoyed the
McDonald Observatory workshops, and I've used the materials constantly in class.
32. We are a city government facility The Austin Nature and Science Center. the resources we receive are distributed
to teachers and students when we instruct astronomy programs.
33. "ARE YOU COMING BACK?"
34. "cool!" students are always surprised that they are interested in the topics that they thought were boring before
35. Used the online water rocket NASA projects; students overwhelmingly enjoyed the activity. One student said that
this is the reason science is better than any other subject.
36. Field trips to Nasa site
37. Using Stereo to show images of the sun, Students were blown away and many still email me about things they
have discovered since.
38. Using NASA resources with students in the planetarium and astronomy classes and seeing graduates of my school
enter and be accepted into NASA is awesome!
39. My ALL girls science club indicated they enjoyed the opportunity to research the first animals on earth as a
webquest activity.
40. We were in the computer lab doing online solar system research (6th grade). I tuned our TV to a live broadcast of
the ISS crew working outside the station. When students realized they were watching a real-time event, they
were electrified. The real spring board question came from a young man who asked "why is it so black out
there?" Until that moment, I don't think "outer space" had been a reality for them.
41. Kids loved the activities. Problem is, so much that I now obtain and get do NOT fit in with questions that Round
Rock ISD expects will be on the STAAR test. Hence, I am NOt allowed to teach it as it is considered a waste of time
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at district level. Bottom line, if it's not STAAR, we can't teach it or science coaches from district report we are off
task.
42. Mars Project - Students were in awe of time to reach Mars (next school year) and wanted to know time required
to reach other planets and stars(!). Image Analysis Activity - "Are these real photographs?" They always want to
know, "How do they know?"
43. Real data and being able to use NASA animations/ visualization are the coolest.
44. My students were very intrigued concerning the images and information that I presented to them.
45. Students always enjoy the pictures when studying space - ie planets and other images.
46. This is cool. Do you have any more stickers?
47. Students appreciate when the real world can be brought into the classroom, especially since true field trips are
not possible. To see websites with real pictures, video or data brings a credibility to the science and helps ground
the students learning experience
48. Students enjoyed the materials.
49. "Maybe I can be a NASA scientist someday"
50. Amazed at what is available and the science content
51. Mr. Kaspar, when are we going to do this again?
52. Students love learning about the space program, seeing rockets and their components, creating their own bottle
rockets and launching. This year we will be creating a pod to safely deliver our rover (an egg) safely to mars.
53. 'Wow, that's so cool! The force of that weight gave the car a lot of acceleration.' 8th grader We used the Newton
Car activity to further students' understanding of Newton's laws of motion. To me the most impressive part is
that the quote was from a female student.
54. During lessons on Newton's Laws of motion, astronomy, and other topics, I have used video of nasa.gov. The
students enjoyed the realness knowing that the videos were coming from a credible source.
55. This is neat!
56. the website is so big. I attended a workshop at Penn State where we learned to use graphing calculator robots. I
left with almost a class set and bought the rest that I needed. It's the best thing I ever received from NASA. They
had NASA folks sharing their favorite activities from the NASA website. That helped me locate useful things. The
website is too big. I like the e-clips. I have a video of the shuttle astronauts teaching Newton's Laws in
microgravity. It works for kids.
57. the students really enjoy your interactive web sites - even if it is just an online quiz.
58. Students love to do the hands on and the simulations that NASA provides!!
59. I create many presentations using astronomy related photos available on your websites. It think it is the first time
many students are seeing these and they find these other worlds bizarre, surprising and intriguing.
60. While we were doing the Mars student imaging project (MSIP) one student mentioned that this must be what
college is like (8th grader).
61. In reference to images of the Hubble telescope: "That is so cool!" "How do they take pictures like that?"
62. Wow, really cool!
63. During the summer of innovation the students quoted "I thought about what I learned all night!" "This was so
much fun I wanted to last all summer long, I learned so much!"
64. My students have LOVED every NASA resource I've ever used with them. As a result of using NASA resources, I've
had students commit to further math study, I've had one student win a national NASA essay contest, & another
student be a runner-up in the same contest. Parents ask when I'm doing the next NASA-related activity!
65. Using the lunar rock samples in class provided my students an amazing "hands on" experience.
66. Students enjoy looking at the photos of interstellar objects.
67. This is so way cool.
68. Much about rocketry, lunar landings and early space...Mercury, Gemini and Apollo missions...much about climate
change and satellite imagery; deep space photographs...also, ocean monitoring....
69. Little in this survey deal with costs. Teachers need money to help pay for the costs of attending these very
important opportunities you offer. Government has drastically reduced our school's budget at the state and
federal level.
70. I like the stickers. Get us more stickers.
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71.
72.
73.
74.

APOD is a great engagement activity for students.
This is cool! Where can I get that!
Deep space images always inspire awe. It is amazing what we can see with our latest technology.
When teaching about the planets, I used many images and information from the NASA website. The kids loved
seeing that the newly discovered moon of Pluto hadn't been named yet because it was so new! They loved the
image of Mars where the sunset looked like it could have been on Earth. To tell the truth, They were intrigued by
all of the planets because they saw what they really looked like. I also used the SOHO images of the Sun. WOW!
They loved it!
75. We have done many NASA resources and my students loved the process! Last year we did Desert Rats and it was
a huge hit
76. I have used the LRO resources from a week at Goddard; I enjoyed sharing the current research with students who
appreciated the close experience the workshop offered. We watched the Lunar crash live. I tried to have the
school adopt the Jamestown module, but I changed grades -- kids enjoyed the kite activity. I have found the short
videos available with the multi-media page very useful. We had a viewing event for the Transit of Venus, with 50
attendees. I like to show the NASA Edge videos
77. Just saying "NASA" grabs the attention of my supervisor and students. NASA materials are respected; I never get
resistance from supervisors when I use NASA curricula.
78. My students enjoyed hands on materials and supplementary info that went beyond the textbook.
79. Students were engaged while completing the activities on back of posters.
80. After doing the Rocket Unit and student said I can't believe they let us do this at school.
81. They really like the images of stars and planets, things that aren't tangible for them.
82. My students use NASA Explorer School material, Project material ranging from MLL to Dawn to Voyager. The
students are well beyond the typical "shocked and awed" by NASA material, they are already proactively using
NASA online material. What "resonated" with me was how they just took to it like fish out of water without extra
work on my part.
83. Students loved connecting the gps in their phones with the gps satellite network Students love "Eye on Earth"
Students did not understand why military applications (early gps) are not more available. They referenced movies
after seeing some NASA videos. Students understand how important the data from satellites is. Aquarius is a
good data generator. Students understand plate tectonics more since we started using the location of the gps
stations.
84. Students are almost always engaged and amazed by the NASA resources from mission animations to real images
from Mars and beyond.
85. A group of 6th graders built a plant module for the moon and were very excited about it. Particularly, when they
found out they came in first in their grade level for the U.S. Because of that experience, 6 of the students, now in
high school, are leaning towards furthering their education in science.
86. I attended NASA's NEWEST conference in 1988 and structured the entire content of my curriculum around it the
following year. The students loved everything we did. Now I run "Space Week" at my school, and the NASA
handouts are always a big part of the event. The kids used to really, really like the simulated shuttle launch.
87. Visually stunning. Interesting!
88. "That is so cool!"
89. I have used lots of NASA resources with students, everything from photos and posters to podcasts and my class
took part in an online NASA webinar-type event a couple of years ago. I'm sorry I don't remember specific
quotes, what is more memorable are the discussions that happen after we use the resources, view the videos, or
take part in a webinar.
90. I use lessons from NASA quite often and this allows my students to do hands on astronomy activities. It's not so
much that I remember quotes, but my students are very thankful to get these types of opportunities vs. reading
in a textbook.
91. I have lithographs that I use every year to help visualize the solar system and beyond
92. They are excited about using them. They like seeing exactly what NASA has been involved in. We have watched
some of the launches at school. Out of these, one of my students was accepted into NASA's WISH program.
93. I use the Electromagnetic Spectrum DVD in Physical Science and kids have really enjoyed that.
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94. Orion vehicle was used with my students to assemble together last year. Also build paper airplanes,etc.
95. Wow! I love space stuff! I want to be an astronaut! Are these the real people? I am doing stuff like the real
astronauts and scientists at NASA!
96. Students could put together the vocabulary taught with the actions taken during hands-on activities, such as the
Rocket labs.
97. It isn't so much the students but the teachers that get excited. They are amazed that the information and
resources are available. Many of the teachers are in classrooms and don't have/take time to follow the
science/math discoveries.
98. I have used the Rockets lessons with elementary students in the past. My middle school students use NASA web
resources for research.
99. Students have been very excited about the various hands-on activities. Creating moon craters by dropping
various objects and collecting data has been extremely popular. They love building the moon lander and doing
anything with rockets.
100. I have taken my students to the Christa McAuliffe Center at Framingham State University. The students loved it!
Funding problems have prevented us from busing the students to the site.
101. I was a member of the 2009 space academy for educators in Huntsville And I shared my week of NASA science
with students and families. I still have posters and materials up in my room. Focus on astronauts, preparation,
and the shuttle program. We used NASA TV regularly The following year I was at Goddard for the LRO teachers'
conference. Again, I created an interactive bulletin board and did a unit on the solar system focusing on the
moon exploration
102. The students all seem to be interested in anything space related.
103. "Thank you for teaching us about space."
104. I mainly implement the resources lessons, with teachers, students and informal communities. Everyone is always
surprised and "I didn't know that". The SVS imagery ALWAYS yields "WOW!" reactions as well as "Beautiful
especially from Hubble imagery and "Interesting" regardless whether I'm using Earth, Space or Helio imagery.
"Amazing" is o
105. I have used information & photos from NASA online sources to educate my children at home. It helps to bring
current science into the realm of their thinking & serve as a stimulus to learning.
106. I use the ocean currents game in my classroom as an ending activity for our ocean currents unit. I've used it for 6
years and the students always say it is the best part of the unit.
107. They love all of the NASA units I've used! They have seen the real applications of NASA's programs and get
excited about the future of the program as well as where they might fit.
108. Students are impressed by the amount and quality of information available.
109. Students find the imagery online and in posters, etc., to be very powerful and engaging.
110. My students couldn't believe how far the bottle rockets traveled when launched off the pipe. Each time I say we
are going to do something that is from NASA they are excited.
111. "COOL!" This is the BEST. I wish we did this at my school.
112. I used NASA activities in my math class comparing the speed of light to a student's fastest running time. Students'
were better able to grasp how fast the speed of light actually is by that type of comparison.
113. I will be this year. The pictures amaze my daughter who is 6 years old.
114. I don't recall ever using any NASA resources with students. I have used GLOBE protocols and I believe that data is
forwarded to NASA.
115. They have made all the difference since 2004 when we were selected to be a NASA Explorer School. This was the
most effective, exciting STEM program ever!
116. Used NASA resources on numerous occasions with students participating in multiple programs. Students enjoyed
the opportunities.
117. We have attended NASA/JPL facilities field trips. My students were inspired and interested in the technology they
encountered. They got an opportunity to see the fruits of long term study.
118. They love learning and talking about Space science
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119. Students were impressed with images on the holographic postcards and were anxious to get their hands on
them! Students expressed interest in the various facts about astronaut's traveling conditions, equipment, skills,
routines, from a poster received at a National Conference (received years ago!)
120. Students couldn't believe the booklets I received of inventions developed during the space age. This, in their
minds made the cost of NASA missions well worth it. I'm thinking of quartz watches, depends undergarments,
pens that write upside down, etc. I found worksheets I received at NASA sponsored workshops were well thought
out and student friendly.
121. AFTER GAVRT SESSION LOOKING AT A QUASAR, "I FEEL SO EMPOWERED" "THIS IS SO COOL"
122. A colleague and I just ran a week-long Aeronautic Camp to welcome incoming 6th graders to our school, STEM
Middle Academy. Most of the learning activities we did surrounding the principles of flight were NASA activities.
We had a webinar with an Aerospace Educator. Students comments about the styrofoam plate planes they made
and the new Stomp Rocket lesson had students not believing these things would fly very well -- they were
pleasantly surprised and learned a great deal!
123. Students love NASA lithos/ paper models (Orion) and interactive posters (activities on back)
124. My students love the access we have to NASA content through our participation in the NASA Explorer Schools
Program.
125. Many students think it is very cool, and they are impressed that I met NASA scientists and talked to them.
126. NASA website for research-The kids like the current information and they are researching a topic of choice, so I
hear wows and that's cool a lot, Kids love the lithographs on the bulletin board, Emails with UTUBE video linksCurrent Information with appropriate visuals and length
127. The students tend to think the images are "awesome".
128. NASA educator came to Fuqua school in 1996 in Virginia
129. I have used some materials gathered at NSTA at a conference session a few years ago --- it's my experience that
NASA has high quality materials and the presentations at NSTA are AWESEOME!
130. "You mean this happened millions of years ago and we are just now seeing it?"
131. Students show a high appreciation of materials and information that is provided by NASA. About ten years ago, a
local newspaper featured a story about Jose Hernandez, when he was first accepted the astronaut program. (we
are in Livermore, where he worked at the national lab). Each year, I read this article to my students. Many of
them have a similar background. Students are in awe. I ask them to set goals for themselves, just the way Jose
did. This story is framed and hangs in my classroom.
132. I use the picture of the day and the pictures and videos fascinate the students. I don't remember exact
comments.
133. First year as a Director of Science. Need general information for basic understanding of Science.
134. Children want to learn about NASA and outer space! This was our first week back to school, and when I asked the
students what is one topic in science that they want to learn about this year, more than 17/25 students want to
learn about the planets, Milky Way, stars, Sun, Moon, and outer space. I use A lot of the materials found on the
NASA website to supplement my content and curriculum.
135. When my students hear "NASA" they pay closer attention. The name has a great deal of influence
136. I revived robots in the past through a grant and the students, parents and community, have been nothing but
positive. I find that I have much more interest than I can handle.
137. Students seem to enjoy the bright pictures when used in discussions. Slide shows of these on your website with
music background are especially useful.
138. We had better enrollment and involvement in our home school program because we used NASA content and
curriculum "Stars come in different colors" "We loved learning together as a family" "we were the experts" "my
favorite part was the exploding sun" "I wonder what would happen if we changed the length of the straw on the
balloon rocket?"
139. The students in general are excited about following the progress of curiosity.
140. My 8th grade students have liked using NASA materials. They liked the handouts, especially bookmarks, anything
they could have for their own.
141. Anything that I use that is NASA related is always interesting for my students. They would love to use NASA
resources daily! "When is the next NASA Now coming out?" "Can we do something with NASA tomorrow?"
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142. I have downloaded your weather units to coincide with my catastrophic unit kit. I found the scenario-based
problems more enriching in inquiry and ownership for the students. I found more information could be shared
with me that I did not instruct them. Greater knowledge was shown and proven to be successful with a proper
unit.
143. Everyone loves stories. So I had the students develop the curriculum as if it were a story and they have enjoyed
this and found it to be beneficial.
144. Students loved the nasa explorer school engineering design challenges. They love the hands on. "I can't believe
I'm saying this but I love my science homework!"
145. Students enjoyed the quality of the images/pictures in the materials presented.
146. CERES
147. Many students realize career options, never considered before lesson
148. My students love the hands on activities that may be found on your website. They are very engaging and it is one
of the few times that I can get them to do their homework :)
149. My students usually enjoy doing NASA activities and watching NASA videos, but I don't recall any specific quotes.
150. "Wow! Is it real?" "That satellite is such a busy one; can we do a space race? with it?"
151. Students are very excited to have access to NASA materials, and they enjoyed activities from the website. They
are excited about the lunar samples, too!
152. I have not previously used NASA resources with my students.
153. NASA's website is a go-to resource for me. This past year I covered the history of the space shuttle and various
space missions. They loved finding out what type of research was done for their particular mission. Some
students had "classified" missions...that they loved wondering what it could be.
154. Always of great value.... "Don't re-invent the airplane! ... Orville & Wilbur already did that! Use what you can in a
way that works for you!" --- what I say in my Aerospace activities.
155. I have used the S'COOL resources and my students love to take cloud reports. In fact, other students not in my
class have requested to do them too.
156. When using NASA resources, students have commented that the lessons were both challenging and fun. It is
clear by their interest level, focus, conversations and questions within their groups that the lessons are valuable
and that learning is taking place.
157. Very positive. They are always amazed at the quality and so am I.
158. "This makes outer space real!"
159. Students have always been excited to do the activities and materials provided by NASA. At 8th grade their
interest in space is usually very high level, and they have little pre knowledge, so they learn a lot of new
concepts.
160. I am certified to borrow the lunar rock samples and enure that when I have had them in the past, they are seen
by as many of the 23 schools in my district as possible. The students enjoy the experience of actually holding a
rock from the moon. Great program!!!!
161. This is so cool!
162. In the last few years I've been using NASA posters as part of a "Spacey Scavenger Hunt" for area fifth graders. I
hadn't been sure how to make use of the posters until I developed this activity. Kids work in teams to look at the
posters to find answers to questions in the scavenger hunt. It's always gratifying to me to see the kids totally
engaged in looking at the posters and knowing they're absorbing information about NASA missions without
realizing it.
163. loved the rocketry (water bottle), zip-line activity and water filtration challenge
164. Students beg to back to the Challenger Learning Center.
165. Students really enjoys launching paper rockets and building and testing rovers
166. I have used materials from the Jet Propulsion Lab. I have gotten posters and a DVD of the solar system from
NASA. I would use more if I could get them.
167. i have been using videos from NASA regarding exploration rovers on mars, and some from the international
space station. The kids loved them. On the 2nd day of school i already had 2 students who complete extra credit
work on the topic of colonizing mars. this was not suggested to them. they took the initiative. Hope you see them
as nasa engineers in the future!!
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168. "I enjoyed the activities and hands on experiences"
169. The rocketry unit is always a real hit.
170. My students have enjoyed my use of NASA resources. I love being know a NASA teacher or hey aren't you the
NASA lady? My students are willing to research and go above and beyond the standards if they know that it
might impress the NASA scientist during a videoconference. My administration has been supportive and
encouraged other teachers to join the NASA Explorer Schools program. NASA has helped me become a leader
and a role model in my school.
171. I don't recall any specific quotes but they find the NASA resources thrilling.
172. We love NASA Now videos in my class. My students also participated in the NASA student symposium, which was
great.
173. A couple of years ago I was privileged enough to participate in an aerospace/space camp program that the
Cleveland, Ohio facility brought to Great Falls, Montana. There was 1 student who did not want to learn math
and science...after the camp the student had a 180 degree turn in his attitude. He became very excited to learn
about math and science...he was able to see these subjects put to practical use. That student went from earning
D's and F's to earning A's and B's in math and science.
174. Have not used NASA resources yet. Challenger Learning Center for students. I don't know if this is considered
apart of NASA
175. They loved them. It was fun
176. Students have enjoyed select NASA video clips that highlight Astronomy (Solar, Nebula, Black Holes...etc). "I
didn't know that" comments are common, as are questions that trigger "big picture" discussions.
177. Finding water on the moon. Students made me keep playing the song over and over. Even on the last day of
school they wanted me to play it for them.
178. Attended a rocket inservice and later made rockets with the students. They loved this and look forward to it. I
have also taken a group to Space camp in Huntsville, Alabama.
179. Students love the imagery provided in resources and sit staring at them for long periods of time.
180. Have used NASA posters and website for study of planets.
181. MY STUDENTS LOVED THE INFORMATION AND VIDEOS ON CURIOSITY.
182. I recently used some of the SOI material, the liquid rainbow - the kids were very excited and began asking like can
I try different liquids, what would happen if I drop different solids like a rock in?
183. Activities have been enjoyed, students have creatively solved real life problems
184. *Student loved making the solar ovens. *Math takes to the sky - students really enjoyed being the flight control
operators *Making the model of the Canadian boom arm and robotic hand simulator - students appreciated the
ingenuity of the thinking and the details involved in a structure they take for granted
185. I have used NASA materials for more than 15 years. Students ALWAYS think NASA materials are "cool,"
"awesome," "amazing." I have had students bring their parents in to see the stuff to prove they really handled it.
It doesn't matter whether it's a lithograph, the Lunar Sample Disk (I'm certified), or the THEMIS images from
Mars (I am lucky enough to have a set of these from ASU), students realize how special these things are. They
feel significant because they got to work with real NASA items.
186. Student who commented that they didn't realize how fun science could be. Students who wanted to know what
type of education was needed to participate in various science fields. Many students have taken experiences
from NASA activities that lead to questions they used to develop science projects and their own research.
187. Using images from the NASA site; students were engaged and amazed at the views of the Sun through the Solar
Dynamic Observatory.
188. "This was neat! I'm glad I came!"
189. Students were excited, involved, confident, took risks to find solutions to problems, learned how to better
collaborate
190. After following the lesson plans on creating the lunar plant growth chamber, students remarked that they were
motivated and thrill to know that they had done a NASA experiment using the Engineering Design Method.
191. I have used a number of NASA resources. The ones that the students get most excited about are the
Lunar/Meteorite samples and the images/visualizations about astronomy.
192. Students look at the world in a much different way than before observing the world aroudn them.
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193. The days my students know we are doing NASA lessons are the most exciting! They love using current scientific
data as compared to their tired textbooks.
194. Students were shocked by what they learned in the Human Body Space Adaptations seminar. They were not
aware aof the huge changes that affect our organs and bones when we are in space. They also were amazed by
the small amount of food that astronauts consume in space.
195. Students enjoy APOD and NEO images. Also mars lander footage and updates.
196. I showed students moon and meteorite samples and they enjoyed being able to actually see the samples since so
much of astronomy they cannot physically see.
197. Nanotechnology and topographic mapping.
198. I have previously used NASA resources when teaching my students about astronomy. The NASA materials have
enabled my students to see fascinating images of the lunar surface taken by the Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter.
My older students have also used the information from GRACE to see what is happening with water usage on our
planet. These images have been used during my 6th grade environmental unit. Both resources have been superb.
Of course "A picture is worth a thousand words!"
199. Most have questions such as how long will it be before we can live on the moon.
200. We watched the video of "shooting the moon." Students designed environments for humans on the moon and
presented them to the class and they learned about moon words we use in everyday language: Lunatic, man in
the moon, crescent
201. Students often are excited about using NASA material. They say it's neat, this is interesting and they usually tell of
their own goals.
202. I have video chatted with scientist through NASA Explorer Schools. My students loved being able to ask
questions. They had to complete research so they could partipate in the discussion. My students comment that
they were able to see why they had to learn about weather. More importantly they could imagine working in a
STEM related career.
203. Students enjoy getting the pictures. They think they are cool.
204. I shared nebulae posters with my students. They were amazed that these were the star's nurseries. We also use
Neil Armstrong famous quote "this is a small step for men and a large leap for humanity" and also we share
"failure is not an option"
205. My entire classroom is covered with posters from NASA - parents and students always comment how they love
it!
206. CD narrated by Whoppie Goldberg: That was cool; they liked the show; a couple of students asked to take the
disc home to show parents and family members at home.

Elementary
103 educators (47.25%) responded to the Open ended response and 115 (52.75% skipped it.
1. My students LOVE using the NASA lessons and seeing the posters and lithographs I have shown them. Many
students beg to be in my class so they can use the materials. Students have told me that they now want to
pursue STEM fields because of their experience with the material.
2. DVD's and hands on activities. Student reactions: Awe inspired glares, silence and amazement. They were
overwhelmed and expressed sincere interest to learn more. They were astound by the websites, focused, on
task, alert and attentive. Overall, students were eager, excite and willing to participate in activities. Students
stated that they enjoyed to resources and expressed an interest to learn more. "Science is my favorite class and
the resources were GREAT, Cool, Awesome, fantastic breathtaking
3. Students (middle school) really enjoyed the lessons presented to them from the lesson plans provided at the
training. They commented that some of the activities were "cool" and were a "new way of looking at magnetism
4. The pictures that can be obtained through the NASA websites the students love to see what space actually looks
like without atmospheric distortions
5. The Saturn litho with earth in the background always elicits a wonderful reaction. Students are amazed at the
beauty of Saturn and at how small earth appear. Students also love the meatball stickers. Somehow the meatball
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6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

22.
23.

24.
25.

26.

27.

28.
29.

stickers give them a sense of participation in the space program. I have seen students place them on their books,
bags and even on to the back of their wheelchairs. Smaller materials such as bookmarks and lenticular postcards
work best with students.
Without specific quotes, I'll say that students are impacted by live representations of physical phenomena.
I always use the NASA website when we cover Earth Science. In the past we have watched launches, looked at
satellite images, and researched the manned space program.
Ease of use
Students felt they were part of "real" science from the experts...captured their interest, as well as helping them
visualize themselves as possibly making career choices in science.
We are a city government facility The Austin Nature and Science Center. the resources we receive are distributed
to teachers and students when we instruct astronomy programs.
"ARE YOU COMING BACK?"
I used lunar rock and soil samples and the students could'nt believe they came from the Moon! One student
wished he could go to the Moon and collect some rocks!!
The kids were amazed at the pictures of the planets and other space objects I recieved when we were doing the
Imagine Mars project.
Using NASA resources with students in the planetarium and astronomy classes and seeing graduates of my school
enter and be accepted into NASA is awesome!
The students were excited to see the materials I made while I was at the workshop. However, I teach 2nd grade.
Therefore, they would not have understand the pamphlets and other materials I received that would be more
beneficial to middle school students.
This is cool. Do you have any more stickers?
Amazing! Why are we so small (planet earth)? How do we really know these things (in regards to layers of the
sun)?
Excellent rich materials and plans - backbone of presentations, lessons, student projects.
"Maybe I can be a NASA scientist someday"
They have been fascinated with the posters. They will stand and study the pictures.
I have used NASA Afterschool Universe materials for a science club; students commented that they felt that they
were getting to do "real science" when we investigated how scientists learn about the composition of stars and
planets. I use early materials for teaching about Mars exploration in examining earth materials. Students engage
thoroughly sith the hands on nature of the activities.
Well done
Whenever my kids participate in engineering design activities, it really levels the playing field with kids who
struggle with other academics who seem to shine when it comes to thinking outside of the box and coming up
with ideas that sometimes actually outreach other students. Using your engineering resources has gotten my kids
interested in staying in school.
I like the stickers. Get us more stickers.
My third grade students' mascot name is ASTRONAUTS because my last name starts with an "A". We have
thoroughly enjoyed the NASA website especially the NASA4 KIDS where my students have had the opportunity to
experience interactive activities. We also use templates from the Smartboard "xchange" online resources.
After my classes did a Legospace activity, several students said that they wanted to become astronauts and go
into space. Many of the students come up to me at the end of class and thank me after doing NASA related
activities.
When teaching about the planets, I used many images and information from the NASA website. The kids loved
seeing that the newly discovered moon of Pluto hadn't been named yet because it was so new! They loved the
image of Mars where the sunset looked like it could have been on Earth. To tell the truth, They were intrigued by
all of the planets because they saw what they really looked like. I also used the SOHO images of the Sun. WOW!
They loved it!
Students were engaged while completing the activities on back of posters.
Well received
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30. My students use NASA Explorer School material, Project material ranging from MLL to Dawn to Voyager. The
students are well beyond the typical "shocked and awed" by NASA material, they are already proactively using
NASA online material. What "resonated" with me was how they just took to it like fish out of water without extra
work on my part.
31. Students are almost always engaged and amazed by the NASA resources from mission animations to real images
from Mars and beyond.
32. I attended NASA's NEWEST conference in 1988 and structured the entire content of my curriculum around it the
following year. The students loved everything we did. Now I run "Space Week" at my school, and the NASA
handouts are always a big part of the event. The kids used to really, really like the simulated shuttle launch.
33. "That is so cool!"
34. The children are excited about Rocket Day and ask every new school year when that day will be scheduled again.
Parents flock to our Science Night because of the exciting activities presented by the staff.
35. They are excited about using them. They like seeing exactly what NASA has been involved in. We have watched
some of the launches at school. Out of these, one of my students was accepted into NASA's WISH program.
36. Orion vehicle was used with my students to assemble together last year. Also build paper airplanes,etc.
37. Lunar samples drew a very large attendance to school Young Astronauts meeting.
38. Wow! I love space stuff! I want to be an astronaut! Are these the real people? I am doing stuff like the real
astronauts and scientists at NASA!
39. It isn't so much the students but the teachers that get excited. They are amazed that the information and
resources are available. Many of the teachers are in classrooms and don't have/take time to follow the
science/math discoveries.
40. Students enjoyed the materials.
41. A couple of years ago I had the opportunity to take a professional development workshop at Northup (I believe
this was sponsored by NASA). I received lesson plans, hands-on materials and telescopes that I use every year
with my fifth grade students.
42. Students have been very excited about the various hands-on activities. Creating moon craters by dropping
various objects and collecting data has been extremely popular. They love building the moon lander and doing
anything with rockets.
43. Cool! Wow!... and quiet chatter or absolutely no noise with active listening and total captivation.
44. "Thank you for teaching us about space."
45. I mainly implement the resources lessons, with teachers, students and informal communities. Everyone is always
surprised and "I didn't know that". The SVS imagery ALWAYS yields "WOW!" reactions as well as "Beautiful
especially from Hubble imagery and "Interesting" regardless whether I'm using Earth, Space or Helio imagery.
"Amazing" is o
46. Students have used data from the GLOBE website and generated data for the field surface campaign. They have
said they enjoyed the activity. NASA and NSF are sponsors of the GLOBE activities. We have looked at images
from the NASA website using a Space Probe simulation.
47. Students always enjoy the two weeks that they can work with the lunar and meteorite samples. They are always
surprised by the similarities between earth rocks and lunar samples.
48. Students greatly appreciate access to experts and being able to utilize authentic data.
49. Lesson plan examples from the project Astro Tarining.
50. My students couldn't believe how far the bottle rockets traveled when launched off the pipe. Each time I say we
are going to do something that is from NASA they are excited.
51. I don't have a quote but as a result of school activities a parent took her child to the Smithsonian to see the space
exhibits.
52. You get the best stuff
53. My students are always very impressed with the site and the detail. They think it's super cool!
54. Great response from bringing in lunar rock samples - although the kids cannot understand why they are so small!
UV Bead activities from EM spectrum poster, loved making their own mission patches inspired by the missions
poster, and did a semester long project based on milestones of human space flight
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55. I can't remember quotes but do know that NASA resources help students make connection and science becomes
real.
56. Students love NASA lithos/ paper models (Orion) and interactive posters (activities on back)
57. Really like online visuals for K=5 students
58. "Is that a real picture or art?' Visual with high definition and brilliant color and useful scientific data combined,
make for a great graphic.
59. First year as a Director of Science. Need general information for basic understanding of Science.
60. A student on a trip to a local near-by man-made lake asked if it was natural that trees had so many colors in our
country? Confused, I realized that he was looking at the blooming trees and bushes in the park. Flowers: white,
pink, redbud, yellow forsythia, lilac. It stunned me that our backyard, as it were, could look to someone like a
picture out of The Lorax.
61. There is no one comment that stands out. My students loved the experiments that we did. There was a lot of
thinking going on in my classroom!
62. Students enjoyed information on planets, moon, and our solar system.
63. We had better enrollment and involvement in our home school program because we used NASA content and
curriculum "Stars come in different colors" "We loved learning together as a family" "we were the experts" "my
favorite part was the exploding sun" "I wonder what would happen if we changed the length of the straw on the
balloon rocket?"
64. Need more elementary content activities especially in engineering
65. My students love the hands on activities that may be found on your website. They are very engaging and it is one
of the few times that I can get them to do their homework :)
66. "Wow! Is it real?" "That satellite is such a busy one; can we do a space race? with it?"
67. My second graders are always thinking anything space is great. They are awestruck to view things.
68. Always of great value .... "Don't re-invent the airplane! ... Orville & Wilbur already did that! Use what you can in a
way that works for you!" --- what I say in my Aerospace activities.
69. I have used the S'COOL resources and my students love to take cloud reports. In fact, other students not in my
class have requested to do them too.
70. Students love learning about NASA. They look forward to using all the great resources I bring back from attending
conferences sponsored by NASA.
71. The students get excited to be using materials that "real" scientists use. I have a space theme in my room so they
are always anxious for anything related to NASA.
72. Very positive. They are always amazed at the quality and so am I.
73. This is so cool!
74. In the last few years I've been using NASA posters as part of a "Spacey Scavenger Hunt" for area fifth graders. I
hadn't been sure how to make use of the posters until I developed this activity. Kids work in teams to look at the
posters to find answers to questions in the scavenger hunt. It's always gratifying to me to see the kids totally
engaged in looking at the posters and knowing they're absorbing information about NASA missions without
realizing it.
75. "Awesome", "Ooooooh", "Wow, I didn't know that"
76. Students are always curious about anything NASA does!
77. Students were excited to learn how astronauts recycled and limited garbage in space. They wanted to learn more
about making homes that were self contained and self sufficient on Mars.
78. The rocketry unit is always a real hit.
79. I have not used any NASA resources.
80. We love NASA Now videos in my class. My students also participated in the NASA student symposium which was
great.
81. I used an el niño activity from a workshop, and one of my students decided he wanted to work at jpl, saying "this
place is so cool to teach you how the ocean works...how did they know that!?"
82. Wow! I always wondered how that worked. Cool!
83. "The sun is a very big hot star, we live on earth, it's a small planet" (4Yr. old) "The astronauts go to the space in a
rocket for a long time" "When the water gets very warm the whales have more food to eat" (El nino lesson) "
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84. They loved them. It was fun
85. Students have enjoyed select NASA video clips that highlight Astronomy (Solar, Nebula, Black Holes...etc). "I
didn't know that" comments are common, as are questions that trigger "big picture" discussions.
86. "This is so cool." "I didn't know that stars, planets, etc. looked like that." "I want to work for NASA when I grow
up." "I want to design a new ship to go to planets."
87. Students love the imagery provided in resources and sit staring at them for long periods of time.
88. I worked with a teacher that went through the NASA training and did a Moon Mission with my 4th grade
students. The experience was wonderful to incorporate the Math and Science to prepare for a mission into space
and have enough food and water to make it. The students really enjoyed it. I would have liked to do it again but
funding was cut and the NASA facility near us closed.
89. Several of my students have earned scholarships to space camp in Alabama. It has been life changing for them.
90. "This was neat! I'm glad I came!"
91. The days my students know we are doing NASA lessons are the most exciting! They love using current scientific
data as compared to their tired textbooks.
92. Students were shocked by what they learned in the Human Body Space Adaptations seminar. They were not
aware aof the huge changes that affect our organs and bones when we are in space. They also were amazed by
the small amount of food that astronauts consume in space.
93. Using NASA materials and lesson/activities made learning science a pleasant and memorable experience in the
classroom and science clubs after school hours.
94. Wow, This is so cool. We are scientists.
95. I have previously used NASA resources when teaching my students about astronomy. The NASA materials have
enabled my students to see fascinating images of the lunar surface taken by the Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter.
My older students have also used the information from GRACE to see what is happening with water usage on our
planet. These images have been used during my 6th grade environmental unit. Both resources have been superb.
Of course "A picture is worth a thousand words!"
96. Through collaboration with San Mateo County Office of Education in Northern California and Project Astro we
have received a multitude of resources, media and even telescopes to share Astronomy Lessons here at VUSD.
97. Students enjoy getting the pictures. They think they are cool.
98. Kids live the hands on activities and materials I bring back from our state conference and my workshops at
Stennis!!
Pre-K
19 educators (61.29%) responded this Open-ended question and 12 (38.71%) skipped it.
1. The Saturn litho with earth in the background always elicits a wonderful reaction. Students are amazed at the
beauty of Saturn and at how small earth appear. Students also love the meatball stickers. Somehow the meatball
stickers give them a sense of participation in the space program. I have seen students place them on their books,
bags and even on to the back of their wheelchairs. Smaller materials such as bookmarks and lenticular postcards
work best with students.
2. We are a city government facility The Austin Nature and Science Center. the resources we receive are distributed
to teachers and students when we instruct astronomy programs.
3. "ARE YOU COMING BACK?"
4. Using NASA resources with students in the planetarium and astronomy classes and seeing graduates of my school
enter and be accepted into NASA is awesome!
5. This is cool. Do you have any more stickers?
6. "Maybe I can be a NASA scientist someday"
7. I like the stickers. Get us more stickers.
8. Students are almost always engaged and amazed by the NASA resources from mission animations to real images
from Mars and beyond.
9. "That is so cool!"
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10. I don't have a quote but as a result of school activities a parent took her child to the Smithsonian to see the space
exhibits.
11. First year as a Director of Science. Need general information for basic understanding of Science.
12. We had better enrollment and involvement in our home school program because we used NASA content and
curriculum "Stars come in different colors" "We loved learning together as a family" "we were the experts" "my
favorite part was the exploding sun" "I wonder what would happen if we changed the length of the straw on the
balloon rocket?"
13. Need more elementary content activities especially in engineering
14. My students love the hands on activities that may be found on your website. They are very engaging and it is one
of the few times that I can get them to do their homework :)
15. This is so cool!
16. "The sun is a very big hot star, we live on earth, it's a small planet" (4Yr. old) "The astronauts go to the space in a
rocket for a long time" "When the water gets very warm the whales have more food to eat" (El nino lesson) "
17. Students love the imagery provided in resources and sit staring at them for long periods of time.
18. "This was neat! I'm glad I came!"
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Question 28: Please list specific NASA resources you have used, who was your audience and how did you use them (e.g.
demonstration, door-prizes, as lessons, etc.)

High School
High 307 (50.4%) answered and 201 (49.51%) skipped it.
1. I've used NASA materials in lessons for my students, training for teachers, door-prizes, demonstrations, etc. They
are usually well received, but we need MORE MATH activities.
2. I have used many of the Mars products including Marsbound for years. I have used it with students, at
community events such as Girl Scouts, and at teacher professional development workshops. I have also
conducted many teacher workshops using the Sonoma State materials on the electromagnetic spectrum in all
three settings as well.
3. Fermi, Swift educator materials (Sonoma State University NASA E/PO)
4. Used a variety of materials for Sonoma State University's E/PO program. I have used them for demonstrations,
door-prizes, lessons, workshop materials, and everything else I can think of. Having access to such materials has
greatly expanded my ability to connect with students and the public. I would especially like to commend Dr. Lynn
Cominsky at SSU for her ongoing efforts for opportunities for teachers like me to see things and learn things I
might not otherwise get the opportunity fo
5. I will use the electromagnetic spectrum resources for hands-on activities in my chemistry class.
6. Hubble and Chandra images, Rockets curriculum, Space Geology curriculum, Hubble Deep Field Curriculum,
Spitzer dvd. all have been used in high school classroom.
7. THEMIS/GEONS & Heliophysics Presented at AAPT in Portland (2010)
8. Rocket Guide for Educators I have used this to do PD for teachers in my local region, as well as with my students both at my high school and at the camp I work for in the summer. With my students it was used for lessons on
Newton's laws, as well as to facilitate interest in space exploration. THEMIS magnetometer Our onsite
magnetometer has been used by students for research projects.
9. I have used the Hubble images library in physical science classes for the last 4 years to spark discussions on how
"we know what we know"...I feel the coming year will be much improved from my experience with
"Multiwavelength Universe" auditing opportunity.
10. Most of the NASA materials that I use directly in class are YouTube videos from one of NASA's many channels and
posters. I've probably received the most material from the Chandra mission and so I use that material
disproportionately, but all visual information I get I use. I have also used paper models of spacecraft and keep
myself educated on what NASA is doing and discoveries it makes so that I have the background knowledge to
teach and to answer specific student questions.
11. ALI'I; PA Space Grant courses at Penn State; Honeywell Educator at Space Academy; NASA Summer of Innovation
Mini Grant; Civil Air Patrol Top Flights and AEX. I use the resources, materials, and experiences to bring science
class alive.
12. I shared them with my colleagues and did a show and tell with my students. (The items being shown were
relevant to a topic we had done a while ago. Rather than waiting until next year, with a different group of
students, I shared with the current bunch now.)
13. NASA City website - student research on NASA spinoffs Bookmarks - given freely to encourage reading
Lithographs - lessons Posters - lessons and reference
14. As lessons, physics and chemistry students
15. Meatballs, astrobiology activity and lesson booklet, Mission specific: lithos, trading cards, posters, bookmarks
and etc. Except for the meatball stickers, I use all NASA handouts in conjunction with lessons that I am teaching.
The information provided on the materials must support my lessons or I do not request the materials.
16. New York Center Astrobiology scientists to obtain research Extremophile cards for lesson on characteristics of life
Spectra data from stars for chemistry lesson NASA scientist lecture for lesson on nucleosynthesis
17. Resources obtained from: Honeywell space academy for educators Interplanetary Workshop at JPL Goddard
Space Flight Ctr - Remote sensing Workshop
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18. As a Solar System Educator I have used many NASA resources....teachers love the Astrobiology materials. The
extreemophile cards have been a great hit with students and educators alike. Videos are useful and anything with
math.
19. I teach a non-credit, 12 week (2 hours per week, 24 total) astronomy skills course after school. University of
Hawaii Astronomy has its Center for Computational Heliophysics in Hawaii outreach program, and I did 3 or 4 of
my units on heliophysics. The NASA and IBEX mission materials from the Adler HEA training greatly enhanced out
teaching and learning. Materials: IBEX posters, IBEX video, IBEX lessons (I built the ENA particle gathering
activity). Probably many other materials also. Great!
20. My high school astrobiology course content is significantly based upon NASA materials, too rich and numerous to
enumerate here. I also frequently present at teacher workshops and p.d. opportunities using NASA/NAI materials
from multiple centers. I am happy to provide specifics upon request; nchambers@etusd.org.
21. I use NASA material everyday in my high school astronomy class and I share NASA resources with other
astronomy teachers using social media.
22. I used NASA resources, primarily lithographs and posters, as door prizes for an astronomy workshop I directed at
Shawnee State University.
23. Too many to list but include Rocket Teacher Guide in Physics and IPC; posters year round on many topics; Moon
samples and meteorite samples; DS9 program developed by Chandra EPO to use Chandra data; many solar
system resources including materials from most planetary probes; images from many NASA space-based
telescopes to teach multi-wavelength Astronomy.
24. I received a set of paper star charts that I use every year when my students do constellation projects. I also havea
solar system activity sheet from CAST that I manipulated for my students to utilize for a research project.
25. as lessons
26. I've used NASA Now Videos, thematic lesson plans, and Archive images with my students as part of their
astronomy or physics lessons. They linked easily with the TEKS (Texas Essential Knowledge and Skills). I've taken 8
or 9 Webinars with NSTA/NES to help fill in my own background. Astronomy was a long time ago! I've presented
to other teachers at regional and state conferences, sharing the activities I've successfully used in my classroom.
27. Website activities
28. I use resources in my chemistry classes for spectroscopy and satellite imagery for environmental science. I use
cosmology info for AP environmental science. I use solar info for it as well. I use the postcards and bookmarks for
prizes.
29. Again, hands-on activities. I also use the applications of astronomy and technology as I teach both physics and
astronomy. Being at a private school, I've also had the opportunity make "guest appearances" in lower grades so
the material I've learned has been shared across many age levels.
30. 8th graders, Newton's law activities involving rockets and cars for application of concepts
31. I have shared NASA resources with Veronica Hernandez and Carmen Imai of Region 19 ESC in El Paso for years.
Currently I created a Facebook page titled War Eagles Air Museum Education Page, that is to create a STEM
focused social media tool which seves as a platform and reinforcement of STEM content to our audiences. Also
with the City of El Paso City Counsel the awareness of Sally Ride Science Erath and Moon Kam Missions. IBID El
Paso Housing Authority Sandoval Housing Unit.
32. I have used MESSENGER and New Horizons materials extensively with both my students and with other teachers
at state conferences. Short videos of the spacecraft and their missions are well received as an introduction for
both teachers and students. There are also many classroom activities assiciated with the missions that my
students have had success with. My students also love interactive websites with games and comparisons like the
planet comparison on the MESSENGER education website.
33. Solar viewing in state parks using lessons, demo, and give aways toe students and parents.
34. Tour of electromagnetic spectrum toys in space
35. As lessons to not only K - 12 grades but also for community classes in the planetarium.
36. I have given many of the posters I have received from my visits to McDonald Observatory away to students as
prizes or incentives during the semester. They are very well received.
37. The local astronomy club and visitors to the planetarium, bookmarks and lithographs, especially of the Hubble
space telescope.
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38. nasa.gov kepler.nasa.gov
39. Space math - high school lessons example: connecting satellite return through atmosphere with Solar Cycle NOA
- tides through a year, graph and compare with moon phase to find trends ViewSpace - lesson introduction
Astronomy Picture of the Day - photos for presentations and lessons Lithographs - door prizes, comparing to find
classification of objects Kepler site - planetarium show from materials, lesson materials Night Sky Network gravity - Bl CAPER list serve - life blood of teaching core
40. Cosmic Times issues were used to discuss history of Big Bang model with senior high school students; Foam
Rockets from NASA rocket activities are used in 11th-12th grade physics to experiment with forces and 2-D
motion. Hubble Deep Space Field photo was used for a galaxy-lab practical for Earth-Space Science (12th) along
with other NASA data sets and images for instruction of star formation and galaxy formation.
41. I used NASA resources extensively when I taught middle school. I have been teaching high school chemistry for
the last 9 years, and the only things I can use are some posters. More chemistry related items, please.
42. lithos, posters, EA materials from NASA E/PO at Sonoma State
43. hubble pictures - High School Astronomy club Posters and photos to decorate classroom Nasa Science
newsletters as talking points in physics and astronomy club
44. Images, apod - shown in class or used as part of lecture
45. I built a rocket launcher made of PVC pipes based on the schematic diagrams posted online. Students have the
opportunity to launch their paper rockets when we discuss about projectile motion. I also display the NASA
images in the classroom.
46. Scaling the Universe. Supernova Guide (Act 2 & 3). Invisible Universe (EM Spectrum). Newton's Laws & NASA.
Audience is 6-12 and College educators.
47. The web resources are invaluable; neo.jpl is a particular favorite (for orbits). We follow the progress for missions
online (Messenger, ISS, Kepler, HST, Lunar Prospector) & through NASA TV. Posters, bookmarks, and postcards
are treasured by students and teachers alike. Teachers from every department in my school have NASA posters
in their rooms; the posters make cross-curricular connections as well as being beautiful.
48. http://solarsystem.nasa.gov/docs/destmarsLes5.pdf audience: 9th and 10 grade at-risk students used a to teach
content with hands on activity/lesson
49. My work with the 2011 ATA at the Astrobiology Institute at RPI led to me develop and use curriculum to explore
the implications of Bruce Watson's work on Hadean conditions, to run calculations with Kepler data. The 2012
ATA led to curriculum about the range of applications of isotope ratios to infer past environmental conditions.
50. I have shared the work of Wayne Roberge (RPI) with students. He was kind enough to share his data regarding
star classes and spectra. I used this in a chemistry lab and a physics activity. Wayne Roberge of RPI also helped
me to adapt data from the Kepler project to create an 'Adopt a Planet' activity that was done with physics
students.
51. I have been a longtime SSEP educator, and have used LOTS of the activities from many missions in my classroom,
in planetarium and after school programs and in teacher training workshops. I have also used many Mars Ed
Center materials, activities from LPI, Chandra, HST, Spitzer & Cool cosmos resources. Examples: classroom
activities, using real NASA data, the Mars SIP, videos, songs, APOD, apps, sims, websites, podcasts, contests and
social media like the Mission Madness tournament- awesome!
52. Images and data. Kids are blown away and our students need things that take them out of themselves and into a
larger universe (urban, low socioeconomic, high school students). They love space science and their natural
curiosity is still very much alive.
53. I have used many NASA images and videos with my high school students
54. Stuff from LPI at PD for Earth and Space Science and Astronomy teachers in our district.
55. www.nasa.gov 6-12 grade students integrated the videos into lesson plans
56. posters, pictures, interviews from youtube.
57. I have often used posters and lithographs to illustrate major ideas in Astronomy and Physics lessons.
58. Kepler Data through NITARP, student research HR diagrams at the Chandra website, for a quick explantion of
evolution of stars to HS students. Various Images (Radio, IR, Visible, UV, X-Ray) on postcards and posters used to
illustrate how we can gain information about obout various objects.
59. Earth Observatory website. I used it to spark discussion on climate change.
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60. I have used online resources that provide activities for my classroom. There is an activity about the landforms
found on Mars - a great activity, but I cannot remember the exact name of it. I would appreciate pd that helps
me learn how to use the activities. I find that having participated as a student makes me more likely to use the
activity b/c I am more familiar w/ it.
61. Posters to supplement lectures, lessons posted online
62. I have used the posters in class and the lunar samples for PR and to engage students.
63. I used the spectrometer kit as a project with one student, and I used the diffraction gratings.
64. Posters Handouts, book marks, and lithos become clutter that later is disposed of. I would move most of your
resources to online so all students can access them.
65. Sun-Earth Solar System Mars Rover
66. Videos as lessons Moon and Mars related
67. Posters, lessons, demos, etc., all in the classroom with students. Videos also are helpful when I was teaching
earth science. The materials provided have always been top notch and extremely useful in class.
68. One lesson I used was based on the NES website, Remote Sensing and Mars. I introduced the EM spectrum then
implemented this lesson. Another lesson I have used in class was the Weather Meteorology lesson. We have
completed the Wild Weather section in class.
69. I use Nasa Explorers school and Nasa websites with students and parents. I also use this material when I do
worshops with teachers! I use give aways with the materials I have received.
70. Lithographs, posters, web sites, JPL, Webb, Martian Rover
71. • videos I took during Spaceward Bound Mojave 2011 (used as part of lesson) • NASA stickers (used as
motivational prizes) • Certificates of Participation for entering the NASA Cassini Scientist for a Day Essay Contest
• NASA videos from the Scientist for a Day (used in classroom lessons - both math and English ) AND in essaywriting discussion group).
72. I wrote the 2004 grant which recognized my schoola as a NES School. Because I have been using NASA resources
over 8 years, I could not possibly begin to relate to you the resources I have used. If by chance you would like to
hear about the year long Mars project my school does, I would be happy to forward our 2008 presentation we
did at the California Science Teacher's Convention.
73. My NASA DATA - student research Contacts for balloon flight advice/microgravity experiments
74. High school d-list astronomy class (under physics). Data and pix being used in labs and activities.
75. Paper rockets - In 9th grade Physical Science for a design re-design. (Regular and summer school) One size of the
universe comparison. The toilet paper roll one. Think the walk - hallway one will be better. (Summer school
physical science) Many clips on different topics in lessons. 9th grade physical science. Saw a SIRUS moon mapping
software module, that I liked but require so many hoops to install in my district.
76. lithographs- space science class- door prizes posters- all my students- learning tools lesson plans-space class and
biology class-lessons space seeds- into to biology- idea of germination, cell division, radiation and gravity effects.
77. posters, bookmarks, online resources
78. I use images, videos, animations, and lessons/activities in the classroom, and content/books for planning
purposes. I've also used lunar/meteor samples in the classroom (another teacher has been certified).
79. lunar samples shown to my earth science class
80. Incentives, prizes at star parties, demos, hands-on activities
81. My room is covered with posters from NASA workshops. I have used a variety of lessons. There are just too many
to list here!!
82. CD's photos of space Used as demos in lessons.
83. My time to explore tatoos given to students visiting the planetarium. Stickers for students in class. Posters to
teachers visiting the planetarium for a workshop. Postcards to everyone. Bookmarks to kids in class.
84. Mostly I use the giveaways at conference as prizes in classroom competitions
85. Lunar/meteorite sample discs - class, teacher PD, astonomy club, engineering firm, museum. Also, posters - for
classroom and given to other teachers. No Pizza in Space, EarthKam, CERES S'COOL for Biology and Ecology
classes.
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86. lunar rocks- demonstration video/DVD-demo Mars blow up beach ball-prize Nasa book marks- prizes Nasa
website -Planetary info, space program history, current events, space probes-lessons Space shuttle models
robotics lessons Many more that I have used but can't recall off the top of my head!
87. Lessons - teachers at science ed conferences & workshops Posters - my classroom, and give-aways at conferences
Lithographs - my students Online images - my students MYNASADATA - my students, and teachers at conferences
NASA NEO - my students other online data - my students
88. I use NASA print materials and pictures/posters I received at a Space Grant Consortium. I use these with my high
school students when I teach black holes and also when I teach particle astrophysics.
89. My very favorite nasa resource is the week long PA spacegrant classes taken through Penn State during the
summer. The instructors, courses, and administrators are awesome. I've attended a few and they were all great.
90. Used posters obtained at CST conferences in the past. Used Video resources obtained at NASA AMES in bay area
from years past.
91. Bookmarks and posters primarily are what I had to use. THis has been almost 10 years ago I believe. NASA also
sent a group to do a school wide assembly. It was less than inspirational, but the moon rocks were nice. I think it
was geared to the middle school level and for a high school, it takes more bells and whistles to get them excited.
It also takes a continued presence and real items of value to interest them- like internships and labwork.
92. Summer of Innovation resources, rocketry guides, astrobiology guides, ect. Audience was students grades 3 - 5
and 6 - 9. We did the activities included in these guides. Also sent directions and websites home with parents
who requested the information.
93. Posters on walls of classroom Bookmarks to students to mark books and remind them of resources
94. Physiology resources, The Brain in Space, and SEEDS II.
95. Lithographs, posters, other media materials lessons with background instruction Material used in classroom at
conference presentations and as doorprizes
96. NASA Explorer school, Spaceward Bound pictures provided by Liza Coe, networking with teachers/scientists from
previous Spaceward Bound experience, NASA website. The audience: Students in grade 9-12. I use pictures and
blogs to show what research results. Explain how technology gains can give us information that we are seeking
about natural and space phenomenon. Modify my lessons to include NASA lessons that are hands on.
97. Eyes in the Skies; Tour of the Electromagnetic Spectrum; Cosmic Connection; Chandra materials; Space Math; all
used in classroom lessons.
98. I have students work with EOS images and documents, conduct investigations with My NASA Data, and research
a variety of topics where NASA websites are valuable.
99. I have given away extra posters, pictures as a reward, we also used several things during lessons.
100. year of the solar system website - lesson plans, image sets of planets to post around the room, CD on
electromagnetic radiation (all used with my astronomy classes)
101. Lots of on-line sources, especially Imagine the Universe, with 10-12 graders for project research (and StarChild
for same age special ed). DVDs and on-line video clips for 9-12 during lessons and sub plans. Demonstrations &
labs with gadgets picked up at workshops (also 9-12).
102. Space to Earth Chat online to listen to scientsts 9-12 grade podcasts, video share examples in lessons 9-12 grade
science data in activities 9-12 grade Posters on walls 9-12 grade Inforamtion cards for visuals 9-12 grade
103. GRAIL MoonKAM with teachers and students. Led teacher workshops on how to use MoonKAM.
104. Aquarius - labs, concept maps for Earth Science and LE. I used them to show salinity and discuss relationship to
carbon cycle & climate change. NASA Aquarius Bookmarks - door Prize ChangeViewer & Earth Labs & ESIP
materials- will use with all of my science classes for demonstrations, labs, Lessons & discussion starters for my
Integrated, Earth Science and Global Change students. SATCAM - Demonstrations Buffalo STUDIES materials - will
use the apps and online models, along with MYNASADATA
105. I used the Sun/Earth connection unit this summer with my SUmmer School students. They ranged from 9-12th
grade and I went through each day and did most of the labs in the unit. They really enjoyed the fact that they
could "do" space science and appreciated the class. I would supplement each day's lesson with a few notes and a
current event article at the beginning of each class, then go right into the lab. I had great success this summer!
106. I have hung NASA posters around the classroom to inspire questions from students. I have also used NASA lesson
plans from the NSTA website.
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107. I use NASA Earth Observations data in class activities, and tie it to hands on activities with students measuring
similar variables here on Earth.
108. Lesson activities on meteorites and impact craters on a surface using flour and chocolate powder. 8th grade
students, activity was used to teach physics.
109. I have not used any NASA resources prior to this survey. My next step will be to access NASA website and see
what I can find.
110. NASA photos for an interpretive "walk through the solar system". The audience is families and individuals of all
ages in state parks. Sometimes there are school groups and sometimes just visitors.
111. 1. Online Program Material (MLL -> Voyager) for K-12 Science classes (Chemistry, Physics, Biology, Geology,
Astronomy). 2. Climate Change Data (Material from Earth Ambassador Training 10/2011) for general public at
local public events (Earth Day, Green Kids Conference, County Fair, 4-H Events). 3. Climate Change Data and
Space Program material (the above) for 4-H Science Projects Youth members.
112. Space Math; NASA Math Book are great. Used to prepare math lessons for use in Earth Science and
Environmental Science advanced classes for grades 10-12. Also gave to associates for their use. Special comment:
There are many questions about professional development options and their importance. If there is no money to
pay for them they are not very important to me. My system does not pay much if anything for this kind of PD. I
pay, don't go, or the program is free.
113. Twitter, I have students follow me and retweet NASA tweets. I use Marsbound game for my 11-12 th grade
Astronomy students that I received at the Mars Phoniex Lander teacher conference.
114. I've used materials included in the annual AGI Earth Science Week Toolkit, as well as NASA TV and the rest of the
NASA website, utilizing still images, multi-media, etc. These supplement my instruction when teaching about
astronomy, as well as meteorology/climate. I teach 9th graders (Honors and regular) NYS Regents Earth Science.
115. NASA webcast on STEM was extremely valuable. I shared the information with my co-workers and principal.
116. NASA website, images, cards, lesson plans from website. Physical Science, Environmental Science, Earth Science
and Math. Used as classroom resources.
117. What I'd really like is on-line PD; the kind you can access at any time so it fits into anyone's schedule. That is what
would be most useful to me.
118. The aviation materials to showcase the history of flight on a bulletin board in the library.
119. Solar year demonstration
120. I use them as thank you gifts for completing all homework, helping me after school, doing an especially good job
on a lab, etc. This is for my 9th grade students.
121. Cassini space probe engineer has spoken twice to my classes. He lectured to high school Earth & Space science
students about the importance of mathematics.
122. I frequently use NASA resources during my lessons to show students new and developing research.
123. Lunar sample kit and meteorite kit in the classroom and with larger audiences in other schools.
124. None yet. I want to use the planet food demo, but my school nurse and principal vetoed because of allergy issues
(non specific--all food was vetoed).
125. Web images mostly - specifically Cassini Looking forward to what New Horizons will bring us.
126. Some poster material regarding EM spectrum during presentations.
127. Adventures in Rocket Science Guidebook had many functional lessons for my class.
128. bookmarks/lithographs given to all students posters/lithographs given to fellow teachers posters displayed in my
classroom
129. I attend and present at SEEC at JSP annually. Every year I apply lessons/activities acquired at this conference in
my course. I also bring back the new posters, etc. for display in my classroom.
130. I use the posters and printed materials in my Physics and Earth Science classes (10th -12th grades). They become
jumping off points for lessons about our solar system, about satellites, about orbital mechanics. I teach students
who aspire to become engineers and physicists. They willingly consume any and all materials that I provide them.
The NASA stickers become treasured incentives for my students.
131. I have given workshops at the state level and at the national level. I never had the extra funds for door prizes but
alsways had lesson plans and labs that was cheap for a teacher to purchase to do a lab. I am a cowriter of three
NASA teacher Lesson Plans/Labs.
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132. NASA scientist came & spoke @ class & challenged students.
133. posters in my classroom and I used various activities and curriculum when I taught an astronomy class. I have
also used online clips and information.
134. I have received a multitude of NASA resources over the years and have used them in many ways.
135. Follow your curiosity workshop binder: I am working my way through the activities, and my students seem to be
enjoying them and learning. I have posters and activities from NASA at CSTA that I use in class as well as info from
an CAE workshop I attended
136. Animations, Teacher Guides, Lesson Plans, Images, Videos.
137. None. I have trouble finding material that relates Algebra topics covered in class to science. I understand that
science and math go hand in hand, but struggle with creating lesson plans that incorporate the two.
138. I use bookmarks, folders, DVD's, etc. as motivation prizes, and these are quite popular. I save many of the
content-rich resources and give them to students as resources for their science projects. I do put up NASA
posters relevant to our current units but find that the kids are not terribly interested in looking at them. I have
incorporated some activities into my class plans. I also keep parents updated on opportunities for students to do
independent work on subjects they enjoy.
139. As gift bags I would give the discovery Now cards as awards and prizes, and birthday prizes. Each month students
who celebrate birthdays would receive these items.
140. Jason Project--Class/lessons Pictures, freebies--encouragement for good work and to encourage students to go
on in science Mars Recycle Water project --Class/lessons
141. I have used NASA supplied educational material for students at the college level and have taken student to NASA
facilities for tours such as JPL and NASA Ames.
142. NASA experts coming into the classroom to meet with students. SUN-EARTH-DAY website SWAC JPL website
Hubble website Variety of telescope websites Mars mission sites
143. GLOBE DATA USED DURING A LESSON OR DURING HANDS-N ACTIVITIES. I HAVE !! NASA POSTERS IN MY
CLASSSROOM WHICH ARE USED DURING LESSONS
144. I borrowed the GPS and IRT kit to have students collect surface temp data. I have also borrowed the Lego robots,
solar kits, and StarLab to use with my classes. When I attend the WV Science Teachers Conference, Odyssey of
the Mind World Finals, or trainings at NASA IV&V ERC I receive bookmarks, posters, etc that I use as prizes for
Bingo.
145. demonstrations, discussions, examples of physical laws for classroom generally
146. NASA Shuttle lessons and paper shuttle kit. An Astronomy packet on the solar system. I used them in my
classroom and all particpated and earned treats!
147. NASA Astrobiology summer workshop, NASA Moffett educational resources videos, software, posters, handouts,
curriculum;
148. I have used NASA materials indirectly with students by facilitating field trips to a space shuttle simulator. I have
also presented "the Reason for the Seasons" and other aspects of kinesthetic astronomy with mixed success, and
have taken some of the courses offered in Colorado Springs through NASA.
149. lunar mission for summer camp and portions for my physics class black hole math for physics class
150. Web photos, folder with a variety of materials for students (about the transit of Venus), website, web videos
151. Give me a break. As with all Earth Science teachers NASA resources are a great. I've used workshops and hard
copy material. Asking me this at 9:00 PM when I'm getting my year ready is a bad idea. I've got more important
preps to do and don't need the distraction. You might work on your timing.
152. Can't think of any lately that I have used since I am not teaching Earth Science now. But am very interested in any
climate change materials as well as Energy related lessons for High School.
153. Many of the NES materials including units and NASA Now clips with my entire 8th grade classes of 120 students
each year. Space Place website, and many other NASA video clips available at NASA.gov. We've also taken part in
several contests and had two of our experiments dropped down the microgravity tower at Glenn. My 8th grader
team presented their micro-g results at a local school district meeting.
154. hubble photos - power point lessons
155. I've used NASA's website, articles written by NASA scientists, videos.
156. lessons and demonstrations
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157. 1. DVD, posters, data from various missions, web-based exercises, lesson plans. 2. used with students. 3. used
with teachers when I ran the meeting workshop
158. Web sites, lunar and meteorite samples, lithographs, posters, units, lessons and more
159. I will be using them this year in demos.
160. Climate data maps for demonstrations/lessons
161. Audience: my students and colleagues. hand out bookmarks. use astronomy video clips, posters of star lifecycles
for lab group investigation, the 'jewelbox' cluster activity; made use of card images and posters to have students
interpret star lifecycles. always use demos. We'll use the Mars Curiosity Page. NASA sites for student
presentations on the planets. In class; ClimateReel, earthobservatory, APOD, SDO, MODIS and others for
instruction and webquest. I really use NASA 'stuff' all the time
162. Handed out bookmarks at the SDSTA conference. Otherwise, I use the resources with my students.
163. I had photos on my class walls, several posters, and have used NASA.gov as a research source for my classes.
164. Class room visits
165. I like using Virtual Skies, the Rocket Simulator, the airfoil simulator and many of the other simulators and online
resources available to educators on NASA's website.
166. lunar samples demo and lecture , science news to stimulate discussions, imagery from Hubble
167. I will use the material during this current school year after attending the Goddard Space Center during this
summer. There will be lessons and activities that I learned from the week program
168. Summer of innovation - middle school and upper elementary - lessons
169. I use them for background material
170. i used the above stuff for years.. some of these resource ( moon landing ) i have used for 15 years....
171. Middle School Science Challenge- gave out bookmarks and posters for many years! Middle School Day - gave out
bookmarks and photos of astronauts I received from Johnson Space Center visit
172. lessons when I taught sixth grade, bookmarks, I'm certified to borrow lunar samples.
173. I teach robotics, engineering and 3D CAD. I use anything from the design to prototyping phase to show students
how my lessons relate to real world careers. AP Mantay Landstown High STEM Academy VA Beach, VA
174. I am using some material, like posters and DVD during my meetings with the Astronomy Club in my school.
Definitively I would like to enrich this capacity as a preparation for my college class in Astronomy I am going to
teach in Winter.
175. I teach high school and college students. I have used Infrared spectral data from Arizona State University and
Johnson Space Center. I also have used information i gained from working at Langley on a future Mars colony
mission
176. NASA Explorer Schools; ARESS; WRATS; Teachers in Space Institute
177. Mission patches as rewards, DVD videos as school resources for teachers attending workshops, posters for
teachers as attendance rewards in Teacher Trainings
178. Most recently, I have used video clips and still shots of Earth Science and Ecology linked topics. My room is filled
with many NASA posters which are used to reinforce topics and spark critical discussions.
179. Students were audience for a simulated astronaut launch.
180. Anything I pick up becomes part of a prize pot which students can choose from if they have completed an
activitly or have attended school for 30 days in a row.
181. I've used many of the posters in displays in my classroom and many of the handouts (bookmarks, postcards, &
pictures) as rewards in the classroom for correctly answering questions.
182. I used an activity called "Spaghetti Tower" that I learned about in a NASA workshop this summer. School has only
been in session one work so far, so I anticipate using many more of the resources throughout the school year.
183. I've used them as lesson materials and activites for 11th, 12th grade Physics, also community college Astronomy.
184. Most recently, I acquired free posters of Chandra X-Ray Observatory imagery from
http://chandra.harvard.edu/resources/handouts/constellations/. I distributed these posters to student members
of the Rensselaer Astrophysical Society during Public Observing night at the Hirsch Observatory at RPI.
185. It's been awhile, but I recall getting images with background information them at a NATS (local science group
connected to NSTA) - I used them as a bulletin board to introduce space - I just wish that the info was present
somewhere else besides the back of the picture I wanted to post. That's all I can remember at this time!
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186. VA AEROSPACE Science Technology; Virgina Aerospace Museum
187. All NASA resources that I have come across showcase mostly Earth Science or Physics topics. I have not seen
anything useful for chemistry. However, I usually inform my students about opportunities that pertain to them
like summer institutes for students and similar. I would love to see more chemistry.
188. Tracking Satellites. Students used this online with a worksheet I made to collect data. Various things for GIS.
Lessons
189. posters CDs videos High School students with lessons
190. Chandra Materials - presented to grade level teachers and used with students Pheonix Mars Mission & Arizona
State materials - I was a teacher ambassador for the Phoenix Mars Mission.
191. I used most of the materials I received from the NASA Summer Teacher Institute I attended two years ago. The
Mars binder had some very nice hands-on activities and I was able to incorporate some of the online resources
into student podcasts.
192. I acquired a space shuttle heat shield tile from NASA when the shuttle program ended. Students have enjoyed
handling the artifact, discussing its engineering aspects, and recognizing the role such tiles played in providing
safety for the astronauts.
193. Haven't used - not sure how/where to get this information.
194. This will be my first year incorporating NASA resources with my students.
195. Of all the resources I've used, the one that most impressed my students has been a screen saver that came on
when I talk too long between slides. The one I remember most was a series of images from the Hubble(?)
Telescope. I didn't load it onto my newest computer, but need to find another space screen saver.
196. The most valuable has been posters and background knowledge that I have gained, that has allowed me to
broaden the examples that I can give to students. Students ask, "why should we go to mars?", and I need
information to answer this. I want to stay current on physics applications, and areas of research. I need face to
face to not only gain info, but also to ask questions and address my own assumptions and misunderstandings.
197. I have not used any of NASA's resources yet and would like to try.
198. CDs, videos, lessons, posters, activities = used in lessons for my students and teachers attending professional
development that I provided
199. NASA Polycom system, GLOBE protocols, PASCO Analyzers and probes.
200. nasa makes nice posters. they are up in the classroom to keep the walls from being bare. otherwise, during
exciting missions or mishaps, classes will learn about the mission and some of the science.
201. I shared the utube videos that teachers made at VASTS this summer. Everyone seemed impressed. I have talked
to the physics teacher about the material that I recieved and Krucible software that was given. She was very
excited about the possibilities of using it.
202. Website photos
203. Overspace data in GIS class
204. My NASA Data Near surface temperature lab - atmospheric science students lab, NASA Now video series - all
classes, attention grabber & time filler
205. I have borrowed lunar samples and used some of that curriculum, though the slides ought to be converted to a
digital format. I have used the Planetary Geology lesson booklet. Many of these were very useful, but apart from
copying issues mentioned above, some lessons that require materials to be either purchased or replenished
every year are unfortunately unrealistic for teachers in my setting.
206. I do not know off the top of my head the names of the resources. I used them with high school students. They
were some of the activities from the print packets you send out.
207. Classroom demonstrations.
208. I visited the NASA building for educators and took posters and flyers. I framed the posters and still display them. I
would love to work more with NASA to bring STEM to the students.
209. I have used so many of the NASA unit booklets / Mars, Moon, Rockets, Sun, etc. I use them predominantly in
class or with BSA / GSA groups.
210. NASA website, applied physics students, lessons
211. Videos Lithographs
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212. I have used lessons with my students, I have shared about the Mars Student Imaging Project and Expedition Earth
and Beyond with other educators at conferences. I have used stickers, bookmarks, etc as student rewards and
door prizes at workshops.
213. Cosmic Connection; Imagine the Universe; Active Galaxies; Tour of Electromignetic Spectrum
214. Hubble deep space lesson to 9th grade students
215. Images of the Planets and information about the planets.
216. NASA picture of the day as a motivational tool to spark interest. Posters to display in the classroom and as a
discussion starter.
217. Lessons, Posters on topics used, Lithographs, Websites, Bookmarks, all with students
218. NASA now videos
219. *Pictures in our planetarium shows-(7,000) *Moon phases activity -1,600 a year *Climate Time Machine - 1, 500+
we made an educational module to go along with this piece *Landsat maps for our area to be used this next year
*Climate day materials for our climate day *Graphs from NASA Climate site 1,500+ yearly *BEST curriculum and
kits - 2 classes a year (120 students), used this in a grant request *Bella Gaia program at our museum with follow
up 200+ Family Fun with science- 4 sessions
220. My research teams of students have used the sites on rockets and the aerodynamics of kites for the pioneering
investigations.
221. I have used many of the resources over the last few years, videos, posters, lessons, content information etc. They
were used to create lessons to provide to teachers and to give teachers for use in their classrooms.
222. OCO2
223. Demonstrations and lessons incorporating NASA materials obtained through MDSTA.
224. NASA pix from website; talk about Langley, VA facility; Wallops Island, VA
225. I was at NASA Langley this summer with the VASTS program. I was able to acquire several posters, lithographs,
and lessons from the Air and Space Center. I was also able to take pictures of some of the NASA facilities and
show them to my class. I used my experience to incorporate into my lessons.
226. Website for students as part of my lessons. Wish I had additional resources.
227. I have used lesson plans and activities in my earth science classroom, teaching 8th graders astronomy concepts,
Lunar Impact Craters, as well as Chandra activities with my high school astronomy classes. They enjoyed the
investigations and hands on activities made classes more interesting.
228. Lithographs, give out at presentations.
229. I have used the NASA Rocket Guide, the students really enjoyed making indoor rockets seeing whose flew the
furthest and then redesigning them to see if they could make them go further.
230. NASA explorer schools - extensively
231. It would take me too much time to list. I use NASA materials regularly with students for a variety of educational
purposes.
232. I try to use primary sources whenever possible when preparing my lessons. I spend a lot of time on NASA
websites to incorporate information. I am going to use the MSL mission as the centerpiece for my first unit. Well
done NASA! (even my not-so-science-focused daughter stayed up with me to watch the NASA webcast).
233. Lots of NASA materials. Rockets, Gate To Gate, Aeronautics (many), Virtual Skies, posters, lithos, ..... Many put on
a DVD to give out at teacher workshops, preservice classes, classroom visitations etc. NOTE: I worked as a
controller, and did not know these materials (FAA then NASA & others) were available, how would a classroom
teacher know about these aerospace type (STEM) materials are out there AND MOST ARE FREE!!
234. I use everything in my classroom (posters, calendars, every material). I can use all of activities that I received
(shuttle, rocket and meteor).
235. Mostly they are hanging up or sitting around in my classroom.
236. Earth Observatory photos with HS classes-Earth Systems, Astronomy; Meteorology students. Teaching tools,
prizes for answering questions correctly, first to bring in additional resources, just shared for being in my class.
Postcards, flashcards with students and colleagues for no reason other than to spread knowledge of NASA and its
resources, Posters with colleagues for their walls and lessons.
237. I will use the summer's class in lessons as well as seeking opportunities beyond the curriculum (AP chem students
after the AP exam)
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238. I have used so many NASA materials with my students that I can't name just a few ... ranging from Lunar Sample
materials to analyzing Spitzer telescope data to teaching sessions at NSTA, AAS and other conferences.
239. Solar System Ambassador Materials - general public - teacher workshops - family night programs - classroom
Moon Rock - Meteorite - EM Spectra - Great Observatories - Rocketry - and other Lesson and Activity Books These have been the most helpful to me in workshops and for doing activities with students, especially after I
have been trained at a workshop on their content. - Used with students at teacher worskhops - famiily night
programs Moon Rocks and Meteorite collections on loan - in class
240. Maybe a poster to teach star life cycles.
241. NASA window decals given out for good work
242. I have used NASA posters, lessons and CD powerpoints in lessons. I have used bookmarks and older posters as
prizes in contests in class.
243. I have not used them yet as the year has just started for us. however i plan to use several of the activities that i
picked up.
244. Lunar Sample certified; Museum setting
245. Ionospheric radio project (INSPIRE), lots of satellite mission websites, posters. I use them mostly with my physics
and astronomy classes. Sometimes with Earth Science students.
246. HS3, LMO, Curiosity, BEST, Environmental, Earth, Space, Life
247. demostration and practical experiment in class
248. See above! Also, I am using "Our Magnetic Sun" NASA resources, obtained by doing a workshop from Astronomy
from the Ground Up (Astronomical Society of the Pacific.) I have used this resource at the two solar events this
year (eclipse; Venus transit), one at joint program at Capulin Volcano National Monument for the public, the
other at a local park in Raton, N.M. I used the materials for demonstration and interpretation.
249. I am not aware of any NASA resources but would relish the opportunity to take a look.
250. Have incorporated the NASA web site while teaching the AFJROTC lessons related to Space. Specifically, the
history of the American space program, the first Mars lander footage, astronomy, American space shuttle
program, the International Space Program and the collaboration of countries on the on-going venture.
251. NASA's list of satellite models with information from its archives. My audience was my astronomy students.
252. Many: posters, NASA website, Nasa news updates
253. IPAC data bases Spitzer Archives SIMBAD ADS NASA scientists: Steve Howell, David Ciardi, Luisa Rebull, Don
Hoard NOAO tool IRAF all of the above used for student research projects APOD: student discussions
254. TERC Eyes in the Sky II NASA Earth Observations NASA Earth Observatory NASA Thematic Science Lessons
255. I am a Social Studies teacher and am integrating science into a unit on how hurricanes affect our local coastline.
We will be following the HS3 hopefully. I am also using the materials that were given to me on how wetlands are
affected because the beach area where we are located has lots of wetlands
256. notes i took at the el nino workshop for my senior ap environmental sci class.
257. I have implemented the Water Filtration Device Design with a great degree of success in my ELL Chemistry in the
Community classes. I also implemented the sand and yeast activity Is it alive? as an intoduction to characteristics
of living things in my ELL and Bilingualbiology classess.
258. 9,10 grade Technology and Engineering - NASA Explorer School curriculum - NASA TV - Satellite Tracking - ISS
website and information - Science content for rocket engineering - Science information for Aeronautics
259. I searched the NASA site for pictures of other planets and stars to share with my Special Ed students
260. Presented NASA materials to Physics Teachers at Occidental College Physics Day.
261. demo, door-prize, as lesson, incentives for students
262. Poster of ozone levels at the poles by month (in the 1990's?). Used with students and teachers. They studied the
images then drew conclusions based on the trends observed. BEST Poster EVER! Please update it!
263. Curiosity landing -website based video links - public group audience - opened the event with the video to get
audience engaged.
264. It would be nice to have one page on the NASA teacher website that lists links to various lesson plans, topics, and
partner sites.
265. Haven't been able to use many but like the handouts on clouds and lithographs as well. Used as supplementals in
class for students to look at/use.
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266. Global Warming Data plus video clips from website - AP env science
267. I have used a variety of resources such as video and photos in my classroom. These were attained at NSTA
conferences.
268. Images from NASA website
269. Posters cover every available surface.
270. I have used many NASA explorer school lessons in class and plan to use the ASU/NASA Mars Curiosity lessons this
year as well.
271. Rocket manual demonstrations and hands-on labs for my HS classroom students, MESA club, elementary school
students for science demonstrations. Posters and "NASA Images of the Day" used as lesson material for HS
Astronomy and Physics classes.
272. AREE program resources that I developed. NASA videos.
273. I have used the information I received at a training session at the Virginia Air and Space Center to begin an afterschool experience for the neighborhood children-planet posters, samples of "Mars dirt". The children enjoy the
information and I love making it fun for us.
274. I've tried to access NASA online sea surface temperature data for students to analyze in ArcGIS, but the format is
not compatible. You have to download NASA viewers or view online in simple map interfaces. I would love to see
a NASA GIS server for planetary data that anyone could access with ArcGIS/ArcInfo.
275. I have used NASA posters in my class room & will be handing out book marks to students which were given to me
by a teaching colleague who had attended a summer 2012 workshop in California.
276. Hubble pictures, some video taken from the ISS. Used as lesson materials.
277. Posters, videos lithographs. Use them in a lesson as an opener an example
278. After participating in the NYCRI summer program at GISS, I have shared my experience with my students and
presented the research to them by means of a power point and report. I try to get them excited about STEM
related fields and encourage them to aim for careers in engineering and science.
279. Used resources (lessons, webinars, online handbooks in PDF format) to makepresentaitons and hands-on
demonstrations in-house and for outreach programs and science events.
280. Chandra X-ray Telescope materials in Science Olympiad competitions. APOD images in introductory astronomy
classes.
281. Various photographs, web sites, materials gleaned from classes at NASA facilities, etc.
282. Posters. I wish I could find more. Teaching in Wyoming makes it difficult to locate posters. I also use the internet
which is easy to use to find materials from NASA. Posters are wonderful because they are always visible to the
students. I am looking forward to learning more about NASA research.
283. I refer to the Nasa website when students are researching space missions, telescopes and latest finding in my
Astronomy and Earth Science classes. I also do space trivia with the winners earning candy and bookmarks.
284. Lunar and meteorite samples Black holes, electromagnetic, AGN, GRB, etc. posters Booklets on above Space
Math problems
285. We give them as handouts for our public as well as for students who attend our Astronomy Camps.
286. I have used a ton of lessons over the years, wholly or in part. I apologize if I cannot remember specific names.
There was a website that published new activities every week that was amazing--complete, concise, fun, cross
referenced to the hilt. Sadly, no longer supported. A Moon develop. module. Space suite design sim. Video clips
of current missions. JPL email updates. APOD. Websites on the solar system and missions like Cassini, ISS, rovers,
etc. And THE best of all Dr. Michelle Thaller.
287. I use posters from NASA throughout the year but specifically in Astronomy. I have used lithographs to make
games about the life cycle of stars and about planets. I use images from the Website throughout many of my
lectures. I use these in my 9th grade Earth Science course.
Middle School
272 educators (61.82%) responded to the Open-endd question and 168 (38.18%) skipped it.
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1.

Have used the solar eclipse 3d postcards for Middle school students. Have used materials for the Astronomical
Society of the Pacific many times in the classroom before, after and during Astonomy Night Observations.
2. NASA.gov That says it all
3. I am one of the HEA ambassador participants I use NASA materials and resources both with my students and the
teachers that I do professional development with.
4. Lunar Samples - 8th grade classes and teacher training Family Science night - door prizes, demonstrations Various
lessons - teacher training
5. IBEX lesson plans, Mission stickers, SDO posters/online materials, STEREO 3D sun, SDO solar glasses, Space
weather cd, IBEX lenticular, solar pizza, lesson guides, MoonKam, EarthKam, NASA Explorer School materials I've
used it as giveaways or demos at professional development workshops and as lessons with my class or after
school science club
6. Posters as raffle prizes for high scoring students.
7. Teacher workshops-Materials from various missions, IBEX, TIMED, Voyager, SOD in the form of demonstrations,
lesson plans, were used to improve teacher pedagogical content knowledge and clear misconceptions. Modeling
of hands on activities. Materials assist in helping to develop a community of practice with collegues to learn
science content to share with other teachers, students and parents.
8. Resources- GEMS curriculum, posters, real world data, specific mission websites Use them- in class, at
presentations, science department meetings
9. Lessons were used with middle school students as content lessons Lesson, Cds, lithographs, and posters also
used with pre service teachers during workshop presentation
10. Most of the NASA materials that I use directly in class are YouTube videos from one of NASA's many channels and
posters. I've probably received the most material from the Chandra mission and so I use that material
disproportionately, but all visual information I get I use. I have also used paper models of spacecraft and keep
myself educated on what NASA is doing and discoveries it makes so that I have the background knowledge to
teach and to answer specific student questions.
11. ALI'I; PA Space Grant courses at Penn State; Honeywell Educator at Space Academy; NASA Summer of Innovation
Mini Grant; Civil Air Patrol Top Flights and AEX. I use the resources, materials, and experiences to bring science
class alive.
12. I shared them with my colleagues and did a show and tell with my students. (The items being shown were
relevant to a topic we had done a while ago. Rather than waiting until next year, with a different group of
students, I shared with the current bunch now.)
13. I use NASA resources with my students
14. I did with my students the cards on extrophiles and will expand next year based on reactions and interest. I came
away from the astrobiology presentation at GA Tech with several units that I used immediately with the students.
I also shared this with other teachers at my school.
15. Electromagnetic spectrum poster in the classroom as visual in learning about EMS. Meterorite and impact crater
classroom lessons and solar system lithographs when studying the history of the solar system and properties of
planets and moons. Pocket solar system activity when studing properties of the solar system.
16. Meatballs, astrobiology activity and lesson booklet, Mission specific: lithos, trading cards, posters, bookmarks
and etc. Except for the meatball stickers, I use all NASA handouts in conjunction with lessons that I am teaching.
The information provided on the materials must support my lessons or I do not request the materials.
17. New York Center Astrobiology scientists to obtain research Extremophile cards for lesson on characteristics of life
Spectra data from stars for chemistry lesson NASA scientist lecture for lesson on nucleosynthesis
18. Blue Marble Matches-6th grade to investigate weathering, erosion and deposition. MSL/Curiosity Info-6th grade
to learn about what Curiosity will do on Mars. Water Bottle Rockets-6th grade built rockets and launched.
Pathfinder EDL-6th grade built landers and tested them. Hubble/Chandra images-6th grade during a life cycle of
stars activity. I talk about NASA and Space all of the time! These are just a few. I also run Space Club and am a
Solar System Ambassador.
19. I have used them at different times where ever needed.
20. I've used NASA imagery and data with my 6th graders. They analyze the the data in the image. Sorry no specifics
just at the moment.
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21. I have used the posters that I received at NASA every year in class. Also, I have shown the introductory video to
my classes. The knowledge that I have been able to share with my students has been the most valuable tool.
Since attending the teacher camp in Texas, I have toured NASA in Florida as well. Every visit I learn information to
share.
22. All resources were used with 5th and 6th graders, sometimes just 6th graders but all used as lessons and/or
space night NASA Downlink, videoconferencing, rocket guide, Exploring Meteorite Mysteries, images, astronaut
bios, impact craters, space shuttle gliders, lava layering, After School Universe, meteorite and lunar samples,
Solar System puzzle kit, Toys in Space, plus many more I can't remember at the moment. I love NASA materials
and so do my students.
23. NASA Rocket Educators Guide--used as demonstration, student lessons, and presented in teacher workshops
both regionally and at the statewide level.
24. I printed off the pictures of the planets with information to help them with research. We like to pull up the
picture of the day and discuss what the caption says. My audience is always my students and I use the print offs
and posters for lessons and then put them up in the room so they can remember them and what we talked
about.
25. I teach 6,7, and 8th in a small country school, I have taken students to NASA Houston for overnight programs on
three different occasions and have also participated in two different McDonald Observatory trainings, one light
and optics and one solar system. all of these times there was a great amount of material to use to teach the
students quality lessons
26. I use Mars posters a lot. I have a Stardust model I treasure. I use the Imagine DVD, APOD images, the videos from
NASA tv, I download activities myself and burn DVDs for the teachers to save you guys' budget. I use the DVD/CD
in place of handouts, used the Imagine as prizes but everyone gets one...posters /postcards/bookmarks I usually
give away. I do prof dev for teachers, public presentations for families so that dictates who gets what.
27. NASA NEO with students and colleques poster and post cards - students and colleques I use lots of it over the
years
28. lessons - the research materials from #27. door prizes - book marks, small note cards (The pictures are very
beautiful and kids love them.) demonstration - One year, I received some space food that the kids sampled (and
hated). general information - The kids and I both love any general, clear information
29. To my students, I have incorporated in my lesson plans: posters websites demonstration ideas (comets)
30. viewing photos for a tour of the periodic table connected to planetary images. definitely use images for class
activities/discussions.
31. Students were the primary audience though parents and families also participated in after-school events and
clubs. Specific resources included those mentioned previously (climate model, space food, force and motion) plus
a variety of short segment videos in classroom lessons. Some material was used for occasional demonstrations
(shuttle tile) and door prizes (bookmarks, lithographs, etc).
32. I have used the Astrobiology lessons with my students. We modeled DNA and talked about radiation hazards in
space. We used the habitability cards and filled in the content frame. I have also used information from NASA
websites to create a living in space gallery walk/content frame. I have used NASA lithographs on bulletin boards. I
have used images found on line from the Hubble Telescope.
33. NASA website, microgravity, space weather, electromagnetic spectrum, toys in space
34. I have used the following resources: science posters, telescopes, models, pictures of lunar rocks, and DVD to
teach and demonstrate science concepts.
35. Again, hands-on activities. I also use the applications of astronomy and technology as I teach both physics and
astronomy. Being at a private school, I've also had the opportunity make "guest appearances" in lower grades so
the material I've learned has been shared across many age levels.
36. NASA sent boxes of flyers for us to pass out concerning various satellites and ongoing data collection projects.
37. I have shared NASA resources with Veronica Hernandez and Carmen Imai of Region 19 ESC in El Paso for years.
Currently I created a Facebook page titled War Eagles Air Museum Education Page, that is to create a STEM
focused social media tool which seves as a platform and reinforcement of STEM content to our audiences. Also
with the City of El Paso City Counsel the awareness of Sally Ride Science Erath and Moon Kam Missions. IBID El
Paso Housing Authority Sandoval Housing Unit.
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38. lessons: videos, posters, CDs Science Cafes: videos, hats, pins, bags presentations: pictures, powerpoints, parts of
lessons
39. Water rocket project, 8th graders, all levels. Students researched, constructed, and launched their own water
rockets. (Lesson) Scale of the Universe activity, 8th graders. Students used lesson to determine distance to space
objects. (Lesson)
40. Stereo, Podcasts, Hubble Gallery, Savage Earth and more. I am the science coach for my campus and I not only
use the lessons with my classes, but teach my fellow educators how to use your resources.
41. As lessons to not only K - 12 grades but also for community classes in the planetarium.
42. I used a webquest with my All girls science club.
43. I've been a part of The University of TExas SOFIA EPO group for 14 years. I've used so many of the materials and
ideas I can't list them in 500 characters!
44. I receive most NASA resources indirectly. Lunar and Planetary institute workshop - used for new
curriculum/lesson development and as student resources. Print and electronic imagery - student research,
visualizing concepts I used to be on regular distribution list for NASA lessons. Still pull for specific units, resources
for projects and gifted/talented curriculum. www.spaceweather.com. This has been a great place for students to
start investigation
45. I was very involved years ago with lunar samples and tomato seeds from space. Also Young Astronauts and
attended conferences in Orlando with fifth graders. That was when teaching was fun and not based on state
tests. Heaven forbid, but kids actually learned more back then. Go figure.
46. Mars Project. I used the online videos on the Curiosity web site with about 150 students (30/class). All classes did
a construction project of essentials to survive on Mars. With my GT (gifted and talented) classes I used the Mars
Image Analysis Activity. It was appropriately challenging and the students were such good little scientists in their
efforts to understand the images and in making inferences. Thank you, thank you, thank you for this activity.
47. SDO curriculum, CIRES solar learning kit, SID monitor, lots of Stanford Solar science, Space weather, SDO
Facebook solar updates. (not enough stace to list them all) You did not ask about the NASA Apps but I love those,
You could develop some more for education but data is good. NASA Climate website is great. I teach middle
school students and give many workshops for teachers that I share the resources I use. Please update some of
you great older videos - that would be very helpful.
48. I utilized posters, powerpoints, and labs with my students. My students enjoy working hands on and appear to
retain more information.
49. I use posters provided by NASA in my classroom. Lesson plans that I received while attending CAST in Texas and
various ideas and activities that I have retrieved from the website. The resources include lab activities for
measurement in the universe, simulating black holes and various posters related to space and specific to our
solar system. These were things used with 8th grade students.
50. The local astronomy club and visitors to the planetarium, bookmarks and lithographs, especially of the Hubble
space telescope.
51. I have a number of posters- I don't give those away. I have had bookmarks- kids don't seem to be as interested in
them. I have books which students will look at during "down time" The CDs are excellent- Almost overwhelming. I
don't always have time to see what is in on half the ones I have.
52. Rocket lessons were used as well as, pictures of galaxies, planets and stars
53. 8th grade students - I used posters and some video segments. They were integrated into several lessons. I don't
recall the specific resources at this time.
54. Newton Laws posters Fermi Game Fishing for Supernovae game Swift model EMS poster Fermi Poster I have used
all these things in my own classroom as unit lessons and presented the materials at state and national science
conferences.
55. lithos, posters, EA materials from NASA E/PO at Sonoma State
56. Lessons
57. Mars Rover posters and information recieved at a CAST conference. Some of he online lessons on how space
travel impacts the human body Several poster I have obtained over the years.
58. altimeter design, bottle rocketry
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59. I have used lithograph sets, posters, as door prizes in my presentations. I have also used materials as
demonstrations (e.g. 0rrarey to explain Kepler's mission and effect of light dips on computer program). PAO
60. We built the air PVC rocket launcher and I used it with my kids. Terrific hands on but since received an email
telling me not to se it anymore. Packed the backpack (astronaut) with the students
61. www.nasa.gov 6-12 grade students integrated the videos into lesson plans
62. I have used NASA posters as door prizes for workshops I have presented at various times. I use the 81/2 X 11
photos w/descriptions on the back for a variety of activities. I use NASA.org for a variety of activities using the
Smartboard with my students.
63. demonstrations with my students... lab activities with my students
64. I have used online resources that provide activities for my classroom. There is an activity about the landforms
found on Mars - a great activity, but I cannot remember the exact name of it. I would appreciate pd that helps
me learn how to use the activities. I find that having participated as a student makes me more likely to use the
activity b/c I am more familiar w/ it.
65. When I taught I used many videoes, hand-outs, lessons, lithographs, etc. that I recieved from my two weeks that I
spent at Kennedy Space Center several years ago. It was one of the most memorable teaching experiences that I
have ever done!!!
66. I use the Global Climate change materials in my climate unit every year. It is very data intensive and provides
good background for my 8th graders to analyze complex data to see if relationships exist between various
factors. I also many fact sheets for reading during the entire year of my Earth Science course.
67. Mars Student Imaging Project. I did it six times with my students. It always was the most impressive thing we did
all year. I did it with seventh and 8th graders. We used it with 9th graders as a science fair project.
68. I had a NASA poster that I hung up by the door that features pictures taken by Hubble. My students loved it and
always had questions for me about the image. That lead me to start using Astronomy Picture of the Day in my
classroom so students could see many more pictures than just the ones that were on the calendar.
69. I am part of the New Horizons Education Team. My father Jim Christy discovered Charon; naming it after my
mother Charlene.
70. I use Nasa Explorers school and Nasa websites with students and parents. I also use this material when I do
worshops with teachers! I use give aways with the materials I have received.
71. • videos I took during Spaceward Bound Mojave 2011 (used as part of lesson) • NASA stickers (used as
motivational prizes) • Certificates of Participation for entering the NASA Cassini Scientist for a Day Essay Contest
• NASA videos from the Scientist for a Day (used in classroom lessons - both math and English ) AND in essaywriting discussion group).
72. NASA weather data and curriculum to my students.
73. NASA websites, windows to the Universe, cool s'kool citizen science,
74. Lunar rock samples in classroom lessons. NASA video clips as part of classroom lessons. NASA labs learned from
workshops were incorporated into the classroom curriculum.
75. Whirligig, stomp rockets, as lessons. I'm sure I have used more just not thinking of them off the top of my head.
76. CD Night Sky, demonstrations, lessons, Posters door prizes, lessons
77. science posters to demonstrate a topic
78. Much from NEWEST; demos; lessons for students and parents-all with astronomy and space sciences...while
working with gifted students.
79. posters, bookmarks, online resources
80. I'm simply responding to this survey because there is a deficit of stem training opportunities in my area. I'm
frustrated because I love the philosophies behind stem and all the amazing products students can show learning
through, but my district doesn't offer us much TRAINING to learn how to implement stem effectively. I feel like
I'm on my own.
81. My time to explore tatoos given to students visiting the planetarium. Stickers for students in class. Posters to
teachers visiting the planetarium for a workshop. Postcards to everyone. Bookmarks to kids in class.
82. I went through as many NASA resources with the elementary and middle school teachers, both math and science.
It was a small part of inservice training before and during the school year. It would be impossible to list specific
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NASA resources since I just introduced them to some of the sites and allowed them to explore on their own for
their own specific classroom needs.
83. APOD, 8th grade students, engagement eClip: Life cycle of a star, lesson
84. Many videos from NASA web site. Many Pictures from same. Posters used in class as a resource and as a model
or visual.
85. I have only used the site to gather images to help my students visualize space.
86. Mostly used the website. . .
87. I have trained with NASA trainers at Houston and use all the materials each year in classes as well as in the public
forum through Solar system embassador
88. I have used a large variety of resources (see above); I find several labs to be useful during classes (gr 8 the last 5
years; gr 6 before that); I rely on video/imagery to present to class as we cover topics
89. Eyes in the Skies; Tour of the Electromagnetic Spectrum; Cosmic Connection; Chandra materials; Space Math; all
used in classroom lessons.
90. Posters. CDs. Videos from online sources.
91. Mnay resources I have obtained from visiting Goddard, Houston, and JPL create interest in my classroom.
Postcards and bookmarks are given to students. Videos from websites are used in class as a hook or to
demonstrate application of knowledge
92. Newton balloon cars made from styrofoam trays; audience was eighth grade students; Used in lesson and
experiment.
93. I've used posters and website materials.
94. I use NASA Earth Observations data in class activities, and tie it to hands on activities with students measuring
similar variables here on Earth.
95. Middle Level students, demonstrations, units,
96. Posters for my classroom, lesson plans
97. NASA photos for an interpretive "walk through the solar system". The audience is families and individuals of all
ages in state parks. Sometimes there are school groups and sometimes just visitors.
98. 1. Online Program Material (MLL -> Voyager) for K-12 Science classes (Chemistry, Physics, Biology, Geology,
Astronomy). 2. Climate Change Data (Material from Earth Ambassador Training 10/2011) for general public at
local public events (Earth Day, Green Kids Conference, County Fair, 4-H Events). 3. Climate Change Data and
Space Program material (the above) for 4-H Science Projects Youth members.
99. Salinity data with students and teachers-lesson demo for density of water combined with salt and fresh water
combinations to help 6th grade students understand currents and the effects on the ocean of melting sea ice.
Aquarius concept map builder-shared with teachers at site. Postcards of satellites-used with small groups,
students presented each satellite and how the date helped humans to class, Posters of satellites and their workstudents use to find out sources of data.
100. -Images and animations from NASA space exploration missions in planetarium presentations to school groups
and the general public -Handouts (bookmarks, lithographs, postcards, stickers etc.) to the general public Summer of Innovation lesson plans for after-school activities with students
101. School wide Space Week curriculum for K-6 school children. Used patches for door prizes, used shuttle design
pages (the fold and paste ones) as handouts, as well as NASA-provided Lunar Maps.
102. Have posters and DVDs. Thanks! Great! Keep up the good work helping students "see" themselves in the fields of
science, math and engineering.
103. The aviation materials to showcase the history of flight on a bulletin board in the library.
104. NASA posters; photos; website - I've used some of the bookmarks and items for prizes.
105. Solar year demonstration
106. Lunar sample kit and meteorite kit in the classroom and with larger audiences in other schools.
107. n/a btw: #'s 19 and 25 need some tweeking (typo and spelling respectivly). :) Hey, you surveyed teachers,
remember?!
108. Adventures in Rocket Science Guidebook had many functional lessons for my class.
109. bookmarks/lithographs given to all students posters/lithographs given to fellow teachers posters displayed in my
classroom
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110. Chandras website activities Electromagnetic Radiation activities astrobiology hubble related activities Solar
Dynamics observatory info/photos
111. Lessons and on-line videos on Newton's Laws by the Space Station astronauts. I used it for lessons and labs for
that unit.
112. I received a life size poster of an astronaut we discussed what it would be like. Paper plane cut out was used to
determine flight of different models of craft
113. lunar samples, presented to school community. Lithographs, key chains, and tee shirts, given for prizes. Tote bags
are especially appreciated. I fill them with various things and give them at PD
114. I use bookmarks, folders, DVD's, etc. as motivation prizes, and these are quite popular. I save many of the
content-rich resources and give them to students as resources for their science projects. I do put up NASA
posters relevant to our current units but find that the kids are not terribly interested in looking at them. I have
incorporated some activities into my class plans. I also keep parents updated on opportunities for students to do
independent work on subjects they enjoy.
115. As gift bags I would give the discovery Now cards as awards and prizes, and birthday prizes. Each month students
who celebrate birthdays would receive these items.
116. Jason Project--Class/lessons Pictures, freebies--encouragement for good work and to encourage students to go
on in science Mars Recycle Water project --Class/lessons
117. Rockets; Space Station; Glove Box activities; I have nearly all available and use them with 8th grade students
mostly (SSS), to reinforce concepts and give them a chance to apply what we learn. I have also used some for
demos.
118. Many websites with kids, posters/literature shared with teachers.
119. Lessons, lithograph sets, dvd's (Middle School Students)
120. 1. MESSENGER MISSION to Mercury Resources/Teachers: used them to teach lessons: 2. Bring Curiosity to your
Classroom: Teachers/ used it to supplement a robotics program 3. Summer of Innovation: used it to for
professional development and coaching for afterschool program 4. Lunar Samples: teach students 5. MESSENGER
TO MERCURY buttons and posters. Gave to teachers and students for publicity
121. Opening program for the space shuttle at the Intrepid Museum in NY. I will build paper rockets wiht students this
year
122. I work at Space Camp, training educators. I use and/or highlight NASA lessons and units constantly with them. I
am excited to use the units from the Explorer School website this year.
123. Students at my school 124. www.nasa.gov/curiosity
125. I have used the NASA resources from Space Camp with my students in lessons.
126. Nasa Education Resources online Conferences Posters, THematic Notebook Lessons NASA TV
127. Robotics and rockets lesson plans; "freebeies" as "prizes" for students;
128. audience is 3-6th graders; used as demonstrations, lesson plans, student handouts. Posters were used for lessons
and also to establish suitable environment for a multischool family aerospace festival I run annually in gym; Many
NASA lesson guides, such as Rockets, Spacesuits, etc. are used for lessons. Lithographs are used for lessons and
also student handouts for their personal environment at home; stickers /tattoos are great for handouts to
elementary kids.NASA multimedia videos for lessons
129. Teaching Astronomy Teacher we work though: Amazing Space DVD (cosmic times, Life cycle of stars, Galaxies
activity books) / Hubble Deep Field/ SVS resources/ WMAP . For Earth science - Lots of GSFC RSESTeP Program
Remote Sensing Resources and SOHO for Solar. I use and share NASA resources as they are cutting edge, exciting
and accurate. I never just hand them out. Informal Family Science Nights I set up activities. If you need additional
information: sallies@pgcps.org 301-918-8750 Sallie
130. Ever year my students do research using NASAs website. We often talk about the latest news. I also have packets
on astronomy that I received from a seminar that I use to guide my lessons.
131. Posters in my room always. NASA websites - I show APOD and Earth Observatory daily pictures periodically, use
online resources for lessons (either using provided lessons or using data/info to create my own), and have
students use the websites for research projects.
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132. The ocean currents game is the first one that comes to mind. I have given tapes to the educational center and
they recorded a lot of different topics, some of which I still use. Posters, bookmarks, for students. If I were not so
busy I would go and see what they have more often. But I am, so I don't.
133. Posters, lessons, ASP, GEMS units for middle school
134. Many of the NES materials including units and NASA Now clips with my entire 8th grade classes of 120 students
each year. Space Place website, and many other NASA video clips available at NASA.gov. We've also taken part in
several contests and had two of our experiments dropped down the microgravity tower at Glenn. My 8th grader
team presented their micro-g results at a local school district meeting.
135. My experience with NASA resources goes back to NEWMAST and being a Galileo Ambassador. I have used every
type of resource for numerous uses, from students to adults. NASA does an outstanding job of providing quality
resources for educational purposes. There is no way for me to list all the ways I have taken advantage of NASA :)
No single entity has influenced my teaching career as has NASA!
136. hubble photos - power point lessons
137. Galileoscope for demonstration during lesson on the Renaissance
138. NASA posters, etc. -- performance rewards NASA imagery online -- instruction NASA instruction -- depth in my
classwork
139. The best thing for me is attending a workshop and being able to do the activity before trying to put it into my
teaching. Students loved the pcp bottle rocket launcher I saw at a STENNIS workshop. Making a robot hand was
an activity presented by the same NASA educators in Baton Rouge that was easy for the students and helped
instruction on different topics.
140. I have used online video and images, posters, and general information in teaching middle school earth science
and astronomy.
141. Imagine the Universe for participants MESSENGER buttons, stickers, posters; gifts to participants; Icy Worlds,
Scaling the Solar System lessons also for public outreach events GRACE paper models Mars MER missions, using
lessons from Mars Bound, lithographs for teachers who attended; also for public outreach events Galileo mission
lithographs and lessons; public outreach event activities
142. I have used NASA and Math activities with my students as lessons. When teaching Astronomy I used the web site
for project ideas and activities. Students have always enjoyed them.
143. I will be using them this year in demos.
144. Climate data maps for demonstrations/lessons
145. Reduced Gravity, TOys in Space, NASA , NOW, WInter's Story, SCOOL
146. Very long list...let's see, the resources were used to construct or support lessons and activities for an audience of
primarily 5th grade students. Some NASA materials were used for demonstration purposes, some to model,
some as tokens or prizes
147. NASA AESP Brian Hawkins co-facilitated a professional development workshop with me in the summer of 2011.
We were able to supply teachers with avaiation inspired inquiry science lessons that they all immediately put into
use during the 2011-2012 school year.
148. NASA website for exploration project Brochures and posters for projects Short online NASA videos for class
lectures
149. My audience is 7th graders and I have used posters, online video pods, The lunar lander modeling lab where they
have to design their own lunar lander. Maping and surveying Mars landscapt and following the downloads from
Mars Curiosity Rover.
150. lunar samples demo and lecture , science news to stimulate discussions, imagery from Hubble
151. Bookmarks given to students Postcards used as writing prompts posters for class use and prizes at in-services
152. My audience is my same subject teaching peers and my students. Websites and the multitude of webinars
offered At Christie McAuliffe Center in Framingham I use their topographic map matching worksheets... I use
solar system scale activity.. I use the booklets on NASA inventions recently trained on moon rocks and minerals.
look forward to including them into curriculum various posters and 81/2 by 11 glossy prints with info on back
xray type print of moon surface and craters and more!
153. TOO MANY TO LIST! I USE NASA RESOURCES A FEW TIMES A WEEK EVEN WHEN NOT TEACHING ASTRONOMY :) I
SHARE PRIMARILY WITH STUDENTS THRU THE CLASSROOM - LECTURE, PRESENTATION, VIDEO, LAB ACTIVITIES. IF
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IT SAYS NASA IT IS USUALLY SOMETHING THAT IS HIGH QUALITY. AS FAR AS PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT - IF IT
SAYS NASA, I WANT TO ATTEND!! I FEEL SO FORTUNATE TO HAVE HAD THE OPPORTUNITIES I HAVE HAD THRU
NASA AND HOPE THEY CONTINUE TO BE OFFERED.
154. Postcards and posters as classroom prizes. NASA website in lessons and for student research, student audience.
Universe at Your Fingertips lesson planning/lesson ideas.
155. Lunar and Meteorite samples - elem and middle school students in my district + families @ public library
presentation. Rocket lessons for many years, same audience above + summer camps and library presentations.
"How High is It?" curriculum guide + many other guides. But I used this one to present to middle school
colleagues at The World is NOT Flat - 3 year program at Springfield College. NASA is a mainstay for my teaching.
Teaching Robotics this year - Curiosity news, videos, lessons, etc.
156. I am part of the NASA Explorer School program and I use them in my classroom by incorporating them into my
core curriculum. I also use them as demonstrations in Summer of Innovation STEM events. I have also used them
as demonstrations at conferences geared to get girls excited about STEM. I hope to use them to demonstrate at
the SEEC in Houston, if my proposal is accepted.
157. I love the NASA Explorer Schools Program. Every activity that I have found there has been wonderful. I do use
NASA modules from other NASA areas but I always start with NES. I love the way it tracks what I do and offers
teacher & student recognition. NES is the most helpful NASA source I have found.
158. NASA posters are in my room from a variety of missions (DAWN, STEREO, SOHO others); Used with 7th grade
students and visuals when teaching how NASA and scientists collect data and what they have discovered.
159. DVD; Photos; Pictures; Posters; Lesson Plans...
160. Over the years I have used posters with the worksheets on the back, activities from handouts and on-line, printed
thematic units, and videos I have attended workshops during CSTA and NSTA conferences and collected materials
from the NASA booths.
161. I have used some of the on-line resources as parts of lessons for my 8th or 9th grade students.
162. I used them with my middle school students (8th grade) and they loved them!
163. wind tunnel design - ms and hs teachers - demo and lessons; train like an astronaut & food for thought modules
w/students (teachers next year) including food from JSC; autographed astronaut pics - door prizes for teachers;
robotics lessons w/students and teachers - demos and lessons; so many more, hard to count!
164. I regularly use and NASA display books, posters, and visuals received primarily through NSTA conferences. My
students have used NASA satellite imagery to learn about climate change. Sixth grade earth science students use
the 3D View materials. They enjoy this and the materials add a new twist to presentations.
165. lessons from the Nasa guides footage of Neil Armstrong Pictures from chandra, sitzer, hubble
166. NASA resources found online have been used in Space and Planetary Lessons.
167. I really like the Space Math activities and have used them to show the connection between science and math at
the end of the school year. I would love to build more into my lessons or into math lessons. It would help if they
were organized by content a bit better. I use the lunar colony lesson with 8th grades students as well.
168. NASA website lessons on weather & climate. 6th grade When we were launching, I would have the launches live
for the students to listen to countdown, etc. 6 & 7 th grade video clips relating to daily content from website 6 th
grade (S orry, ism not being more exact, but I am not onmy home office or class room to be more precise- I was
just trying to complete the survey while waiting fora appointment.)
169. I have received things in the mail. I have used lessons from the web-site.
170. Cosmic Connection; Imagine the Universe; Active Galaxies; Tour of Electromignetic Spectrum
171. I used space grant consortium money to purchase robots for my classrooms
172. I have used pictures, posters and lessons picked up from NSTA regional and National meetings. Students like
looking at them. I sometimes pass them out and have students write about them or compare them. Posters are
used to inspire them to think like a scientist. Forexample I have a poster of the lunar landings that says Explore,
Discover, Understand. It sparks a discussion about the nature of science.
173. Images of the Planets and information about the planets.
174. Posters informing students of up to date science research. Door prizes. Data on planets--up to date. Video
clip/solar flares, auroras
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175. *Pictures in our planetarium shows-(7,000) *Moon phases activity -1,600 a year *Climate Time Machine - 1, 500+
we made an educational module to go along with this piece *Landsat maps for our area to be used this next year
*Climate day materials for our climate day *Graphs from NASA Climate site 1,500+ yearly *BEST curriculum and
kits - 2 classes a year (120 students), used this in a grant request *Bella Gaia program at our museum with follow
up 200+ Family Fun with science- 4 sessions
176. I have used many of the resources over the last few years, videos, posters, lessons, content information etc. They
were used to create lessons to provide to teachers and to give teachers for use in their classrooms.
177. LROV information, pictures and bookmarks. Curiosity information, pictures and bookmarks Shuttle pictures and
bookmarks All with my class.
178. I have used lesson plans and activities in my earth science classroom, teaching 8th graders astronomy concepts,
Lunar Impact Craters, as well as Chandra activities with my high school astronomy classes. They enjoyed the
investigations and hands on activities made classes more interesting.
179. Fly by Math - 6th grade students use flight times and patterns to predict the landing times of planes! NASA Now
videos are used to introduce new concepts! Moon mining lesson is used so students can see how engineering is
sometimes predicting and reconstructing ideas for improvement. Robotics is used for engineering,
curcumference, radius, and diameter. Capturing the hubble is used for team building. SCOOL data is used for
graphing exercises. I could go on and on!
180. Investigating Climate Systems: wind, Rain, Clouds, Weather.
181. I have used maps, posters, as attention grabbers....and the mobile planetarium has come to our school several
times. I have used resources gathered from EROS and they have used maps for doing math and science research.
182. I dont know where to start. In the last 2 years I have used about 12 different NASA explorer school modules and
countless other lessons and videos. My audience is 100 6th graders, my after school science club, and lego
robotics club. We use them as big 2-3 week units to cover content, math, extension field trips, STEM careers,
guest speakers, and contests. We don't have science textbooks so I use all NASA modules that line up exactly
with my standards. I and my students LOVE IT!
183. pins, posters, handouts, stickers - used as rewards, discussion points, activities
184. Middle school students
185. Beth Whitehead as a guest speaker- digitarium, lunar sample
186. NASA explorer schools - extensively
187. Downloadable lessons from nasa.gov.....videos, web cam links to space shuttle and the international space
station.. we have had visiting astronauts during the UCEP program..Urban Community Education Program..
188. It would take me too much time to list. I use NASA materials regularly with students for a variety of educational
purposes.
189. I use NASA resources for educating my students about Mar's Curiosity, and other probes used in Space
Exploration. I like the NASA website. :o)
190. NASA Eyes (Solar System/Earth) NASA kids NASA TV NASA@ Home and City
191. I have used NASA provided equipment to study climate change,( ie iCCARS project kites, remote imaging
equipment, NASA data from website, shared website lesson materials.
192. I try to use primary sources whenever possible when preparing my lessons. I spend a lot of time on NASA
websites to incorporate information. I am going to use the MSL mission as the centerpiece for my first unit. Welldone NASA! (Even my not-so-science-focused daughter stayed up with me to watch the NASA webcast).
193. NASA website (information, videos, interactives) NASA pdf resources of various units NASA paper copies of
various units Lithographs Now I am dabbling in Twitter! My students are middle schoolers
194. Lots of NASA materials. Rockets, Gate To Gate, Aeronautics (many), Virtual Skies, posters, lithos, ..... Many put on
a DVD to give out at teacher workshops, preservice classes, classroom visitations etc. NOTE: I worked as a
controller, and did not know these materials (FAA then NASA & others) were available, how would a classroom
teacher know about these aerospace type (STEM) materials are out there AND MOST ARE FREE!!
195. nasa websites, nasa lesson plans and videos with students
196. I work in a Title I school (G/T pullout teacher - top 5-10% of the students in 4th, 5th and 6th grade). 4th grade
Science in Utah includes weather, so I use the S'COOL site to teach students about clouds and taking weather
data. I use the cloud charts from the program, the online videos (with students) and some of the resources on
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the site to help me teach how to take a good report. However, when the pictures come back from the satellite, I
may not be able to show it to them right away.
197. Scool cloud website nsta website
198. We learned about NASA Projects last year on our own, but we look forward to using NASA Resources this year! I
started teaching gifted students last year. I plan to use as many resources as I possibly can and share them with
the other regular education classes.
199. I have used some worksheets on Newton's laws of motion and the balloon rockets lab, in addition to a variety of
video clips, in a seventh grade class room.
200. I used several videolast year with my science class
201. Demonstrations, embedded in lessons
202. website resources for information in planning, ideas of what to make and how to make models.
203. I have used NASA posters, lessons and CD powerpoints in lessons. I have used bookmarks and older posters as
prizes in contests in class.
204. So far, we have used the posters, door prizes, and information cards to start the year.
205. I have used posters, lithographs, and many lessons including rocket launching, Sun-Earth lessons, seasons, the
moon, space missions, meteors, deep space, gravity, and we have had the moon rocks at our school for students
to learn about through your ambassador program.
206. I have used NASA posters around the room for the Earth Science units that I have taught. They are often read
when children enter the room or at lunch time. I have used the lunar rock plates for evening exhibits bringing
parents and student back to the school at night.
207. HS3, LMO, Curiosity, BEST, Environmental, Earth, Space, Life
208. See above! Also, I am using "Our Magnetic Sun" NASA resources, obtained by doing a workshop from Astronomy
from the Ground Up (Astronomical Society of the Pacific.) I have used this resource at the two solar events this
year (eclipse; Venus transit), one at joint program at Capulin Volcano National Monument for the public, the
other at a local park in Raton, N.M. I used the materials for demonstration and interpretation.
209. water filtration and rocketry unit - 7th grade classes for 3 years, will do Big Blue Marble for classes, some parts of
rocketry unit for Junior Girl Scouts. Mass v. Weight activities for 4-5 grade as one day lesson
210. We go to the Challenger Learning center every year through grants. Thank you for continuing to support the
GOBE Program. Now if I could only find an administrator who also finds value in this powerful program.
211. Did hands-on activities and lessons on thermal protection with shuttle tile artifact, lithographs of planets,
building Martian rovers, and paper rockets
212. All of the materials that I have used I have used as lessons.
213. since we have been in session only 5 days i have had the opportunity to use only vidoes
214. I used ideas and materials from summer (for credit) courses that enriched both school required courses and
summer courses (such as aeronautics/aerospace courses) offered for credit.
215. Water Filtration Design Challenge-Math Matters club activity for 6, 7 and 8th graders
216. NASA Explorer School units: 6th grade lessons NASA digital learning network:6th grade learning modules
Challenger Learning Center: 6th grade e-Mission
217. NASA spin-off site, mission patch site, satellites and satellite model site, posters and souviners for prizes, I have
used countless number of lesson plans from NASA.
218. I like the NASA Explorer Schools program. NASA has so many resources but the NES portal is so user friendly that
it is my first source... I wish all NASA educational resources were so easy to find and use.
219. The Jason Project
220. I searched the NASA site for pictures of other planets and stars to share with my Special Ed students
221. hands on activities
222. NASA Video clips and posters used to help teach Astonomy topics.
223. Moon- lesson plans and DVD clip/ song 8th grade, in science class and as a team of content teachers. Rocketlesson and online clips, in science class and Rocket club (after school) The sun and space weather DVD with 3d
poster, in 8th grade science,
224. A group of my students participated in the Space Movie Project through Morehead State Univeristy and
Dataseam... We used NASA resources, specifically the NASA website, to collect scientific data to include in our
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video. As part of the initial training a representative from NASA demonstrated a few hands-on activities and
showed my students the wide range of information on the website.
225. Made rockets with my students. Different things we learned at camp.
226. Curiosity landing -website based video links - public group audience - opened the event with the video to get
audience engaged.
227. We would like opportunity to utilize NASA as a partner to assist us in accomplishing goals for science curriculum
and to utilize trips to NASA for knowledge to pass along to co-workers and students.
228. Foam Rockets lesson (modified somewhat) with the help of Dr. Lester Morales! It was an awesome lesson that
our students loved!
229. UCEP and NEW training was used in both math and science classes. I used NASA education website.
230. I've used many of NASA sources like Destination Mars, DLN, and other curriculum material as well as attended
NASA sponsored PDs in which I have used the materials and activities to make real connections, to enhance my
knowledge, to lead local PD, and to help students experience what science is like in a variety of careers by
allowing them to do as many real hands on activities as possible.
231. lessons manual for classes, poster on wall for class, 6th and 7th grades,
232. Images from NASA website
233. Lessons, prizes for students, demonstrations or class videos
234. *Sharing the JPL/NASA videos about the MSL/ Curiosity landing with students on the first day of school was such
a treat for me and students. Numerous students had no idea this was happening. By the way, I learned this from
the JPL National Mars Educator Conference this past August. Sheri Klug Boonstra did an amazing job making the
time I spent at JPL worth the every second. She is amazing. I'm even flying to Phoenix to attend the next one she
sets up.
235. Lunar Sample Disk/Meteorite Disk--shared as demonstration and lesson with entire district over 2 weeks at 6
schools with hundreds of students. THEMIS images (Mars)--used for 4+ years (?) with summer science camp
students and classroom students as lesson and investigative activity. Solar System Lithograph Set--used for more
than 15 years with hundreds of students (summer science, regular school year) for math lessons, space science
lessons. Would love to share more--contact me!
236. I have used the NASA rocketry resources many times over the years. The resources I recieved from NASA's Power
of Propulsion workshop was used to remake our motion, forces, and energy unit. I use The Fundamentals of
Flight in my classroom and also in my afterschool science club. The Amusement Park Physics has been used to
enhance our physical science unit.
237. Space Math@NASA has been a resource that I used in the math classroom several times for lessons and
activities. I have also used some NASA Design Squad activities for after school STEM club activities.
238. discovery "When we left earth" series
239. I have used the information I received at a training session at the Virginia Air and Space Center to begin an afterschool experience for the neighborhood children-planet posters, samples of "Mars dirt". The children enjoy the
information and I love making it fun for us.
240. Lots of NASA visualizations in lessons, occassionally lithographs as part of a lesson or for research (example:
planetary set), stickers, etc. as prizes, posters displayed in classroom
241. Astronomy Village, Galactic Gear
242. Lunar Plant Growth Chamber - 5th Grade - Students followed the procedures to create their own individual plant
growth chamber. Portable Planetarium - 5th and 6th Grade - Students were amazed by the resources and
opportunity to view materials on planets and the telescope.
243. Lunar Samples. My audience was all the 8th grade students in my middle school. over the last two years, nearly
700 students have had the experience of seeing real moon rocks and learning about how we obtained them.
244. I have used the S'COOL activities before in my 8th Grade Science classroom to become more familiar with
ground-truthing methods.
245. After participating in the NYCRI summer program at GISS, I have shared my experience with my students and
presented the research to them by means of a power point and report. I try to get them excited about STEM
related fields and encourage them to aim for careers in engineering and science.
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246. Oh my goodness, I have used so many NASA resources. The posters line my classroom walls, I have collected
enough bookmarks for all my students, unit packets become class units.
247. Used resources (lessons, webinars, online handbooks in PDF format) to makepresentaitons and hands-on
demonstrations in-house and for outreach programs and science events.
248. I have not used NASA resources yet but would like to in the future.
249. I used the moon and meteorite samples and had my students view them in class. The purpose was to have
students actually see physical samples rather than just black and white photes of what they look like.
250. In the classroom I have used: posters, the NASA website for educators.
251. Posters. I wish I could find more. Teaching in Wyoming makes it difficult to locate posters. I also use the internet
which is easy to use to find materials from NASA. Posters are wonderful because they are always visible to the
students. I am looking forward to learning more about NASA research.
252. I have used images from space taken by a few of the NASA telescopes. My students have accessed information
from GRACE and the Lunar Reconnaisance Orbiter to further their knowledgte of space topics and environmental
issues.
253. I use the posters to emphasize a concept. For example, I put up the space vehicles when discussing about space
travel and motion. When we discuss space life. We use the NASA informational sheets at each station so the
students can research the essential question or complete the end product.
254. I had some seeds that had been exposed to the atmosphere in space and we planted them next to the same kind
of seed that had not been to space. I used this with seventh graders.
255. Rocket Guide - After School Science club NASA Connect - In class Designing the Future - In class with students
256. Exploring the Moon lessons. Teachers were my audience. Astrobiology curr. students were my audience, I did a
workshop on Curiosity. NASA Robotics (robonaut) teachers were my audience. I gave out door prizes of each
printed lesson pack and CDs of them as well.
257. I use NASA resources all the time as lessons labs demonstration prizes for behavior and even family involvement.
I used the NES clouds unit to teach my students about the atmosphere and weather and the life on other planets
to introduce astronomy. I am currently involved in the Mars student imaging program and I am using the geology
on Mars to review Geology on Earth. There is something for almost every standard I teach.
258. I've used many of the activities from the Moon unit. I plan to use the materials I received this previous summer in
the spring when I teach astronomy.
259. We give them as handouts for our public as well as for students who attend our Astronomy Camps.
260. I have used your astronaut costume, also a demonstration about blowing a small paper into a bottle to teach
about air mass and volume, The balloon demonstration to teach about action and reaction. The audience were
my students. I use these activities to engage the students into the topic and also to elicit prior knowledge and to
clarify misconceptions.
261. Lithographs, posters and lesson plans!
262. Mc-Real lessons in the early 2000's and NASA lesson plans. i used some of the lab activities and some worksheets
Elementary
131 educators (60.09%) responded and 87 (39.91%) skipped it.
1.

2.

3.

IBEX lesson plans, Mission stickers, SDO posters/online materials, STEREO 3D sun, SDO solar glasses, Space
weather cd, IBEX lenticular, solar pizza, lesson guides, MoonKam, EarthKam, NASA Explorer School materials I've
used it as giveaways or demos at professional development workshops and as lessons with my class or after
school science club
Teacher workshops-Materials from various missions, IBEX, TIMED, Voyager, SOD in the form of demonstrations,
lesson plans, were used to improve teacher pedagogical content knowledge and clear misconceptions. Modeling
of hands on activities. Materials assist in helping to develop a community of practice with collegues to learn
science content to share with other teachers, students and parents.
Lessons were used with middle school students as content lessons Lesson, Cds, lithographs, and posters also
used with pre service teachers during workshop presentation
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4.
5.

6.
7.

8.
9.
10.
11.

12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

19.

20.
21.

22.

23.
24.

I use NASA resources with my students
Meatballs, astrobiology activity and lesson booklet, Mission specific: lithos, trading cards, posters, bookmarks
and etc. Except for the meatball stickers, I use all NASA handouts in conjunction with lessons that I am teaching.
The information provided on the materials must support my lessons or I do not request the materials.
I have demostrated lessons learned at the DREME Foundation to students in my building during Science Fair and
in my classroom rutinely.
Project 3-D View was used with my fourth and fifth grade classes as part of their Earth/Physical Science content. I
have distributed any materials I have obtained from NASA vendors or from STEM workshops to my students
based on their interest in the subject matter depicted.
We have taken several field trips to Johnson Space Center and I have been very impressed with the way the
school program is run.
I have used posters/DVD's/webcasts/games/websites/data, etc...Depending on what content I am covering,my
students have used NASA resources on a weekly basis in the classroom and in before/afterschool activities.
NASA sent boxes of flyers for us to pass out concerning various satellites and ongoing data collection projects.
I have shared NASA resources with Veronica Hernandez and Carmen Imai of Region 19 ESC in El Paso for years.
Currently I created a Facebook page titled War Eagles Air Museum Education Page, that is to create a STEM
focused social media tool which seves as a platform and reinforcement of STEM content to our audiences. Also
with the City of El Paso City Counsel the awareness of Sally Ride Science Erath and Moon Kam Missions. IBID El
Paso Housing Authority Sandoval Housing Unit.
1) Posters-teaching support and engage moments 2)Lectures from astronauts: notes taken during their
presentation used to stress the importance of studying science
All I have recieved was the pictures of planets, see above, I used them during lessons.
As lessons to not only K - 12 grades but also for community classes in the planetarium.
I've used information and items I received from a NASA workshop I attended in March.
The local astronomy club and visitors to the planetarium, bookmarks and lithographs, especially of the Hubble
space telescope.
Lesson Plans Lithographs Websites Videos CD's Posters Bookmarks Postcards Hands On Activities
Space math - high school lessons example: connecting satellite return through atmosphere with Solar Cycle NOA
- tides through a year, graph and compare with moon phase to find trends ViewSpace - lesson introduction
Astronomy Picture of the Day - photos for presentations and lessons Lithographs - door prizes, comparing to find
classification of objects Kepler site - planetarium show from materials, lesson materials Night Sky Network gravity - Bl CAPER list serve - life blood of teaching core
Newton Laws posters Fermi Game Fishing for Supernovae game Swift model EMS poster Fermi Poster I have used
all these things in my own classroom as unit lessons and presented the materials at state and national science
conferences.
Lesson plans developed from material received. My audience was my students.
Pam Whiffen (I think she teaches in Arizona somewhere, saw her at an NSTA conference) is a wonderful
presenter. I'm not sure what program she's affiliated with but I hope the program, her work, and the other
teacher/presenters like her that NASA supports will continue to be around.
After-school science club for 5th graders: Afterschool Universe unit, Lunar exploration engineering lessons,
Martian investigation techniques from University of Arizona program were used with my 4th graders. I have also
shared these lessons with others during my presentations on hands-on learning at NSTA conferences.
MUch of what is used in my class is visuals/animations/clips fom the web sites and research materials on line for
my students
I have use your engineerig lessons, particularly ones connected to rocketry. I have also used your posters to
better explain principles and current events in space. I have also used postcards and other imagery materials as
both sources for students to create art and also as prizes for students to take home and share with their families.

25. My time to explore tatoos given to students visiting the planetarium. Stickers for students in class. Posters to
teachers visiting the planetarium for a workshop. Postcards to everyone. Bookmarks to kids in class.
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26. Other than those mentioned above I will be using the syllabus content from the last NASA workshop that I took
this summer at our local Science and Discovery Center.
27. Legospace activities are so engaging, I use them as lesson with 2nd, 3rd, and 4th graders. I use the Food and
Space unit with 4th graders to teach about nutrition. I use the Microgravity activities esp. with toys. Also, my
students have been exposed to the Moon Rocks and Meteorite Activities.
28. Mostly used the website. . .
29. Newton balloon cars made from styrofoam trays; audience was eighth grade students; Used in lesson and
experiment.
30. posters - students lesson plans - students video - students
31. I use NASA Earth Observations data in class activities, and tie it to hands on activities with students measuring
similar variables here on Earth.
32. I've used a lot of NASA resources... taken workshops through LPI and through U of Washington... planetary
volcanism, Fieldtrip to yellowstone, Workshop through Hampton U in Anchorage, AK, Workshop in N.C. on
bioengineering. I've done many, many labs in my 5 and 6th grade science classes. Fantastic resources... I'd like to
do more.
33. NASA photos for an interpretive "walk through the solar system". The audience is families and individuals of all
ages in state parks. Sometimes there are school groups and sometimes just visitors.
34. 1. Online Program Material (MLL -> Voyager) for K-12 Science classes (Chemistry, Physics, Biology, Geology,
Astronomy). 2. Climate Change Data (Material from Earth Ambassador Training 10/2011) for general public at
local public events (Earth Day, Green Kids Conference, County Fair, 4-H Events). 3. Climate Change Data and
Space Program material (the above) for 4-H Science Projects Youth members.
35. -Images and animations from NASA space exploration missions in planetarium presentations to school groups
and the general public -Handouts (bookmarks, lithographs, postcards, stickers etc.) to the general public Summer of Innovation lesson plans for after-school activities with students
36. Used the book with the bat with a prek/k class to teach what animals do at night.
37. School wide Space Week curriculum for K-6 school children. Used patches for door prizes, used shuttle design
pages (the fold and paste ones) as handouts, as well as NASA-provided Lunar Maps.
38. The aviation materials to showcase the history of flight on a bulletin board in the library.
39. I've attended different workshops in the past and Space Camp for Educators and used many of the activities in
my classroom and the students love them!!!
40. I present "Rocket day" to the entire school each year. I use NASA's rocket ideas for 10 outdoor stations, I head
Nestle's Science Night for students and families (2yrs ago I had Moon samples), and I've taught robotics after
school.
41. Received excellent resources and ideas at the Astronomy conference I attended in Tucson this month and I plan
to utilize those resources in my teaching.
42. lunar samples, presented to school community. Lithographs, key chains, and tee shirts, given for prizes. Tote bags
are especially appreciated. I fill them with various things and give them at PD
43. We have toured JPL with a homeschooling group of mixed aged.
44. As gift bags I would give the discovery Now cards as awards and prizes, and birthday prizes. Each month students
who celebrate birthdays would receive these items.
45. Rocketry, Microgravity, Mars...all guides, posters, postcards, etc. Used with elementary students, summer
campers for lessons, activities, etc. Lunar samples used with elementary students, parents, colleagues.
46. Jason Project--Class/lessons Pictures, freebies--encouragement for good work and to encourage students to go
on in science Mars Recycle Water project --Class/lessons
47. Lunar rock smapless were shared with all students in the third grade level within each teacher's classroom.
48. 1. MESSENGER MISSION to Mercury Resources/Teachers: used them to teach lessons: 2. Bring Curiosity to your
Classroom: Teachers/ used it to supplement a robotics program 3. Summer of Innovation: used it to for
professional development and coaching for afterschool program 4. Lunar Samples: teach students 5. MESSENGER
TO MERCURY buttons and posters. Gave to teachers and students for publicity
49. lithographs: shared w/ all 4th grade teachers (new Standard to teach) NASA challenges: I was able to take 2
students to AL based on the challenge we completed Lesson: conducted w/ students; shared w/ teachers.
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50. Fifth grade science covers a large portion of astronomy (solar system, planets, sun, comets, gravity, etc). I find
that having visuals and hands-on lessons aid my students to better understand these concepts (especially difficult
ones such as gravity and relative size).
51. Students at my school 52. This year I am planning to introduce the Digital Learning Network (DLN) to our students in science/computer lab.
53. LUNAR ROCKS AND METEORITE SAMPLES PRESENTATIONS TO VARIOUS CLASSES IN MY DISTRICT AND OUTSIDE
MY DISTRICT AS WELL AS AT A SCIENCE CENTER. POSTERS, LITHOGRAPHS, ETC. ARE USED THROUGHOUT MY
CLASSROOM.
54. audience is 3-6th graders; used as demonstrations, lesson plans, student handouts. Posters were used for lessons
and also to establish suitable environment for a multischool family aerospace festival I run annually in gym; Many
NASA lesson guides, such as Rockets, Spacesuits, etc. are used for lessons. Lithographs are used for lessons and
also student handouts for their personal environment at home; stickers /tattoos are great for handouts to
elementary kids.NASA multimedia videos for lessons
55. Teaching Astronomy Teacher we work though: Amazing Space DVD (cosmic times, Life cycle of stars, Galaxies
activity books) / Hubble Deep Field/ SVS resources/ WMAP . For Earth science - Lots of GSFC RSESTeP Program
Remote Sensing Resources and SOHO for Solar. I use and share NASA resources as they are cutting edge, exciting
and accurate. I never just hand them out. Informal Family Science Nights I set up activities. If you need additional
information: sallies@pgcps.org 301-918-8750 Sallie
56. Website, models of the Casini, posters when suplimenting the Space Probe simulation. I have used them with
small pullout group of 5th and 6th grade gifted students.
57. I have given posters and book marks to students.
58. My audience is fifth grade students. They observe and sketch lunar and meteorite samples along with rocks they
collect from the local area. The information on the back some of the lithographs of planets and space probes
become part of the resources students use for projects. Students use, and treasure bookmarks. Several years ago
my students utilized the NASA basil seeds for an inquiry project in the classroom. NASA trinkets form workshops
become rewards (yo-yos, pencils, footprints, etc.)
59. Posters, lithographs, various websites, cds & dvds, participation in activities at Moffet Field, JASON Project,
CloudSat, Globe
60. Web resources, video/tweet chats with astronauts as part of lessons. Sharing mission stickers, bookmarks, and
postcards with students.
61. Phases of the moon, NASA stickers for prizes, NASA poster and CD rom
62. I have used- lunar rock sample, lithograph, data, video feed ,stickers, brochures and much more I have used it for
door prizes, lessons, bulletin boards
63. The best thing for me is attending a workshop and being able to do the activity before trying to put it into my
teaching. Students loved the pcp bottle rocket launcher I saw at a STENNIS workshop. Making a robot hand was
an activity presented by the same NASA educators in Baton Rouge that was easy for the students and helped
instruction on different topics.
64. Climate data maps for demonstrations/lessons
65. Posters, teacher education lesson plans, videos, Head Start students PreK students Junior Kindergarten students
Elementary grades astronomy night
66. posters, downloads of visuals- all for lessons
67. web-site & posters
68. I have used lessons from the backs of posters for years, have been involved in the NSIP contests, use NASA
satellite data in a project through NASA called RSESTeP, have implemented Afterschool Universe programs and
used materials from the Lunar Rock training.
69. Educator materials and activities for students.
70. Postcards and posters as classroom prizes. NASA website in lessons and for student research, student audience.
Universe at Your Fingertips lesson planning/lesson ideas.
71. Phases of the moon lessons provided by Ota Lutz. 3 D posters with glasses of moon landing. Moon dust lesson.
Weather lesson. The planet musical, my students loved that! Many other lesson I get from JPL or NASA
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72. Early in my career I was given the opportunity to attend 10 day to 30 day learning opportunities, these
educational experiences changed the way I taught. I would like to see opportunties like this again. Teachers
spend time where "real" science is taking place and can take that experience back to the classroom.
73. I am part of the NASA Explorer School program and I use them in my classroom by incorporating them into my
core curriculum. I also use them as demonstrations in Summer of Innovation STEM events. I have also used them
as demonstrations at conferences geared to get girls excited about STEM. I hope to use them to demonstrate at
the SEEC in Houston, if my proposal is accepted.
74. NASA program @ Moffit for students in Spring when buses were provided we took all students & they loved the
field day activities
75. Family Constellation Party at school site, phases of the moon, star charts The Reason for the Seasons, as well as
Solar System distances using string, toilet paper rolls, scaled charts in math and science lessons. Oobleck in
GEMS.
76. We grew basil seeds that were grown in space. I show images from the NASA website of our planets, stars,
spacecraft, and robots. I am looking forward to using the MSL media with my students, especially since I had the
opportunity to see it being constructed two years ago at JPL>
77. I've used the Mission to Mars program that I was introduced to at Fordham University in a workshop. I began a
Space Cadets club afterschool program at my school. The funding for an afterschool program in science lasted
one year.
78. Images of the Planets and information about the planets.
79. We have used NASA information, JPL website, lesson plans from my classes with you, and other materials in my
class. We did experiments. We completed challenges. We had fun!
80. *Pictures in our planetarium shows-(7,000) *Moon phases activity -1,600 a year *Climate Time Machine - 1, 500+
we made an educational module to go along with this piece *Landsat maps for our area to be used this next year
*Climate day materials for our climate day *Graphs from NASA Climate site 1,500+ yearly *BEST curriculum and
kits - 2 classes a year (120 students), used this in a grant request *Bella Gaia program at our museum with follow
up 200+ Family Fun with science- 4 sessions
81. I have used many of the resources over the last few years, videos, posters, lessons, content information etc. They
were used to create lessons to provide to teachers and to give teachers for use in their classrooms.
82. eClips, Posters, lithographs all used in class centered around a unit
83. With kindergarten students, they enjoy tangible items.
84. I did a series of teleconferences with NASA two years ago.
85. Website has been used to share pictures and facts with elementary classes.
86. Downloadable lessons from nasa.gov.....videos, web cam links to space shuttle and the international space
station.. we have had visiting astronauts during the UCEP program..Urban Community Education Program..
87. I use NASA resources for educating my students about Mar's Curiosity, and other probes used in Space
Exploration. I like the NASA website. :o)
88. NASA Eyes (Solar System/Earth) NASA kids NASA TV NASA@ Home and City
89. Currently participating in the Mars Student Imaging Project with Arizona State University. Using images from
THEMIS. I am carrying this out with fifth grade presently.
90. NASA website has been used but I have never received anything for door prizes. From my last NASA class we
have learned to make rockets and other objects.
91. Lots of NASA materials. Rockets, Gate To Gate, Aeronautics (many), Virtual Skies, posters, lithos, ..... Many put on
a DVD to give out at teacher workshops, preservice classes, classroom visitations etc. NOTE: I worked as a
controller, and did not know these materials (FAA then NASA & others) were available, how would a classroom
teacher know about these aerospace type (STEM) materials are out there AND MOST ARE FREE!!
92. I work in a Title I school (G/T pull-out teacher - top 5-10% of the students in 4th, 5th and 6th grade). 4th grade
Science in Utah includes weather, so I use the S'COOL site to teach students about clouds and taking weather
data. I use the cloud charts from the program, the online videos (with students) and some of the resources on
the site to help me teach how to take a good report. However, when the pictures come back from the satellite, I
may not be able to show it to them right away.
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93. I have used resources with my students as well as parents. We used moon rocks for a family night and parents
and students did other NASA related activities. I also use NASA resources as rewards for my students.
94. I've used a variety of lesson plans as well as the NASA quest site with my students and in the numerous
presentations/workshops that I put on. I am able to see a very positive reaction from participants about bringing
NASA into their classroom.
95. I use NASA resources frequently throughout the year for bulletin boards and instruction with third through fifth
grade GATE students. I am also involved in Marsville with other GATE specialists each year and Pam Maher at the
CSN Planetarium provides us with many resources to share with the students at the conclusion of our Link-Up
Day.
96. website resources for information in planning, ideas of what to make and how to make models.
97. HS3, LMO, Curiosity, BEST, Environmental, Earth, Space, Life
98. See above! Also, I am using "Our Magnetic Sun" NASA resources, obtained by doing a workshop from Astronomy
from the Ground Up (Astronomical Society of the Pacific.) I have used this resource at the two solar events this
year (eclipse; Venus transit), one at joint program at Capulin Volcano National Monument for the public, the
other at a local park in Raton, N.M. I used the materials for demonstration and interpretation.
99. Echo the Bat, SoHo magnets, lithographs, posters, solar vision glasses, solar beads, My Nasa Data, Puma,
animations, so much I can't remember them all!!!
100. I honestly in my own classroom don't have any resources from NASA, we have used some video clips on our
educational video gallery from NASA. I would LOVE to have students resources!!
101. I have used videos from NASA, posters, news clips, and the internet to teach my lessons. The use of the smart
board and the internet have had an extremely positive affect on student learning!
102. I like the NASA Explorer Schools program. NASA has so many resources but the NES portal is so user friendly that
it is my first source... I wish all NASA educational resources were so easy to find and use.
103. Photos of orbiters and shuttles from Ames research center, shared oceanography materials with grade level, and
accessed the NASA online images to enhance science lessons
104. Toys in Space Space Shuttle Video Footage of Astronauts doing experiments on board a Space Shuttle Rockets: A
Teacher's Guide with Activities in Science, Mathematics, and Technology NASA Discovery and Lithograph Set I
used the materials listed above with 4th graders as demonstrations and teaching tools.
105. During Reading is Fundamental RIF, I gave my students book marks, they were facinated by the movement and
did not expect me to give each one something I had used as a lesson. I drew a pictorial about the water cycle and
encouraged them to look and name the weather every morning a we kept a chart. I discussed the planets and we
did a picture dictionary by drawing one planet per day and discussing its characteristics. We role played traveling
to other planets and shared what we might find. etc
106. hands on activities
107. NASA Video clips and posters used to help teach Astonomy topics.
108. www.nasa.gov for additional information during lessons on space science.
109. Curiosity landing -website based video links - public group audience - opened the event with the video to get
audience engaged.
110. webinar with a sloe in WA- done with 4th grade students on animals in the sloe- classroom activity Mars Mission
complete a mission to space- done with 4th grade students- classroom activity
111. Lessons, videos...We even sent a poster up in space one year. That was really incredible.
112. I have used the information I received at a training session at the Virginia Air and Space Center to begin an afterschool experience the neighborhood children-planet posters, samples of "Mars dirt". The children enjoy the
information and I love making it fun for us.
113. Went to JPL workshop at which we built a simple telescope. Inspired me to find funding for a classroom set of
telescopes which we will use on our school Astronomy Night.
114. Oh my goodness, I have used so many NASA resources. The posters line my classroom walls, I have collected
enough bookmarks for all my students, unit packets become class units.
115. Used resources (lessons, webinars, online handbooks in PDF format) to makepresentaitons and hands-on
demonstrations in-house and for outreach programs and science events.
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116. NASA films from ISS missions dealing with physics in micro-gravity. Many films and videos on the solar system
and actual satellite photos.
117. Lessons, clubs, science fairs
118. websites on planets, moon, etc. Audience was students, Research info.
119. I have used images from space taken by a few of the NASA telescopes. My students have accessed information
from GRACE and the Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter to further their knowledge of space topics and environmental
issues.
120. Rocket Guide - After School Science club NASA Connect - In class Designing the Future - In class with students
121. We had volunteer Earth Science lessons at 5th grade. We have also hosted several STAR Parties along with a
mobile planetarium to engage all types of learners.
122. We give them as handouts for our public as well as for students who attend our Astronomy Camps.
123. 3rd gr students loved making several kinds of handmade rockets, weather balloons, radio waves w/ candy,
recycled paper, lunar land rover/crafts, & also using the NASA educational website & games. Students love
looking at the posters, pictures, pamphlets, books, patches, space lapel pins, stickers, and activities I receive from
the workshops I receive at Stennis & Ole Miss teacher conference in Oxford, MS! More tangible manipulatives for
the students would be useful to bring back for them to use!.
Pre-K
24 educators (77.42%) responded and 7 (22.58%) skipped it.
1. Meatballs, astrobiology activity and lesson booklet, Mission specific: lithos, trading cards, posters, bookmarks and
etc. Except for the meatball stickers, I use all NASA handouts in conjunction with lessons that I am teaching. The
information provided on the materials must support my lessons or I do not request the materials.
2. Project 3-D View was used with my fourth and fifth grade classes as part of their Earth/Physical Science content. I
have distributed any materials I have obtained from NASA vendors or from STEM workshops to my students
based on their interest in the subject matter depicted.
3. NASA sent boxes of flyers for us to pass out concerning various satellites and ongoing data collection projects.
4. I have shared NASA resources with Veronica Hernandez and Carmen Imai of Region 19 ESC in El Paso for years.
Currently I created a Facebook page titled War Eagles Air Museum Education Page, that is to create a STEM
focused social media tool which seves as a platform and reinforcement of STEM content to our audiences. Also
with the City of El Paso City Counsel the awareness of Sally Ride Science Erath and Moon Kam Missions. IBID El
Paso Housing Authority Sandoval Housing Unit.
5. As lessons to not only K - 12 grades but also for community classes in the planetarium.
6. The local astronomy club and visitors to the planetarium, bookmarks and lithographs, especially of the Hubble
space telescope.
7. Newton Laws posters Fermi Game Fishing for Supernovae game Swift model EMS poster Fermi Poster I have used
all these things in my own classroom as unit lessons and presented the materials at state and national science
conferences.
8. My time to explore tatoos given to students visiting the planetarium. Stickers for students in class. Posters to
teachers visiting the planetarium for a workshop. Postcards to everyone. Bookmarks to kids in class.
9. I use NASA Earth Observations data in class activities, and tie it to hands on activities with students measuring
similar variables here on Earth.
10. NASA photos for an interpretive "walk through the solar system". The audience is families and individuals of all
ages in state parks. Sometimes there are school groups and sometimes just visitors.
11. -Images and animations from NASA space exploration missions in planetarium presentations to school groups and
the general public -Handouts (bookmarks, lithographs, postcards, stickers etc.) to the general public -Summer of
Innovation lesson plans for after-school activities with students
12. The aviation materials to showcase the history of flight on a bulletin board in the library.
13. Climate data maps for demonstrations/lessons
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14. Posters, teacher education lesson plans, videos, Head Start students PreK students Junior Kindergarten students
Elementary grades astronomy night
15. N.A.--- First year as a Director of Science. Need general information for basic understanding of Science.
16. We grew basil seeds that were grown in space. I show images from the NASA website of our planets, stars,
spacecraft, and robots. I am looking forward to using the MSL media with my students, especially since I had the
opportunity to see it being constructed two years ago at JPL>
17. *Pictures in our planetarium shows-(7,000) *Moon phases activity -1,600 a year *Climate Time Machine - 1, 500+
we made an educational module to go along with this piece *Landsat maps for our area to be used this next year
*Climate day materials for our climate day *Graphs from NASA Climate site 1,500+ yearly *BEST curriculum and
kits - 2 classes a year (120 students), used this in a grant request *Bella Gaia program at our museum with follow
up 200+ Family Fun with science- 4 sessions
18. eClips, Posters, lithographs all used in class centered around a unit
19. Downloadable lessons from nasa.gov.....videos, web cam links to space shuttle and the international space
station.. we have had visiting astronauts during the UCEP program..Urban Community Education Program..
20. HS3, LMO, Curiosity, BEST, Environmental, Earth, Space, Life
21. During Reading is Fundamental RIF, I gave my students book marks, they were facinated by the movement and
did not expect me to give each one something I had used as a lesson. I drew a pictorial about the water cycle and
encouraged them to look and name the weather every morning a we kept a chart. I discussed the planets and we
did a picture dictionary by drawing one planet per day and discussing its characteristics. We role played traveling
to other planets and shared what we might find. etc
22. Curiosity landing -website based video links - public group audience - opened the event with the video to get
audience engaged.
23. I have used the information I received at a training session at the Virginia Air and Space Center to begin an afterschool experience for the neighborhood children-planet posters, samples of "Mars dirt". The children enjoy the
information and I love making it fun for us.
24. We give them as handouts for our public as well as for students who attend our Astronomy Camps.
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Definition of CEU

USNEI
Source: International Affairs Office, U.S. Department of Education Feb 2008
http://www.ed.gov/international/usnei/edlite-index.html

Structure of the U.S. Education System:
Continuing Education Units (CEU)
Continuing education units, or CEUs, are awarded by many education and training providers to signify
successful completion of non-credit programs and courses intended to improve the knowledge and skills of
working adults. Among the most common uses of CEUs are to record refresher, transitional, or knowledge
improvement accomplishments for professional workers undergoing what is called continuing professional
education.
The typical CEU represents approximately ten (10) contact hours of experience in a structured continuing
education experience (class, seminar, retreat, practicum, self-study, etc.) that is supervised in some way by a
qualified continuing education provider.
CEUs are similar in theory to academic credits but differ in two important respects:
1. CEUs are not awarded for academic study and do not represent, or provide, academic credit; and
2. They may be awarded for a variety of experiences in different settings whose only common criterion is
that they be measurable, supervised educational or training experiences with defined starting and
ending points.
CEU CONVERSION
Some CEUs can be converted into academic credit hours. This is done by both higher education institutions and
special examining and assessment services. Academic credit can only be granted for CEUs if (1) the subject
matter and nature of the CEU experience is approved as applicable to consideration for academic credit; (2) the
continuing education experience has been analyzed for content and level and, if necessary, the person holding
the CEUs has been examined; and (3) a formal recommendation is made by competent academic authorities
(faculty, review board, etc.) based on an agreed conversion formula. CEUs are most commonly converted via a
formula that considers at least ten (10) CEUs to equal a single academic credit hour.
The most authoritative U.S. guide to CEUs is provided by the International Association for Continuing Education
and Training (IACET).
Information on converting CEUs to academic credit hours, and vice versa, is provided by the American Council
on Education (ACE).
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NASA SMD E/PO Professional Development Survey

NASA SMD E/PO Professional Development Survey

Page 1 - A few questions about you and your school
1.

Where do you teach?
City
US State
Zip Code
+4

2.

If you teach in a non-US address, please complete the following information.
International State
International Zip
Country

3.

___________________________________
___________________________________
___________________________________
___________________________________

___________________________________
___________________________________
___________________________________

Do you consider your school to be
[--Please Select--]

4.

What grade level(s) do you teach? Please check all that apply.
Pre K
Elementary (K-5)
Middle Level (6-8)
High School (9-12)
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Community college
College
Vocational
 If other, please specify

___________________________________

5.

How many total students do you teach in a year?

___________________________________

6.

7.

How many years have you taught and in what areas?
8-10 years 11-14 years 15-18 years 19-22 years

over 23
years

N/A

0-3 years

4-7 years

Physical Science

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

Earth Science

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

Environmental Science

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

Astronomy

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

Physics

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

Chemistry

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

Biology

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

Technology

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

Engineering

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

Math

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

Which of the following best describes your school setting?
Home-school
Tribal
Rural
Suburban
Urban
On-line only
 If other, please specify

___________________________________
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Please estimate the percentage of students at your school who receive free or reduced lunch.

8.

[--Please Select--]

How many hours of professional development are you required to take annually?

9.

[--Please Select--]

How many credits (or CEU's) of professional development are you required to take annually?

10.

[--Please Select--]

How many hours of professional development do you typically take in a year?

11.

[--Please Select--]

How many credits (or CEU's) of professional development do you typically take in a year?

12.

[--Please Select--]

In what ways do these sources fund your professional development at national conferences?

13.





All conference
costs are
covered

Registration only

Meals/Travel/
Hotel

Cost of a
substitute

College or
Renewal
Credit

Supplies and
materials

School would
cover costs













School would
sometimes
cover













I usually pay













I often pay













A grant pays



















In what ways do these sources fund your professional development at local or regional workshops?

14.





All conference
costs are
covered

Registration only

Meals/Travel/
Hotel

Cost of a
substitute

College or
Renewal
Credit

Supplies and
materials

School would
cover costs













School would
sometimes
cover













I usually pay













I often pay













A grant pays
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Page 2 - Your comments about NASA resources
15.

16.

NASA has many types of materials, products and resources. Please rank each one in order of personal importance, with
1 being not useful and 5 being very useful.
1. Not useful

2. Somewhat
useful

3. Neutral

4. Useful

5. Very useful

CD/DVD

O

O

O

O

O

Posters

O

O

O

O

O

Postcards

O

O

O

O

O

Bookmarks

O

O

O

O

O

Books

O

O

O

O

O

Lithographs (NASA image,
with text on backside)

O

O

O

O

O

One-page list of resources

O

O

O

O

O

Individual lessons or
activities

O

O

O

O

O

Thematic units

O

O

O

O

O

Flyers or brochures about
professional development
opportunities

O

O

O

O

O

Videos and visualizations to
supplement a topic

O

O

O

O

O

Real NASA science data
that students can use for
science projects

O

O

O

O

O

Information about student
programs and opportunities

O

O

O

O

O

Information/activities
available on website

O

O

O

O

O

Social media (podcasts,
apps, Facebook, Twitter,
etc)

O

O

O

O

O

If you receive NASA educational materials through a professional development opportunity such as a conference,
workshop or presentation, with whom are you most likely to share those materials? Please check all that apply.
The students in your class
Colleagues in your same building
Colleagues in different buildings in the local area
Colleagues outside your district (regional or state level)
District curriculum director or instructional coach
Other professionals in local informal venues (museums, science centers)
Other educators through local, regional or area STEM conferences or meetings
After-school providers
Parents
 If other, please specify

___________________________________
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Page 3 - Your comments about professional development
17.

During 2011-12, where did you participate in STEM teacher professional development experiences? Please check all that
apply.
At your school site with teachers at your grade level
At your school site with teachers in your department/discipline
At your school site with teachers from multiple grade levels
At your school district training facility
At your state’s teachers’ conference
At a NASA Center
At a university or college
At a museum or science center
At a National or State park
 If other, please specify

___________________________________

18.

In 2011-12, did you participate in STEM teacher professional development through any of the following?

Online. Who offered the training?

At another federal agency (NOAA, USGS, DOE, etc). Please list.

At a community-based organization (Scouts, 4H, Boys/Girls
Club). Please name the organization

At other venue(s): Please list.

19.

__________________________
__
__________________________
__
__________________________
__
__________________________
__

NASA offers professional development opportunities of different durations. Which of the following would you be most
likely to attend?
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20.

1 Would not
attend

2 Probably would
not attend

3 Undecided

4 Probably would
attend

5 Would attend

1 hour

O

O

O

O

O

½ day

O

O

O

O

O

1 day

O

O

O

O

O

2-3 consecutive or closelyspaced days

O

O

O

O

O

One week during the
summer

O

O

O

O

O

Longer than one week
during the summer

O

O

O

O

O

Several weekends during
the school year

O

O

O

O

O

Online courses that span a
semester

O

O

O

O

O

Face to face courses that
span a semester

O

O

O

O

O

From what source do you typically find out about STEM professional development opportunities? Please check all that
apply.
Your principal
Your school district
Science coach/mentor
Teaching colleagues
Colleges/universities
Professional organizations (NSTA, State Science Teacher Associations)

21.

22.

What other source do you typically use to find out about STEM professional development opportunities?
Regional training organizations. Please name

____________________________

Teacher list servs. Please name any you find
especially useful

____________________________

Social media (Twitter, blogs – name any you find
useful)?

____________________________

Other ways

____________________________

Below is a list of components generally recognized as important to valuable/successful professional development
experiences. Please rate each of them, with 1 being the least important to the value of your PD experience; 5 being very
important to you.

Learning science content

1 Not important

2 Not very
important

3 Neutral

4 Somewhat
important

5 Very important

O

O

O

O

O
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23.

Writing a lesson plan based
on new content

O

O

O

O

O

Understanding how
students learn science
concepts. (Pedagogical
content knowledge)

O

O

O

O

O

Uncovering student preand misconceptions

O

O

O

O

O

Modeling hands-on
activities

O

O

O

O

O

Aligning content and
lessons provided to
standards

O

O

O

O

O

Having time allotted to plan
for implementation of new
lessons/activities

O

O

O

O

O

Working and interacting
with colleagues
(networking)

O

O

O

O

O

Developing a community of
practice with colleagues

O

O

O

O

O

Learning about additional
professional development
opportunities

O

O

O

O

O

In order to maximize a NASA STEM professional development experience, would you prefer to attend learning/training
with: (Please check all that apply.)
Science teachers from within your school
Teachers at your same grade level or grade level cluster (K-5, 6-8, 9-12)
Teachers from multiple grade levels (K-12 science teachers)
Science resource specialists
School administrators
District administrators
Educators across disciplines and/or various states and locations
A blend of formal and informal educators (i.e. museum planetarium, after-school programs, environmental campuses, etc)
 If other, please specify

___________________________________

24.

If a NASA scientist were present (either in person or via webcast) during a STEM professional development workshop,
which of the following presentation components would be most educationally valuable to you? Please check all that
apply.
Lecture on his/her NASA job/research
Informal discussion on his/her NASA job/research
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Presentation/discussion of NASA data related to his/her job/research
Handouts related to his/her job/research (activities, data, websites)
Question and answer opportunity
Discussion of his/her professional background (education, job experiences) and a general discussion on NASA career
opportunities

25.

26.

Which of the following tangible benefits are most useful to you at the completion of a professional development
experience? Please rank each one in order of personal importance, with 1 being not useful and 7 being very useful.
1 Not useful

2

3

4 Neutral

5

6

7 Very useful

Continuing Education
Unites (CEU's)

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

Certificate of
Completion

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

Graduate credit:
Specifically in a content
area

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

Graduate credit:
Specifically in
Education

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

Letter of Participation

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

Press announcement

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

Notice sent to your
State Department of
Education

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

What would entice you to attend a NASA STEM professional development opportunity? Please rank each one in order of
personal importance, with 1 being not important and 10 being very important.
1 Not
important

2

3

4

5 Neutral

6

7

8

9

10 Very
Important

Acquiring NASA
resources
(print/electronic)

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

Learning ways to
use NASA
resources with
students

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

Interacting with a
NASA scientist (in
person or via
webcast)

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

Receiving science
content from a
NASA scientist

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

Discovering the
cutting edge
scientific work
being done by
NASA

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

Obtaining access
to national
treasures (e.g.

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O
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lunar samples).
Accessing NASA’s
imagery and
science

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

Touring a local
NASA facility

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

Becoming an
Ambassador
(solar, earth,
climate…)

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

Learning how to
use NASA data for
student science
fairs, research
and/or
competitions

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

Page 4 - Final comments
27.

If you have previously used NASA resources with students, please share any student quotes or reactions that resonated
with you after using the materials and/or resources.

___________________________________
___________________________________
___________________________________
___________________________________

28.

We value the time you've taken to complete this survey and have one last question. Please list specific NASA resources
you have used, who was your audience and how did you use them (e.g. demonstration, door-prizes, as lessons, etc).

___________________________________
___________________________________
___________________________________
___________________________________
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